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On the Cover Each September-October issue is
known as the Annual Meeting issue because it tracks the
AM theme. Inside you will find the latest AM53 updates,
articles that reflect the theme, and articles outside the
theme that are timely and unique. AM53 is titled, “Do It
Live, Do It Now, Get Involved!”- and it reflects what

NCURA is all about. NCURA
is only as strong as the mem-
bers that are involved.

The issue begins with the
latest news from AM53, in-
cluding the Do It Live Ses-
sions, Learning Lounge, 
and NCURA Communities.
Kerry Peluso provides timely
advice on how to get in-

volved as a financial research administrator; Diane Bar-
rett provides her own set of steps to getting involved;
Tony Ventimiglia and Samantha Westcott speak to the
many benefits of getting involved; and Maura Gilmartin
writes about active and passive involvement as being
equally winning choices.

Dean Kamen, a widely known in-
ventor and entrepreneur, talks
about innovation and the central
role that universities play in fos-
tering innovation. Our colleagues
at NSF, Rick Noll and Justin Poll,
provide an update on the new
NSF approach to award pay-
ments. Another federal colleague,
Rebecca Taylor at the State De-
partment, talks about “global

grand challenges” and how universities can be an inte-
gral part in addressing them.

This issue is the largest in the history of the Magazine.
This is a testament to our colleagues who choose to
“Get Involved” by writing articles. Due to space con-
straints, not all authors are mentioned here; but, suffice
it to say, a special thank you is in order to all authors for
their contributions.

Lastly, the following individuals will receive NCURA
awards at the Annual Meeting: Peggy Lowry, Pat Green,
Ed Herran, Heather Offhaus, Kerry Peluso, Beth Seaton,
and Mark Herbst. Congratulations!

Enjoy the Annual Meeting, and
remember…….Get Involved!

James Casey
Senior Editor
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What’s new at this year’s Annual Meeting (AM53)? There are lots of
cool, new things, but we wanted to let you in on the specific activities
that we are most excited about – they are AWESOME!

Do It Live Sessions – NCURA is fully embracing social
media to respond to and fully engage our members. We
want to provide the best Annual Meeting experience we
can for our members. These Do It Live sessions will be
discussion-group type gatherings that NCURA creates
“on the fly,” while at the meeting, based on the buzz of a
particular topic. We’ll be “listening” for buzz-worthy top-
ics via Facebook and Twitter. We will then communicate
the time, place, topic, and presenter for each session. If
you’re not tied into the FB and Twitter world … no wor-
ries! … We’ll have a live Twitter Feed displayed at the
meeting, providing continual updates so everyone can
“Get Involved.” Real-time response on critical is-
sues…now that is “Doing It Live!”

Learning Lounge – At this year’s meeting we’re trying
out a new way to engage and educate! These 15-minute
sessions are designed for one, specific topic to be dis-
cussed. Presenters will speak in an open venue with seat-
ing for up to 40 people. With 20 sessions scheduled (10
on Monday and 10 on Tuesday), there are plenty of topics
to help you find answers to your research administration
questions. So if you are between sessions, or not sure

what session or discussion group to attend, – “Do It Now”, come on over and join us
in the Learning Lounge and find that golden nugget.

NCURA Communities – This Fall, NCURA will be unveiling its professional net-
working software (NCURACommunity). This software will enable our members to “Get
Involved” and self-form into groups/communities, centered on whatever aspect of re-
search administration the community is interested in. At AM53, we want to encour-
age the development of these communities by providing an opportunity for newly
formed groups to get together for their first face-to-face at an NCURA Community
Breakfast – look for details in the coming weeks. 

Do It Live, Do It Now – Get Involved!

Dan Nordquist, Bruce Morgan, and Kallie Firestone

New @ AM53:
Do It Live Sessions, 
Learning Lounge and 
the NCURA Communities

L-R, Bruce Morgan, Assistant 
Vice Chancellor for Research Admin-
istration, University of California-
Irvine and 53rd Annual Meeting
Co-Chair; Dan Nordquist, Assistant
Vice President / Director, Washing-
ton State University and 53rd An-
nual Meeting Chair; Kallie Firestone,
Senior Compliance Specialist, MIT,
and 53rd Annual Meeting Co-Chair.
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PATRICIA HAWK, Director of Sponsored Programs, Oregon
State University, was elected Vice President/President Elect of
NCURA. Since joining NCURA in 1981, Hawk has been an
active member for a number of years, both regionally and na-

tionally. She cur-
rently serves as Chair
of the Professional
Development Com-
mittee. In addition,
Pat is currently a De-
partmental Research
Administrators
Workshop faculty
member and is a member of the
National Peer Review team.
She’s also a past Fundamentals
Workshop faculty member and
past Financial Research Admin-
istration Workshop faculty
member. Pat has served on
many program committees and
has been an NCURA TV presen-
ter as well as featured on
NCURA Webinars. Pat served as
Secretary-Treasurer of Region
III, 1984-1986, and was Chair of
Region VI, 2001-2002. Pat then

served on the National Board of Directors, 2003-2004, and is the recipient
of the 2006 NCURA Distinguished Service Award. As Vice President, Pat
will be responsible for the 2012 Annual Meeting.  

ROBERT ANDRESEN, Assistant Director of Post Award Services, Re-
search and Sponsored Programs, University of Wisconsin-Madison, was
elected Treasurer Elect. An NCURA member since 1994, Andresen is the
current Chair of the Select Committee on Peer Review and is a current
Financial Research Administration Workshop faculty member. He was

Co-Chair of the 2011 Financial
Research Administration 12
Conference and was a 2011
NCURA TV presenter. He
served on the Board of Direc-
tors in 2010 and was a member
of the Financial Management
Committee, 2006-2007. Addi-
tional service includes Funda-
mentals Workshop faculty
member, 2007-2009, speaker

for NCURA podcast session “ARRA Part II”, 2005, Region IV Member of
the Board of Directors, 2006-2008, and Region IV Chair of the Nomina-
tions Committee, 2007. In addition, Andresen is a 2004 graduate of the
NCURA Leadership Development Institute.

The NCURA membership also elected GEORGETTE SAKUMOTO, Ad-
ministrative Officer, Office of Research Services, University of Hawaii, to
the position of Secretary. Sakumoto joined NCURA in 1991, and cur-
rently serves on the National Board of Directors, following her previous
service on the Board in 2002-2004 and again in 2009-2010 as the Region
VI elected Board member. Her service also includes National Minority
Participation Task Force member, 1999, and National Budget and Finance

Committee member, 1997. Regional service includes Chair of
Region VI, 2006-2007, and Secretary/Treasurer of Region VI,
1996-1998. Saku-
moto’s service on
regional commit-
tees and regional
and national pro-
gram committees is
numerous as well.
Sakumoto is the re-
cipient of the 2009 NCURA Distinguished Service Award. 

JAMES CASEY, JR., Executive Director of the Office of
Grants, Contracts and Industrial Agreements, University of Texas at San
Antonio, was elected to the NCURA Board of Directors. Casey joined
NCURA in 1995 and currently serves as Senior Editor of the NCURA
Magazine, is a current member of the Professional Development Com-
mittee, serves on the Editorial Board
for Report on Research Compliance
and Chairs the Region V Profes-
sional Development Committee.
Casey served on the NCURA Board
of Directors, 2006-2007, and previ-
ous service also includes Interna-
tional Neighborhood Chair,
2008-2009, Commission on Interna-
tional Research Administration,
2007-2009, NCURA Delegate to the
University-Industry Partnership Project, 2003-2006, Editor, Research Man-
agement Review, 2002-2005 ad Editorial Board member, Research Manage-
ment Review, 1999-2002.  

Also elected to the NCURA Board of Directors is MICHELLE VAZIN, Di-
rector, Office of Contracts and Grants, Vanderbilt University. Joining
NCURA in 1994, Vazin served on the Board of Directors in 2010, the
same year she graduated from the
NCURA Leadership Development
Institute. In addition to her contribu-
tion as a 2011 presenter on NCURA
TV, Vazin also has served on the Fi-
nancial Management Committee –
Subcommittee on Development,
2006-2010, was Co-Chair of the 51st

Annual Meeting in 2009, and also
served on the Program Committees
for the 46th Annual Meeting, 2004,
and the Financial Research Adminis-
tration III and VIII Conferences, 2002
and 2007. Vazin was Chair of Region III, 2006-2007, and Chair of the Re-
gion III Nominating Committee, 2002-2004. She is the Co-Chair for the
upcoming Financial Research Administration XIII Conference in 2012.  

Both Casey and Vazin will begin serving on the Board of Directors on January 1,
2012 and will serve for two years. Hawk will take office on January 1, 2012 and
will serve for one year after which she will succeed to a one-year term as Presi-
dent of NCURA. Andresen will become Treasurer Elect on January 1, 2012 and
will serve for one year after which he will succeed to a two-year term as NCURA
Treasurer. Sakumoto will take office as Secretary on January 1, 2012 and will
serve a two year term. 

NCURA 2011 ELECTION RESULTS

When asked her thoughts about being
the incoming Vice President / President
Elect of NCURA, Pat responded, “I am
quite humbled and honored to have
been selected by the membership.  My
introduction to NCURA came while
working for Dennis Barnes when he
was elected as NCURA’s Vice Presi-
dent/President Elect, so it’s very special
to me to also serve as Vice President/
President Elect.   Serving as NCURA’s
Vice President/President Elect in 2012
will be a particularly exciting time.
AM54 will represent the last Annual
Meeting to be held in the October/No-
vember timeframe, so it will be a
unique opportunity to celebrate and ob-
serve both old traditions and new be-
ginnings.  I thank the membership for
this opportunity.”

About his service as Treasurer Elect, 
Bob offered, “I am honored to be
selected for this role. I am looking
forward to working on behalf of all
members to continue to provide high
quality profes sional development
opportunities and to maintain the
financial strength of NCURA.”

When asked about her role as Secretary,
Georgette had this to say, “I am so ex-
cited to be an integral part of the
NCURA executive ohana (family).  
I look forward to working with every-
one in the years to come.”

When asked his thoughts about
serving on the NCURA Board of
Directors, Jim responded,  “It is an
honor to be elected to the Board
by my peers. I look forward to
working to make NCURA
stronger and even more respon-
sive to changing needs in re-
search administration.”

Upon learning of her election to the
NCURA Board of Directors, Michelle
replied,  “I am so excited to be
elected to the Board which will en-
able me to give something back to
NCURA.  It will be very reward-
ing to be a part of the group that
ensures NCURA stays on track
and help in some small way to
shape the future of NCURA over
the next couple of years.”
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We are so excited to announce the 13th annual Financial Research
Administration conference will take place in beautiful Orlando, FL
from March 26-28, 2012. The confer-
ence will be held at the Swan and
Dolphin Resort. The award-winning
Walt Disney World Swan and Dol-
phin is a Starwood resort conve-
niently located in the heart Disney
between Disney’s Boardwalk and
Yacht Club resorts. 

The theme of the conference is 
“Formulas for Efficiency and 
Success.” FRA XIII will offer a robust
and timely program that will address
our ongoing need for essential finan-
cial guidance and information when
dealing with sponsored programs as
well as insight and discussions on hot
topics and special interests currently
relevant to financial research admin-
istration.  This year’s conference will
address many topics, both new and traditional, to help participants
enhance and cultivate their knowledge necessary to operate effec-
tively in and around financial research administration. There will be
something for everyone!    

We want to provide the formulas to assist you in strengthening your
skills as well as a venue to promote the active discussion of what it

takes to be a successful financial re-
search administrator. In addition,
weaved throughout conference of work-
shops, concurrent sessions and discus-
sion groups, there will also be many
opportunities for attendees to meet and
network with their peers and colleagues
from around the country to share their
experiences, have some fun and further
expand their knowledge base.  In the
end, we want everyone to journey back
to their own institutions with new ideas
and strategies that will facilitate their
success in research administration as
they go forward.

Please make plans now to join us in
March for FRA XIII!

Sincerely FRA XIII Co-Chairs,

Brenda Kavanaugh Michelle Vazin 
University of Rochester Vanderbilt University

Financial Research Administration XIII Conference
March 26-28, 2012  | Walt Disney World Swan and Dolphin Resort  | Orlando, FL

Brenda Kavanaugh (left) is the Assistant Director, Office of Research
and Project Administration at the University of Rochester. Michelle Vazin
(right) is the Director, Office of Contract and Grant Accounting at Van-
derbilt University
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More than twenty years ago, I founded
FIRST® (For Inspiration and Recognition of
Science and Technology), a non-profit robotics
program that uses competition to motivate
kids to explore science and technology. Over
the years, FIRST has grown into an interna-
tional movement with hundreds of thou-
sands of participants. We receive mentors
and sponsorship from America’s largest and
most influential corporations. And I am
proud to say that we also receive support
and inspiration from America’s best aca-
demic institutions.

This year, the number of colleges and uni-
versities that offered FIRST scholarships
rose to 132, with $15 million available to
our students. Our entire community is
deeply appreciative that these institutions
of higher learning are engaging in a prac-
tice that I am afraid is all too rare in mod-
ern academia: providing scholarships to
actual scholars.

The vital importance of STEM (science, tech-
nology, engineering, mathematics) education
to the current generation of American stu-
dents has been recognized by the National
Academies, the National Science Founda-
tion, and the President of the United States.
American students currently rank 23rd in sci-
ence and 31st in math out of 65 developed
nations. Despite this failing performance, we
are not adjusting our standards or our ex-
pectations to address this problem. 

America needs a new generation of innova-
tors and technology professionals in order
to sustain its economic growth and global
competitiveness. Our universities must be at
the forefront of this effort to promote STEM
and train our future scientific leaders. And to
do this, our academic institutions must in-
spire their scholars to pursue careers in these
challenging and rewarding fields.

FIRST is a readily-available source from
which universities can draw. According to a
study completed by Brandeis University, our
alumni are not only more likely than their
peers to attend college, but are three times
as likely to major in engineering and four
times as likely to choose a career in that
field. Our veterans are also nine times as
likely to secure internships after their fresh-
man year. Among women and minorities,
two demographics grossly underrepresented
in the STEM fields, the impact of FIRST is
equally dramatic.

Consider this fact: ten percent of MIT’s
freshman class in 2008 were FIRST alumni.
That percentage continues to grow, and
other universities such as Kettering and
Worchester Polytechnic Institute boast sim-
ilar numbers for their incoming classes. The
benefits of FIRST to college students extends
beyond past participation in high school –
Purdue is offering a course in their College
of Engineering designed to train their stu-
dents how to mentor a FIRST team. The ex-

perience of working with students to de-
velop their own STEM skills reminds our
mentors of why they love technology in the
first place.  

If universities are to lead the charge for in-
novation in America, then they need stu-
dents and faculty who dream of blazing new
trails in the STEM fields. This requires that
these scholars be exposed to and inspired by
science and technology at an early age.
FIRST has a proven record of accomplishing
precisely that.

I encourage each university, particularly
those that seek to expand their STEM hori-
zons, to become a part of the FIRST com-
munity. By sponsoring teams, offering
scholarships, and providing inspirational
mentors, America’s academic institutions
can play a prominent role in restoring our
nation’s technological leadership and eco-
nomic strength. N

For more information, please visit 
www.usfirst.org.

Inspiration 
and Innovation

By Dean Kamen

Dean Kamen is the founder
and president of DEKA Research &
Technology Corporation and the
founder of FIRST®. DEKA tech-
nologies include the Home-
Choice™ portable dialysis

machine; the iBOT™ Mobility System; the Segway™
Human Transporter; a DARPA-funded robotic arm;
a new and improved Stirling engine; and the Sling-
shot water purifier.
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By Carol Blum

Some would say the view in the Capitol is pretty grim. Let me suggest,
however, that the view for colleges and universities may, in fact, be im-
proving. Without lots of money to spend, the Administration and Fed-
eral agencies are focusing much-needed attention on reducing
regulatory burden. The responses to the call for retrospective review of
regulations included in President Obama’s January 18, 2011, Executive
Order 13563, Improving Regulation and Regulatory Review,  may not have
an immediate effect; but the principle of reducing regulatory burden and
the review of regulations to consider burden reduction seems to have
caught on in Washington.  

One clear sign of potential and fundamental change appeared on June 28,
2011, with the request for comments issued by the interagency task force
(A-21 Task Force) of the National Science and Technology Council (NSTC)
Interagency Working Group on Research Business Models (RBM) under
the Subcommittee on Social, Behavioral and Economic Sciences (SBE) of
the Committee on Science (CoS) to consider potential revisions to Office
of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-21.  Changes to Circular A-
21 which sets the Principles for Determining Costs Applicable to Grants, Con-
tracts, and Other Agreements with Educational Institutions would have a
significant effect on how colleges and universities conduct business with
the Federal government. The list of issues under consideration is a who’s
who of administrative burden and research costs:  effort reporting; recov-
ery of direct costs for project management and reimbursement under all
programs by all agencies of facilities and administrative (F&A) costs at the
negotiated government-wide rates; consistency in the negotiation of F&A
rates; and rationalization or harmonization between agencies of regula-
tions and reporting requirements, e.g. deemed exports, Institutional Re-
view Boards, visas, etc.   

The Washington-based associations weighed in along with numerous
colleges and universities. In addition to addressing the topics raised by
the A-21 Taskforce, the associations called for various reforms including
eliminating effort reporting, streamlining sub-recipient monitoring, pro-
hibiting voluntary committed cost-sharing, establishing government-
wide electronic document retention provisions, and eliminating
duplicative financial reporting and F&A restrictions on large volume or
bulk purchasing. Taking the opportunity to address issues outside of A-
21, the associations called for greater harmonization of Federal regula-
tions and policies, the consideration of costs to and alternative
approaches for educational institutions in any proposed regulations, and
the stabilization of funding and improved governance of Grants.gov to
ensure its continuation.  

The A-21 Task Force has proposed an aggressive schedule for reviewing
the comments and making recommendations to the leadership of OMB,

pledging to report by as early as late August.  We suspect the first targets
will be the easiest to accomplish – the proverbial “low hanging fruit.”
Some issues can be addressed through directives, memoranda, or guid-
ance from OMB; others may require regulatory or statutory change, a
much longer and more complicated process.    

A recent example of agencies taking up the challenge of burden reduction
and harmonization is the Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
(ANPRM) and request for comments issued by the Office for Human Re-
search Protections (OHRP –HHS) and the Office of Science and Technol-
ogy Policy (OSTP) concerning Human Subjects Research Protections:
Enhancing Protections for Research Subjects and Reducing Burden, Delay and
Ambiguity for Investigators. Published in the Federal Register on July 26, 2011,
OHRP and OSTP pose 74 questions for consideration covering a wide
range of topics. For example, to focus Institutional Review Boards (IRBs) on
higher-risk research, OHRP/OSTP propose eliminating continuing review
for minimal-risk studies and expanding the categories of research exempt
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or “excused” from IRB review along with other streamlining efforts.  The
agencies suggest requiring the use of a single IRB of record for multi-site
studies and propose establishing uniform consent form requirements to
make them shorter and clearer to aid in decision-making by potential sub-
jects.   OHRP/OSTP present some potential new requirements or mech-
anisms including detailed data security protections, web-based reporting
of unanticipated problems, and adverse events and “registration” of ex-
empt studies.  Finally, OHRP/OSTP propose extending the protection reg-
ulations to all studies conducted at institutions that receive some funding
for human subjects research.  

As one commentator has noted, the current human research subject pro-
tection regulations have a certain uncomplicated elegance and the pro-
posed “revisions” are simply addressing complexities introduced in
guidance from agencies, notably OHRP, and risk-adverse decisions on
campuses. Nonetheless, the ANPRM should not be ignored by the com-
munity because a number of the proposed changes would have a regula-
tory impact.   When issued, the ANPRM had a deadline of September 26,
2011, for comments. OHRP has been “flooded” with requests to extend
the comment period, and we hope they will honor those requests.  Uni-
versities should consider responding to requests for comment and assis-
tance from their Washington-based associations, preparing a separate
institutional response, and/or encouraging their investigators to join the
institution or their individual professional societies in responding to this
request.  Changes are not likely to occur quickly, but that notorious “low-
hanging fruit” may offer some more immediate changes.  

Finally, the university community has been abuzz this summer over the
introduction of the Digital Accountability and Transparency Act of 2011
– the DATA Act.  Authored by Rep. Darrell E. Issa (R-CA), the DATA Act
(HR 2146) supports accountability and transparency in Federal spend-
ing by enhancing the reporting requirements of Federal agencies and
recipients of Federal funds.  The DATA Act repeals the Federal Funding
Accountability and Transparency Act (FFATA) and establishes a new
Board, the Federal Accountability and Spending Transparency (FAST)
Board, directed to issue Guidance, establish common data elements, and
create the required web site for agency and recipient reporting.  Intro-
duced on June 13, 2011, the DATA Act was approved by the US House
of Representatives’ Committee on Oversight and Government Reform
and sent to the full House on June 22, 2011.  Companion legislation was
introduced on June 16, 2011, in the Senate by Sen. Mark Warner (D-VA)
as S 1222 and referred to the Senate Committee on Homeland Security
and Governmental Affairs.  No further action has been taken in the
House or the Senate.   

Under the DATA Act, Federal funding recipients would be required to re-
port, not less than quarterly, on individual Federal awards by agency in-
cluding the total amount of funds received and the amount of funds
expended or obligated for an individual award per quarter, subawardees
(or prime awardee depending on status of recipient), and any additional
information requested.  The functions of the website USASPENDING.gov

will be transferred to the website developed under the Act.  With the re-
peal of FFATA and the transfer of USASPENDING.gov, the DATA Act ab-
sorbed the FFATA functions and, in a manner, replaces the FFATA
reporting except for the notable addition of quarterly expenditure report-
ing.  This expenditure reporting echoes the reporting requirements linked
to the Recovery Act.  

The Council on Governmental Relations (COGR) issued a joint statement
with the Association of American Universities (AAU) and the Association
of Public Land-grant Universities (APLU) opposing the Act when under
consideration by the House Committee.   With the timely assistance of
the Federal Demonstration Partnership’s (FDP) preliminary data on the
costs of Recovery Act reporting, we were able to highlight the costs of re-
porting under requirements similar to those included in the DATA Act.
The Washington-based associations continue to meet with Congressional
staff members to discuss the DATA Act provisions and the potential im-
pact in terms of cost and burden on the recipient community. 

“Plus ça change, plus c’est la même chose.”

References and Resources:

Executive Order (EO) 13563, Improving Regulation and Regulatory
Review, (2011, January 18). The EO, OMB Guidance to the agencies
and copies of the agency plans are available at:
http://www.regulations.gov/exchange/topic/eo-13563

A-21 Taskforce Request for Information (RFI): Input on Reduction of Cost
and Burden Associated with Federal Cost Principles for Educational
Institutions (OMB Circular A-12), published by the National Institutes
of Health (NIH) in the NIH Guide, June 28, 2011, Notice Number:
NOT-OD-11-091.  Available at:
http://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-11-091.html.
OMB Circular A-21 is available at:
http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/circulars_a021_2004.  See Washington-
based association websites for their responses including the Council
on Governmental Relations at www.cogr.edu. 

US Department of Health and Human Services (2011, July 26).
Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking. 76FR44512

Digital Accountability and Transparency Act of 2011 – the DATA Act, HR
2146; S 1222. 112th Congress at: 
http://thomas.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/z?c112:H.R.2146: and
http://thomas.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/z?c112:S.1222:

“Plus ça change, plus c’est la même chose.” Loosely, “the more things
change, the more they stay the same.”  The proverb is of French origin
and was used by the French novelist Alphonse Karr (1808-90).  From
“Random House Dictionary of Popular Proverbs and Sayings” by Gre-
gory Y. Titelman (Random House, New York, 1996).

Carol J. Blum is Director for Research Compliance and Administration at the Coun-
cil on Governmental Relations (COGR).  Before joining COGR in 2001, Carol served
Ohio University for ten years as associate vice president for research after three years at
the Ohio Board of Regents as director of graduate and special programs.  She holds a
PhD in history from the University of Cincinnati.  She has recently begun exercising the
right side of her brain in art classes and continues to volunteer at the Washington Liter-
acy Council and Washington Area (Reproductive Health) Clinic Defense Task Force.
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Regardless of where we live, upon receipt of this issue of NCURA Magazine, we have survived Spring,
enjoyed Summer, and, for many of us, eased out of Fair Season into Fall. 

I grew up on a ranch and have early Fair memories involving growing, grooming, showing, and selling
livestock. In my teenage years, it became more about meeting friends at the accompanying carnival,
where we’d lose some coinage at the games and get tickets for rides that didn’t go well with heavily fried
or excessively sweet foods. In later years, it became about the exhibitions and, of course, the rodeo.  

Rodeos are exciting. There are cowboys and girls of all ages. There are horses and calves. There is bar-
rel racing and team roping. And one of the most anticipated rodeo events is bull riding. As in riding a
real bull. With horns. The saying goes that bull riders have to be a bubble-off-plumb. Really, who in
their right mind would ride a bull? These are not calm, well-mannered animals. They are massive beasts. 

Having been behind the gate a time or two, I assure you that all of one’s senses are alight. There’s a
lot to watch. There’s a lot to smell. The bulls are huge, and might be why “ginormous” is now in some

dictionaries. They snort. They paw. They glare. The bull is usually angry and moves like a sumo wrestler trying to swat a wasp off his back. There’s a lot
of weight and muscle ramming the fencing.  And this is before the chute is opened.  

After attempting to firmly affix a cowboy hat and putting on a leather glove, the rider eases over the bull’s back and adjusts and tightens the bull rope,
double- and triple-checking everything. The gate man asks, “Ready?” After last-second adjustments, the rider nods. The gate is opened and the bull bursts
out, gyrating left, right, up, and down with amazing velocity. Hooves thud as every effort is made to dislodge the rider, which often occurs in a matter of
seconds with an abrupt descent into the arena.  While the rider scrambles up, a rodeo clown magically appears out of a barrel and works to distract the
bull to save the rider’s hide and keep things right and good. Thus the rider is able to do it again. And again. And again. 

Consider the life of a research administrator: How many times each day are we unceremoniously morphed into bull riders? Instead of a cowboy hat, boots,
leather glove, and bull rope, we face a computer monitor, voluminous email, OMB-Circulars, a ringing telephone, and an annoying keyboard.  We reg-
ularly lament about all the “bull.” But instead of A bull, we deal with sponsors, PIs, auditors. We double- and triple-check until somebody asks, “Ready?”
The chute opens and we’re hanging on for dear life.  

Often the ride is far longer than 8-seconds before we safely dismount. Sometimes we get thrown.  Fortunately, through it all, we have a barrel called
NCURA for protection. And in that barrel are a host of resources and people upon which many of us rely to keep things right and good.

Over the course of my career, I can’t tell you the number of times I have relied on my NCURA colleagues to help me get up and find my hat so that I’m
ready to ride the next bull. NCURA provides me with the network necessary to readily gather best practices information, often within a very small
amount of time, secure answers, and find a sounding board and a sympathetic ear from someone who’s “been there, done that.”  

Unlike clowns, NCURA is neither funny nor frightening. But like a rodeo clown, NCURA helps keep things right and good. Along the way, we develop
friends who understand what we do. We share memories and laugh with – and sometimes at – each other. We share knowledge and PowerPoint pre-
sentations, websites and emails, audits and resolutions. When helping each other up, we share the NCURA experience.

Questions about extra comp? I reach out to six or eight NCURA colleagues for advice. A difficult conversation with a prominent PI that is particularly
unsettling? I call an NCURA mentor who not only talks me out of giving up the rodeo, but makes me laugh about the not-very-funny situation and pro-
vides a different perspective for consideration. How should my institution handle what appears to be a faculty independent consulting agreement with
F&A? Input from the clowns in my NCURA barrel may not involve big shoes and a small car, but I invariably receive advice that helps keep me on the
road to the Land of Right and Good.  

Every time I find myself turning into a bull rider, I rely on NCURA to help me survive so that I’m able to ride another day. And another. And another.
And if I’m able to laugh about it, even better!  

See you at the rodeo!
Judy Fredenberg is the Director, Research and Sponsored Programs, University of Montana

My, how time flies!
NCURA President, Judy Fredenberg
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Membership in NCURA has many benefits, not
the least of which is the opportunity to partici-
pate in events that enrich the experience for each
member, for NCURA, and for the profession of
Research Administration. There are a multitude
of entry points for members to become involved
and many paths to take toward participation.
Furthermore, there are many benefits to “getting
involved” in NCURA.  

NCURA is a VOLUNTEER organization. While
there are highly-skilled, professional staff sup-
porting NCURA, there is no way this organiza-
tion could provide the level of service,
professional development, networking or any of
the successful programs without the tremendous
efforts and hard work of the volunteer members.
There are times when one may be considering
membership or already be a member and unsure
of how to best find the right fit as a volunteer and
how to navigate the many pathways of NCURA
to benefit professional growth, the home insti-
tution, and NCURA. 

When considering how to work within NCURA,
one key consideration is to play to your
strengths. Take the time to assess your skillset,
your experience, and your interests. Once you are
more self-aware, spend time investigating how
your skills and experience and interests are met
by NCURA. Learning the names and the insti-
tutions of NCURA members that work in your
areas of interest gives you a great starting point
to sending an email or making a phone call and
beginning the connection. Research Administra-
tors need to spend a tremendous amount of time
on the job reading and studying. We are adept at
figuring out how organizations are structured
and how they work. Use those skills to ask and
read and study and search and query NCURA.
Use the NCURA website, the websites for each
Region and the social networking tools where
you will find more about NCURA and the mem-
bers. Use the member directory to find other
members in your institution or locally and ask for
a meeting over lunch. Ask others about their in-
volvement and how to connect with local mem-
bers. There are many, many ways to find entry
points into involvement with NCURA.

Keep in mind that not every volunteer at
NCURA is highly visible and there are many
roles for volunteer involvement. Not only are
there volunteers presenting and teaching, there
are many volunteers supporting the develop-
ment of programs, finding site locations, sup-
porting registration, stuffing packets and name
badges, answering questions, selecting meals,
and so on . . . Any commitment made should be
realistic. Committing your volunteer efforts to
any task is a commitment that needs to be met as
others depend upon you to fulfill that role. Fur-
thering the notion that your skills and experience
and interests are important in finding the right
fit, it is significant to keep this in mind when you
agree – or decline – to volunteer for NCURA. It
is far better to decline an opportunity if you are
unsure you can meet the needs than to disap-
point others in the long run. However, if you can
meet a commitment, step up and volunteer. 

The benefits of volunteering are often com-
pounded by direct involvement of the volunteer.
For the efforts you put into NCURA, you will find
the outcome of greater value than the effort in-
volved. Of the many benefits, the two we will
focus on for this article are professional develop-
ment and networking.

Professional Development 
When most people think of professional develop-
ment, their viewpoint is usually limited to being
on the “receiving end” of a training program or
session.  However, it is amazing how much you
can learn by actively participating in the develop-
ment or delivery of a program.  For example, when
serving on a program committee (depending on
your role), you can be actively engaged in devel-
oping a timely, well-rounded curriculum that ad-
dresses key issues within research administration,
as well as “hot topics” that are arising within the
field.  Speaking from experience, time manage-
ment and multi-tasking skills are significantly en-
hanced when serving in this capacity!

In addition, if you participate as a presenter, the
effort you exert in researching and developing a
session (in coordination with any co-presenters)
can contribute to your own professional develop-
ment in both increased knowledge and in work-

ing collaboratively (in some cases, this also makes
you the “office expert” where any time someone
in the office has a question about THAT topic,
they come to you….).  Facilitating discussion
groups at a regional or national meeting can also
greatly enhance your knowledge base as those in
the group share their best practices.  

You may have expertise in an area of research ad-
ministration that the NCURA membership could
truly benefit, however you may not feel comfort-
able in sharing this knowledge with a larger au-
dience (it can be noted that neither author has a
problem with public speaking, or speaking in
general…).  However, it is important to note that
NCURA (at both the regional and national lev-
els) supports its membership through sessions
on adult learning techniques and presentation
skills.  As such, you can develop these skills that
would both benefit the NCURA membership (as
you gain more confidence in presenting and
sharing your expertise) and yourself.

When you take the opportunity to extend your-
self, individual professional development is a
great ancillary benefit!

Networking
It tends to be very cliché to hear over and over
again the old adage, “It’s not what you know, but
who you know.”  However, when discussing the
benefits of networking, it is hard to disregard the
applicability of this statement.  The reason this
statement has some validity is due to the fact that
the volunteers working to seek others for work
will look to people they know first. In turn, those
asked will look to members they know . . . and
so it goes. There is no opportunity too small that
it does not afford a volunteer the ability to de-
velop a cadre of colleagues whom you may rely
upon when questions arise.  Whether assisting
at the registration desk at a national or regional
meeting (where you get the opportunity to put
“faces with names”) or volunteering to assist in
a regional hospitality suite in a more social and
laid back setting, the opportunity to network
presents itself on a regular basis.  Serving on
committees and within leadership roles (both at
the national and regional levels) provides you
with an opportunity to network with colleagues



from both your local area and across the country.
An even more integral benefit is the opportunity
to network with a diverse cross-section of indi-
viduals.  Are you in a pre-award office and not
very familiar with what happens at the transac-
tional (departmental) level?  Take the time to
meet someone who works in that area and learn
about what they deal with on a regular basis.

As an example, the authors of this article met at
a leadership conference in 2007 while serving as
regional officers within their respective regions.
Through the years, we have worked together on
various committees and the NCURA Board and
know that we can count on each other to serve as
a resource when questions arise.  While you
don’t need to volunteer to network within
NCURA (numerous opportunities are provided
for the entire membership), the benefit of doing
so allows you to work closely with others in the
field (with the ability to learn from them, and
also serve as a resource), while also serving the
general membership.  

When networking, there are many entry points
for even the most reserved of members. For ex-
ample, volunteering support for a conference can

give you chances to see names and
match them to faces. Working at a reg-
istration desk not only helps meet the
needs of members immediately and
when there is great demand, you can
read the names of the attendees and
their institutions, learn the program,
learn the operations of a meeting, get
the chance to answer questions and
provide feedback and support to offi-
cers and NCURA staff. A great advan-
tage to supporting the work of others
in a conference is that it helps get you
remembered. We remember those
who are friendly and supportive and
when we remember each other well,
we seek each other again.

Seek an NCURA mentor. Find a
member whom you already know or
one who has reached out to you and
ask that person to mentor you in your

NCURA membership. An NCURA mentor can
provide you with introductions to other mem-
bers and can help you understand how NCURA
works. You also can learn from your mentor
about opportunities from an individual with ex-
perience in getting matched by skills, experi-
ence, and interests. 

Make friends among your NCURA colleagues.
Many of us in the field know that only other Re-
search Administrators often find interesting or
understand our work pressures or stories. Get-
ting to know others in NCURA gives you not
only those who will understand and empathize
with your professional challenges and successes
but can also lead to deep and meaningful friend-
ships. It is important to attend and participate in
hospitality and networking events. It is extremely
useful to stay at the conference hotel when pos-
sible. Plan your travel early and make accommo-
dations to go and see some of the local sights
with others attending the conference. Be open,
be friendly, and be professional. Keep the friend-
ships sincere and let others get to know you.
Most of all enjoy the time you spend with your
NCURA friends.

It is also important to get to know your region.
Find a regional mentor; ask to join a regional
committee. There are often needs to find people
to support regionals conferences and find the
sites for meetings. Many of the regions are in
need of very dedicated, hard-working volunteers.
It is important to get to know how your region
works because each region is unique; however,
each region needs supportive volunteers and
each region can be a great entry point for mem-
bers to get more involved.

The most important consideration when work-
ing with NCURA is to remember that your rela-
tionship with NCURA can be as lengthy as your
entire career. This long-term relationship needs
to be considered to be a partner to your Research
Administration career and treated like any long-
term partner. Rather than rush to get committed,
get to know one another very well so you can
find what really works and will make the rela-
tionship successful for both partners N.
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Successful Tips
for Presenting
Set Up
✓ Don’t wait to be asked

✓ Don’t wait for the “right
opportunity”

✓ Seek or create the “right
opportunity”

Be Timely
✓ If you can address the current

issue SHARE, there will be a
demand

✓ If you cover an ongoing, ever-
present topic – look at the most
recent advances and
approaches
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Day One: We were bumped from our
8:00 a.m. flight out of O’Hare and were
booked on the scheduled 10:00 a.m.
flight to Miami. Our departure on the
second flight was delayed over an hour
due to snowy weather conditions at
O’Hare and we are certain to miss our
connecting flight.

We arrive in Miami and learn that our
flight to Port au Prince, Haiti was also de-
layed due to a mechanical problem. Al-
though the mechanical problem was
rectified, the flight was canceled.  We
learned that the airport in Haiti often does
not have lights available on the runway in
the evenings and the pilot refused to land
after dark!   

So my first night on this medical mission
is spent roughing it in a king size bed at
the Doubletree Hotel in Miami, compli-
ments of American Airlines. I enjoyed
grilled shrimp and Mahi Mahi Tacos with
Mojitos at the hotel bar watching the Super
Bowl…we will have to work harder upon our ar-
rival in Haiti to make up for this lost day.

Day Two: We arrived in Port au Prince at 9:30
a.m., but our checked luggage with the medica-
tions does not. Our bags with the medications
will be on the 4:00 p.m. flight later in the day.
We connect with Dr. Stephanie Wang-our team
leader-at the airport and our transportation is
waiting, a comfortable, and an air conditioned
mini-bus. Traveling through Port-au-Prince is
overwhelming.  

The devastation from the earthquake over a year
ago is still very visible. So many families are still
living in tents adjacent to collapsed concrete
buildings and motorcycles and open-air buses
jam the narrow street. I learned my first Creole
French expression, gen blocus: traffic jam.

Our Logistics Coordinator, Alfredo Hernandez,
has arranged that we will work in a church-
based community clinic organized by Pastor
Lemet Zepher at the Eglise Khartienne in the Car-
refore section of Port-au-Prince. Even with our

late arrival we were able to treat over 50 patients
in the clinic on our first afternoon. We plan to
maintain this clinic Monday through Wednesday.
I worked on inventorying and reorganizing the
pharmacy throughout the afternoon and later
entertained the local children; so many young
children hungry for knowledge and friendship
with our medical team.  

We travel back to the airport to get our luggage
through the traffic…cars traveling in all different
directions at each intersection and traffic circles.
Tight squeezes through very narrow side streets.
At dusk we arrive at our hostel, run by Pastor
Jonathan Joseph in Delmas section of Port au
Prince. Dinner consisted of chicken, black beans
and rice, mixed vegetables and potatoes au
graten. Although there are malnourished people
throughout the city, we seemed to eat well.

I fall asleep with the sound of the yellow dog in
the street barking and wake up to the sounds of
roosters crowing.

Day Three: We spent our second day work-
ing at the church-based community clinic in
Carrefore. Pastor Lemet Zepher spoke to our

team before the clinic opened giving us the
background of how the clinic was founded
and is maintained through volunteers in
his church community. The clinic is open
to the entire Carrefore neighborhood, not
just the church members, and is held on
the first and second floors of the church.
The Pastor explained expansion plans
which will include separate education and
clinic buildings. 

I spent most of the day in the pharmacy
cleaning and organizing the pharmaceuti-
cals as well as hunting down specific drugs
for the physicians and nurses on our team.
We treated 140 patients in our clinic with
primary care and physical rehabilitation is-
sues.

I was particularly struck by an elderly
woman who was receiving rehabilitation
treatment for a leg injury. The woman was
learning to walk on one of our donated
crutches. She struggled to walk only a few

feet. Her struggle reminded me of the time I
spent with my mother at her Rehabilitation Hos-
pital in New Jersey last year when she was re-
covering from orthopaedic surgery.  I could see
my mother’s pain in the face of this woman in
Carrefore and was very moved to see the pa-
tience and care provided by our physical thera-
pist, Katy Koren. 

I went for a long walk in the Carrefore neigh-
borhood after the clinic activity was completed
in the late afternoon and was immediately sur-
rounded by neighborhood children which I nick-
named the Carrefore Gang. The children are
loving and caring and hungry for attention.

Day Four: This was our last day at the Car-
refore Clinic and I spent the day dispensing
medications based on the orders from physi-
cians and nurses. Dave Unger worked to com-
plete the organization of the pharmacy with
help from Dr. Babs Waldman, our medical stu-
dent Monal Joshi, and our team leader Dr.
Stephanie Wang. We had over 120 patients vis-
iting the clinic and took a break from the clinic
activity for a short lunch break.

Haiti Diaries: Compassion and Service By Tom Wilson

As research administration professionals we often are called upon by our institutions and in our private lives to volunteer for various activities. Some of
the volunteer work can be for an organization such as NCURA. Other opportunities can be within our community; volunteering in a clinic, tutoring chil-
dren in mathematics or a science curriculum or a number of other possibilities within or apart from our institutions. Recently, I volunteered to be part
of a medical team organized through my institution to host clinics in Haiti. This is my journal of the mission. 
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Once all the patients were seen in the clinic the
Carrefore Gang arrived. Luckily, we brought gifts
for the children and distributed candy, tooth-
brushes, bottles of bubbles, candy treats, and
Gatorade. My thought was that giving a kid a
toothbrush was kind of lame, but it was the most
sought after gift and we quickly ran out.

Meals at the hostel have been very good with a
full breakfast of eggs, ham, juice and coffee. The
dinner buffet usually includes vegetables,
chicken, and rice and beans. This evening we had
a cake in honor of Sandra and Dave Unger’s an-
niversary. It was a fun celebration after a very
long day.

Day Five: We traveled to Jerusalem today
which is distant from Port au Prince and home
to a large refugee camp. The camp is “tempo-
rary” home to people who were displaced over
a year ago from the earthquake.  Some of the
families live in tents and others are fortunate
enough to have more permanent housing,
which consists of a one room building of cin-
derblock or wood frame construction.

Traveling through the city of Port-au-Prince and
Haiti, in general, can be a challenge with all of
the traffic and lack of traffic lights at most inter-
sections. Out trip to Jerusalem was delayed a bit
when a policeman pulled us over claiming that
the paperwork for our vehicle, which is regis-
tered in the Dominican Republic, was out of date.
Once U.S. dollars exchanged hands we were
back on the road.  

Our clinic was set up in two tents where patients
were seen with a lean-to waiting room next to
the partially constructed Jerusalem Baptist
Church. An adjacent home was used for physical
therapy and the front “porch” of that home was
used as the triage area. I worked with Dave
Unger in the pharmacy which was housed in our
bus transport. Despite these crowded conditions
we managed to see over 400 patients with a
number of ailments.

After we left the temporary clinic we visited an
orphanage located within the refugee camp.
Madame LaFleur ran an orphanage in Port-au-
Prince with her husband, which was severely
damaged in the earthquake and had to be aban-
doned. The orphanage houses 30 children in two
tents at the refugee camp and our medical team
examined each child, providing medications as
needed. We also left them with bags of treats,
clothing and chewable children’s vitamins.

We arrived home late (due to the traffic) for an
excellent dinner of fresh vegetables, chicken, and
rice and beans. The weather is very warm during

the day and it takes a while to cool down in the
evening and the bedrooms, which are a step
above the army barracks during my boot camp
days, can be a bit uncomfortable throughout
most of the night, but we certainly have much
better sleeping conditions than the people back
in the refugee camp.

Day Six: Today we traveled to another
refugee camp under development. The camp is
located in Croix des Bouquets. The compound
that we visited is run by Pastor Theodore
Williams and located outside of Port-au-Prince.
A number of patients were waiting for us when
we arrived in the morning and we managed to
see over 250 people before we closed at sunset.  

Dave Unger and I managed the pharmacy. We
ran out of some of the essentials during the day,
but then our transport arrived with our late lunch
and sorely needed bottled water. We also re-
ceived some additional pharmaceuticals which
had arrived at the airport earlier in the day.

I took a break after lunch to play soccer with
some of local boys donating one of the soccer
balls that I had brought from Chicago. At the end
of the day we gave the remaining children goody
bags and I distributed Mardi Gras beads, two ad-
ditional soccer balls and a basket ball. When we
arrived home late in the evening for dinner there
was a surprise of pasta with meat sauce. Al-
though I have not had access to a scale to weigh
myself, my Haiti diet seems to be working well!

Day Seven: Today we traveled to a church in
Delmas a few miles from our hostel (a trip of a
few miles can take 45 minutes to an hour in Port
au Prince). The medical ministry at this church is
an established, well managed organization
headed by Dr. Jeff Bercy. A section of the church
was already divided into five exam rooms, a
triage area, waiting room and pharmacy. All pa-
tients were triaged prior to our arrival and wait-
ing to be examined by a doctor. The clinic had a
number of volunteers who could supplement our
translators and assist in many other ways.  There
also was a Haitian pediatrician who was very
helpful in examining and diagnosing the many
pediatric patients. I managed to take a short
break and walked the streets with one of the
translators and saw some of the street vendors
actively selling their items.

After we had seen all of the patients in the clinic
that day I distributed soccer balls and basketballs
to the volunteers and children. We left the chil-
dren with treats, and I gave a dozen softballs and
a basketball to our Logistics Coordinator which
can be given to needy children when he returns
home to the Dominican Republic.

After six days of seeing patients we were run-
ning short of some medical supplies, even after
we had replenished some of the medications
the previous afternoon. We were out of chil-
dren’s vitamins for the past two days and dis-
pensed the last of the adult vitamins early in the
day today.  Most patients are in need of nutri-
tional supplements and many suffer from de-
hydration. Each team member brought at least
one case of Gatorade in their checked luggage,
but we were rationing the Gatorade during the
last two days of clinic.

We saw over 250 patients on our last clinic day
and over the six days of clinical activity we had
administered medical care to over 1,200 pa-
tients. This may seem like a large volume of pa-
tients, but when traveling through
Port-au-Prince and through the Haitian coun-
tryside it becomes apparent that this is just the
smallest percentage of the population that are
in need of quality medical care. I was moved by
the graciousness of the people that we cared for
during our trip and especially the love and ac-
ceptance of the children of Haiti.

Tomorrow we fly home to Chicago and next
week I will visit my primary care physician for my
annual physical. The waiting room and exam
room at my physician’s office is luxurious in
comparison to the setting in the clinics that we
held here in Haiti, but the compassion and qual-
ity of care provided by physicians in Chicago is
no greater than that of our medical team in Haiti.

I hope that you will find your volunteer experi-
ence with your university community and/or
NCURA as rewarding as my Haitian experience.
Get involved! There will be a time commitment
on your part, but you will receive much joy and
happiness in knowing that you have made a dif-
ference in the lives of others. N

Many thanks to our team:
Stephanie Wang, M.D.
Joel Augustin, M.D.
Cynthia Waickus, M.D.
Babs Waldman, M.D.
Monal Joshi, M.D.
Anna Murphy, RN
Kathryn Koren, PT, 
Sandra Unger
Dave Unger.
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Introduction

“Life is full of obstacle illusions,” is a quotation
thumbtacked on our departmental bulletin board
over the copier in the Office of the Vice President
for Research at Colorado State University (CSU).
This quote attributed to Grant Frazier could
likely describe some of our trepidation as we in
higher education consider the implementation
of a new compliance initiative.  There are always
reasons that the demands of a new compliance
initiative in higher ed  (or any initiative in any or-
ganization for that matter) will be difficult to
meet.  Resources are tight, particularly now, and
it is hard to envision the logistics of the man-
dated  Responsible Conduct for Research (RCR)
training that will require information taken from
such disparate sources in sponsored research and
human resources.  

For those of you who aren’t aware of the rela-
tively new RCR compliance regulations, two fed-
eral sponsors, the National Science Foundation
(NSF) and the National Institutes of Health
(NIH) announced in January, 2010, that training
in the ethical considerations of research activity
and scholarly inquiry, plus more pragmatic com-
petencies such as publication practices, would be
required. The NSF policy is meant for any trainee
(undergraduate, graduate, or postdoc) supported
by NSF funds.  NIH RCR guidelines were quite
specific, but cover only those funded on training
grants, not specifically those funded on other
mechanisms such as the R series.  Their require-
ments outline a specific amount of career level
face-to-face training, time-frames and the com-
petencies that should be included.  NSF guide-
lines were more general but the expectations
were clear:  demonstrated RCR training is now
an expectation and a consideration when apply-
ing for NSF grants.   

So, what did we do at CSU regarding RCR train-
ing and how did we do it?  We took the can-do
approach and are now able to systematically

identify the trainee population and provide some
homegrown training opportunities not only for
those people who are funded by NSF and NIH
but also for anyone who is involved in research
activity at CSU.   There were some information
integration challenges along the way which we
would like to share with you in addition to some
communication lessons learned and strategies
for moving forward.  

Top Down Buy-In

Endorsement from the Provost’s Office and the
Office of the Vice President for Research was key
to our RCR course creation and implementation
efforts.  Also extremely helpful to create buy-in
was a request from the Provost to create a fac-
ulty ad hoc committee to assess the necessity and
usefulness of RCR training.  From these faculty
sessions, the committee reported that some
manner of RCR training would be an expectation
for every researcher trainee on campus.  These
endorsements from the Provost’s office based on
recommendations from the ad hoc faculty com-
mittee made all the difference in our RCR com-
munication efforts.

After the Buy-In:

Communication,

Evaluation and

Coursework Creation

To meet the compliance mandates, we needed to
(1) identify and communicate what discipline-
specific face-to-face (f2f) courses were already
being taught on campus,(2) create a general,
non-discipline-specific course for those colleges
and/or departments that had no such delivery
mechanism, and (3) evaluate available online
courses and/or create a course.  That’s all!

We were fortunate that CSU had some disci-
pline-specific courses already being taught that,
with some tweaking, would meet RCR f2f re-
quirements.  These courses are listed on an RCR

website that was developed in-house.  The link
is http://rcr.colostate.edu/ and will give you a
flavor of what we had on hand and what we
needed to develop.  

For the general RCR course, we worked with the
Graduate School to develop Grad 544: Ethical
Conduct of Research.   This course is designed as
a general use course for those colleges and de-
partments that do not have discipline-specific
RCR training.  Grad 544 centers its coursework
on the core competencies outlines by NIH
guidelines: 

• Ethics and Social Responsibility

• Conflict of Interest

• Animal/Human Subjects and 
Safe Laboratory Practices 

• Mentorship

• Collaborative Research

• Data Acquisition, Management, 
Ownership

• Research Misconduct

• Responsible Authorship, Publication 
and Peer Review

Grad 544 also covered a classroom session on
Fiscal Responsibility, which covered such mat-
ters as proposal submission, direct and indirect
costs, and developing a budget.    

Grad 544 was introduced in Fall, 2010, with over
40 students and was held again in Spring, 2011,
with approximately 65 students.   The student
population was a mix of undergraduates, gradu-
ates, and postdocs; but graduate students were
the largest population.  Students from a variety of
disciplines participated.  Grad 544 is scheduled
to be held again in Fall, 2011.  It is an 8-week,
one-credit course that meets once per week for
two hours.  

Grad 544 was taught by a variety of professors,
instructors, and administrators on a volunteer

A Can-Do Approach to RCR Compliance:

Lessons Learned and 
Strategies Going Forward

By Marty Welsch and Diane Rees
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basis.  Generally, the first hour was a didactic ses-
sion with instructors using powerpoint slides.
The second hour was usually an interactive ses-
sion involving breaking the class into small
groups to consider case studies focused on the
subject matter.  Volunteer facilitators were re-
cruited from colleges and departments with a
significant degree of enrollment to help promote
conversation in the small groups.  Some research
associate deans and compliance committee lead-
ers were involved as facilitators as well.     

Collaboration is the 

Key to RCR Training

Collaboration with many different groups is es-
sential for RCR training development.  RCR does
not happen in a vacuum!  We continue to be for-
tunate to have aid and guidance from a variety
of sources such as the Provost’s Office, the Office
of the Vice President for Research, the Council of
Research Associate Deans, Faculty Council, the
Council of Deans, the Graduate School, the Re-
search Integrity and Compliance Review Office
(RICRO), and the Department of Philosophy.
Plus, we are fortunate to have an ongoing inter-
est by volunteer faculty and administrators who
help with the class sessions of Grad 544.  

The collaborative efforts do not stop with the
above groups!  

On-Line Training

Development

The development and implementation of Grad
544 was one huge step in RCR training delivery.
An online training mechanism was also neces-
sary to implement the overarching standard set
forth by the faculty recommendations:  It is an
expectation that all trainees involved in research
activity or scholarly inquiry receive RCR training
no matter the funding mechanism.   

For a variety of reasons, and with endorsement
from the Provost, CSU embarked on a mission
to create its own online training.  We hired a con-
sultant to help us implement the process but,
make no mistake, the RCR team was intimately
involved in all details of the project.  Case stud-
ies were researched and in some cases written to
highlight specific concerns for CSU.  The online
mechanism can be viewed at  http://rcr.colostate.
edu/training.html, and you can take the test!  It is
open to everyone, and we have had participation
worldwide.   There are nine learning modules,
with short assessment tests at the end of each

module.   At the completion of the learning mod-
ules, there is a mastery quiz; and, upon success-
ful completion, a certificate can be printed out to
document that the course was completed.  

Once again, collaborative efforts were the key in
getting the online testing developed and imple-
mented.  Besides our consulting relationship, we
were fortunate to have content review from sub-
ject matter experts in Philosophy, the Office of
the Vice President for Research, IRB and IACUC
leadership, the folks at RICRO, the Office of
General Counsel, and many faculty members
who were willing to lend a hand.  Huge help was
extended by our Research Services department
for guidance on the technical side.  

Identifying the Trainees

So, how many NIH and NSF trainees were we
talking about?  How do we identify the trainees
and where do they work?

Through a collaborative effort, the RCR office and
the office of Research Services (which provides IT
support for the division of the Office of the Vice
President for Research) reviewed the NSF and
NIH policies and established a set of criteria for
identifying the trainees.  These criteria include
employee job title (e.g., graduate research assis-
tant, post doc., etc.) and date parameters (e.g.,
NSF research accounts created since January 1,
2010).  Based on these criteria, research award
data are merged with Human Resources em-
ployee data to generate a report.  The report is
generated twice a year and sorted by agency
(NSF, NIH).  The report includes a project num-
ber, Principal Investigator, department, and list of
trainees.   CSU has chosen to extend the require-
ment for RCR training to NIH R01s. In the first
year of tracking, we have identified >600 trainees
who are mandated to take RCR training; the
largest group of these is comprised of graduate
students on NIH R01 grants. Another very large
part of the population is undergraduate student
researchers funded on both NSF and NIH grants;
CSU undergraduate students play a critical role
in our research programs.

Communicating 

the Information

From the information provided by Research
Services, the RCR Coordinator notifies the de-
partment head, the PI, and the graduate educa-
tion coordinator of the RCR training required for
their NIH and NSF trainees.  We have found that

direct communication with the PI and the de-
partment head generates the best results.  

The graduate education coordinator usually gets
involved at this point, and we discuss the options
for the student.  For our undergraduates, taking
the online course is sufficient, as the undergrad-
uate courses they are required to take already in-
corporate basic training in professional
responsibilities .  The graduate level students and
the postdocs need to complete an f2f course as
well as the online training.  

Building the 

RCR Culture

This is the path that we have taken to implement
RCR training on the CSU campus.  There has
been some resistance, yes; and the work is on-
going.  Some departments are better at respond-
ing than others.  Different initiatives have also
been launched in aiding faculty and departments
to build their own discipline-specific courses.
Two such courses are the Ethics Infusion Pro-
gram, designed for faculty who would like to “in-
fuse” ethics into their coursework, and a Science
Communication series aimed to teach trainees
better and more responsible ways to communi-
cate their science to a larger audience.   We’ve
found that activities such as these keep the RCR
conversation going. N
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This issue’s NCURA Magazine theme could
not be a more perfect match with the sub-
ject of my first article: getting involved. The
very act of my writing this piece is an excel-
lent example of this theme. My motivation
for volunteering in this manner was not for
the purpose of “getting involved,” rather it
was for the purpose of matching my love of
writing with the industry in which I work.
One of the perks of this uncommonly
known industry is the myriad of ways in
which people can find a match for their per-
sonal interests and goals and put them to
good use in relation to their work.

When presented with this topic I was in-
stantly intrigued with the definition of in-
volvement. What does “involvement”
mean? Is it something that requires active
participation where one must speak out, act
out, write…out? Does it require some sort
of kinetic energy? Or does “involvement”
also incorporate our internal thoughts and
potential energy? Isn’t engagement, when
presented with facts, theories, or thoughts,
by the way of film, writings, or even conver-
sation also a type of involvement? I propose
that both acts of passive involvement (lis-
tening, observing, absorbing) and active in-
volvement (initiating, acting, fostering) are
equally valuable. Once you figure out which
one works best for you, you should explore
it to the fullest.

The most immediate way that the majority
of research administrators become involved
in their profession is by attending annual or
semi-annual conferences. This passive in-
volvement is a great way to further one’s ed-
ucation, as well as to network within the
research administration community. Na-
tional conferences often have interesting and
fun social activities, such as an opening wine
and cheese reception, scheduled dinners, or
sometimes even organized tours of local at-
tractions. All one needs to do is attend and
enjoy! This is especially pleasurable when
good food accompanies the event, and good
food is almost always an accompaniment.

The conferences can involve more than just
passive attendance. It takes a lot of human
resources to put these events together, and

By Maura Gilmartin
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volunteers are always welcome. While volunteer-
ing is an active involvement, it need not be oner-
ous. It can be as simple as directing people
toward the right meeting room within a large
conference center. It can also involve assisting
speakers with hand-outs or media for their pre-
sentations. The volunteer can be stationed at the
registration desk, meeting and greeting people,
and handing out registration materials. All of
these volunteer activities provide a low-pressure
option for engagement and allow members to
gain contact with the greater community.

Another option for networking and participation
within the research administration community
in an academic medical center is to join local
organizations. The New York City area boasts
both the Tri-institutional Collaborative Network
(TCN) and the New York City Research
Administrators Network (NYCRANN). Accord -
ing to its website, http://www.mskcc.org/mskcc/
html/87999.cfm, TCN is “a joint initiative
developed and supported by the division of
Research and Technology Management at
Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center,
Sponsored Research and Program Development
at The Rockefeller University, and Research and
Sponsored Programs at Weill Cornell Medical
College.” With a strong focus on workshops and
presentations, TCN has hosted a number of
events for both researchers and research
administrators alike. 

NYCRANN, the newer of the two, was co-
founded by Stephanie Endy, Director, Research
and Sponsored Program Office at Lehman
College and Debra Schaller-Demers, Director,
Research Outreach and Compliance, Memorial
Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center. Starting off as a
small gathering in Stephanie Endy’s home, it has
since grown to include additional institutions
and expanded its membership. Each networking
event, occurring three times a year, is hosted by
a different participating institution. More formal
programming is planned for the future, and
members are advised to check the website for the
latest events: www.nycrann.org. If a similar
organization does not exist in your area, perhaps
your role should be that of founder.

The founding of the two above-mentioned or-
ganizations lends credence to the idea that the
industry is transforming. In my almost ten years
in research administration, I have witnessed the
profession evolve from one which focused on

regulations and procedures to one which places
equal importance on education and training. This
added dimension provides greater opportunity
for volunteers to actively engage in developing
and expanding the opportunity. Training and ed-
ucation is probably the most obvious route for
research administrators to reach outside of their
offices and into the greater research community.
The fact that the research community is one
which fosters collaboration, discourse, and cre-
ativity is a boon to the research administrator
who wishes to push his or her role to new levels.
Education and training requires a host of skills
which fall outside of grant processing, such as
event organization, public speaking, writing, and
graphic design skills. An increasing number of
organizations have implemented regularly oc-
curring seminars in which grants offices reach
out to the research community in both formal
and informal ways. Whether it is an annual event
with guest speakers, or a monthly lunch seminar
where the topic is focused on one subject, there
is ample opportunity to play a part. If speaking at
a podium is not your thing, perhaps designing
and distributing the announcement or writing
educational materials would be more appealing.

If you’re the type of person who likes to be a one
woman or man show, you can take matters into
your own hands. Many grants offices encourage
their staff to reach out to research departments
or specific groups of researchers within the insti-
tution. This can be an easy meet-and-greet, or a
more formal meeting with an established
agenda. It’s best to be prepared with as much
history of the laboratory or department as possi-
ble. If there is a formal reporting system at your
institution, you can familiarize yourself with their
funding history and interests by preparing a met-
rics report. Arrive at the meeting with the report
in hand and distribute it to the attendees as a
point of reference. It might be best to first estab-
lish contact with the head of the department or
laboratory and inquire about their interests, be-
fore setting the agenda. They may welcome you
into their routine lab or departmental meetings,
allowing you some insight into the type of re-
search being conducted under the funded grants
you’ve helped them to receive.

Passive involvement is overlooked by many
when it’s possibly the simplest and most acces-
sible form of involvement. This valuable type of
involvement, where one is a spectator, reader,
and/or listener, has a wealth of outlets. There are

many opportunities for research administrators
to educate themselves on the science being con-
ducted by their faculty members. Researchers
often present their results in the public arena in
an attempt to engage scientists and non-scien-
tists alike. One need only pick up a newspaper
(NY Times Science section), read a magazine (Sci-
entific American), listen to a news program (Na-
tional Public Radio), watch a PBS special (Nova),
or attend a local public event (World Science Fes-
tival) to gain insight and understanding into the
work which is being carried out all around us.
Utilizing social networking tools like Facebook
or Twitter, and getting your name on to listservs
is a great way to be notified of news related to
your work. Some listservs of note: NCURA
Neighborhood listservs: http://www.ncura.edu/
members_pages/list_servs.php; the ResAdmin
listserv, run by Health Research, Inc.: http://lists.
healthresearch.org/cgi-bin/wa?INDEX; the Na-
tional Organization of Research Development
Professionals: (NORDP) res_dev@listserv.it.north
western.edu; and the NIH listservs such as the
NIH Roadmap: nihroadmap-l@list.nih.gov and
the NIH Guide: guidetoc@mail.nih.gov. 

Any activity in which we build relationships, in-
crease our awareness, and expand our skill-set is
not only a benefit to our professional career ex-
perience but also a source of personal growth.
Spending time learning about the specific re-
search activities of those whom we service will
not just lead to better and more productive rela-
tionships between research administrators and
researchers, but can lead to increased work sat-
isfaction and happiness. Every day is an oppor-
tunity to commit ourselves to our positions, use
our strengths and personal goals to positively
impact our work environment, and “get in-
volved” whether passively, actively, or both. In
doing so, we are, in our own way, helping to fos-
ter research. N
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The STEM Disciplines 
and Innovation
Alan Leshner’s well written editorial in the 27
May 2011 issue of Science Magazine, entitled “In-
novation Needs Novel Thinking,” highlighted
the important linkages between the STEM dis-
ciplines (Science, Technology, Engineering,
Mathematics) and innovation in ensuring that
the American economy remains at the forefront
of global economic growth. The following section
of his editorial struck me as vitally important:

In addition, innovation often comes from
nontraditional thinking, and many new
ideas will come from new participants in
science and engineering who often are less
tied to traditional ways. That argues for in-
creasing the diversity of the scientific
human resource pool, adding more
women, minority, and disabled scientists,
as well as researchers from smaller and
less-well-known institutions. The benefits
of increasing diversity by fostering inno-
vation and economic success have been ar-
gued well elsewhere (citation in original
article). Both research institutions and fun-
ders need to attend more to these sources
of novel thinking and may have to refine
recruitment, reward, and funding systems
accordingly (Leshner, p. 1009).

The ideas he outlined in his editorial, further-
more, can find a kinship with points made by
Federal Reserve Chairman Ben S. Bernanke in

his speech entitled “Promoting Research and
Development: The Government’s Role,”
given at Georgetown University on 16 May
2011. As Mr. Bernanke says on pages 10-11
of his speech:

…….At the same time, critics of K-12 ed-
ucation in the United States have long ar-
gued that not enough is being done to
encourage and support student interest
in science and mathematics. Taken to-
gether, these trends suggest that more
could be done to increase the number of
U.S. students entering scientific and en-
gineering professions. 

The commentaries by Mr. Bernanke and Mr.
Leshner are absolutely on point. The United
States needs increasing numbers of graduates
who are skilled in the STEM disciplines if it is
to remain a dominant economic power. But that
objective is only part of the goal of increasing
innovation and economic wealth. The innova-
tion environment needs to be expanded beyond
STEM.

Expanding the 
Context of Innovation
While focusing on the STEM disciplines is a
meritorious approach to increasing innovation
and wealth creation in the United States, it does
not cover the entire universe of what is neces-
sary to create an innovation society. Attention to
non-STEM areas-such as Civics-is critical to
creating an innovation society. Civics is the

broad area encompassing such disciplines as
history, law, and political science. An educated
and engaged citizenry is critical to the creation
of an innovation society.

One can find the genesis of the intersection of
law and innovation in the political & legal docu-
ment known as the U.S. Constitution. Article I,
Section 8, Clause 8, of the Constitution empow-
ers the U.S. Congress:

To promote the Progress of Science and use-
ful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Au-
thors and Inventors the exclusive Right to
their respective Writings and Discoveries.

This clause serves as the constitutional bedrock
for U.S. intellectual property law. This is the first
clue that technology and innovation are not
solely a STEM concern.

The May 2011 issue of the ABA Journal (Ameri-
can Bar Association) discusses these issues in an
excellent article entitled, “Flunking Civics: Why
America’s Kids Know So Little.”1 The article says
the following with regards to a focus on certain
disciplines (p. 34):

Since the late 1990s, when American stu-
dents tested poorly in reading, science and
math against students from 20 other West-
ern nations, federal education policy has

1 Mark Hansen, “Flunking Civics: Why America’s Kids Know So Little.” ABA Journal, May 2011, pp. 32-37.
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focused strongly on those three subjects at
the expense of history, social studies, gov-
ernment and civics.

That trend began in 2001 with the Bush
Administration’s landmark No Child Left
Behind Act, which gives priority to federal
funding for efforts to improve student per-
formance in reading and math, skills that
are considered fundamental to student
success in the workplace. The program
continues under the Obama Administra-
tion’s support for so-called STEM pro-
grams, which reward student achievement
in the fields of science, technology, engi-
neering and math.

Educators fear that this long-range focus
on a few limited subjects that are consid-
ered fundamental to student success is
squeezing out the amount of time and ef-
fort devoted to subjects considered non-
fundamental, such as history, social
science, government and civics.

This concern over the “squeezing out” of non-
STEM subjects is matched by documented evi-
dence that U.S. students and adults have a very
poor grasp of law, history, or government, all of
which can be considered essential for civic en-
gagement. The ABA Journal article (p. 34) notes
that a 2005 survey by the ABA found that nearly
half of all Americans were unable to correctly

identify the three branches
of government, and a Find-
Law survey that same year
found that only 57% of
Americans could name any
U.S. Supreme Court justice.
Retired U.S. Supreme
Court Justice Sandra Day
O’Connor is quoted as say-
ing (p. 37):

There are all kinds of
polls out there showing
that barely one out of
three Americans can
name the three branches
of government, let alone
describe what they do.

If the polls are largely correct, meaning that most
Americans are illiterate when it comes to their
government and what it does, how can they
function and benefit in an innovation economy?

The American Bar Association has long had a
significant interest in civics education. As noted
in the ABA Journal article (p. 37), the ABA Com-
mission on Civic Education in the Nation’s
Schools is co-sponsoring a series of academic
events around the country where community
leaders can teach students about the law, the
Constitution, and the importance of civic en-
gagement. The Commission has supported these
activities with other resources, such as a resource
guide and a website where law schools, courts,
civic organizations, and other organizations in-
terested in sponsoring such a forum can find
suggested curriculum, formats, lesson plans,
strategies, and other information (p. 37).

The Connection Between
Civics and Innovation
Drawing upon the basic ideas in the ABA Com-
mission’s project, it is easy to design a high
school or undergraduate course focusing on the
connection between civics and innovation. This
would contain such areas as: 1) the constitutional
basis of copyright and patents in the U.S. (Arti-
cle I, Section 8, Clause 8); 2) the history of in-

ventions in the United States, particularly those
of significance to the historical development of
the country; 3) basic aspects of the STEM disci-
plines that bear upon innovation today; 4) the
major laws and regulations influencing innova-
tion presently; 5) current issues in innovation in
the United States; and 6) where innovation is
going in the short and long term.

This approach would help engage all students-
at the high school and college levels-in the con-
cepts of innovation and its relationship to civic
engagement. Such a course would educate all
students, not just students engaged in the STEM
disciplines or majoring in those areas.

Beyond formal education, it is critically impor-
tant that dimensions of civics and innovation are
infused within social and government structures,
so that adults are much more aware of their im-
portance and interrelationship to the future eco-
nomic development of the United States. The pie
needs to increase in size, and innovation is a pri-
mary ingredient in that pie.

Conclusion
If America truly wants an innovation society that
creates lasting wealth, then the education of
America’s kids will have to go far beyond the
STEM disciplines. Substantive civic education
and engagement is necessary, far beyond the in-
ternet, Facebook and Twitter. This requires stu-
dents well versed in American history, law,
politics, and civic engagement. The connection
between these areas and the STEM disciplines is
clear; it is important that students understand
that innovation in the United States results from
the twin pillars of democracy and capitalism. Fo-
cusing on the STEM disciplines is a large part of
the puzzle, but it is not the whole puzzle. N
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The National Science Foundation (NSF) has a reputation
for performing as a model organization in many areas of
grant administration; a reputation built on NSF’s capa-
bility to leverage innovation to empower its business
partners. As its system technology platforms are contin-
uing to age and the Foundation is under increasing pres-
sure to provide more timely and accurate reporting on
how tax dollars are being spent, NSF finds itself in the
midst of an administrative evolution where NSF cannot
simply maintain the status quo. NSF and its business
partners must be innovative as they strive to be good
stewards of Federal funds. Many stakeholders, including
Congress and the Office of Management and Budget
(OMB), are requiring more up-to-date and accurate fi-
nancial information and are less willing to accept the

constraints of traditional delays which exist under the
current systems and reporting procedures.

As such, NSF is striving to meet the demands of the ever
changing political and social environment and has de-
cided to develop a new approach to handling award pay-
ments and the associated post award financial processes.
This endeavor is currently underway and NSF anticipates
implementation of the new payment system during the
Federal fiscal year 2013.

The development of the new payment system is focused
on achieving the goal of enhancing access to award fi-
nancial data in real time or near-real time for both
awardee administrators and NSF program staff while
minimizing the burden on the awardee providing the

The National Science Foundation:

A New Approach to 
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data. To accomplish this goal, the new pay-
ment approach will be based on:

• Developing a process which allows
awardees to provide award level detail
at the time of each payment request;

• Maintaining the current system’s 
benefits;

• Eliminating the need for the quarterly
Federal Financial Report (FFR);

• Developing input processes that meet
the needs of all size and types of
awardee institutions; and

• Working closely with the awardee
community to develop a timeline that
minimizes interference with the
awardee institutions’ activities and fis-
cal year end dates.

Comparison: 
Why Providing Award 
Level Detail Is Necessary
NSF’s current approach, often referred to
as a “pooling payment request” method or
linked to the even older method of “Letter
of Credit” draws, focuses on institution level
records. Pooling requires awardees to request a
single payment for all of their grant fund needs.
Awardees must perform a quarterly reconcilia-
tion, which means matching revenues (pay-
ments received) to expenditures at the award
level. This reconciliation is facilitated by the sub-
mission of a quarterly FFR to NSF. Due to the
reconciliation occurring in this quarterly fash-
ion, cash on hand discrepancies often exist and
the distribution or allocation of the payments
received does not always match the records that
produced the original payment requests. Fur-
thermore, the pooling payment approach does
not support the government-wide require-
ments on NSF for monthly reporting of appro-
priation statuses and spending rates.

The new approach, on the other hand, will focus
on award level institution financial records.

Awardees will still be able to submit a single pay-
ment request according to their own schedule;
however they will be required to provide the
award level detail at the time of the request. The
request will need to be based on actual expendi-
tures or amounts expected to be expended
within 3 days of the payment request date. This
will enable NSF to record expenditures at the
time of payment rather than waiting for the
quarterly FFR submission. NSF and awardee in-
stitutions will have the ability to match payment
requests to awardee records and to complete rec-
onciliations when the requests are generated.
This real-time reconciliation should help elimi-
nate discrepancies and distribution errors. The
immediate access to award level information will
also eliminate the need for NSF to produce
monthly estimates of expenditure activity to
meet OMB and Treasury reporting requirements.

Our Vision
NSF takes pride in setting the bar and per-
forming as a model organization including
the development of its systems. NSF does
not want to take a step backward when im-
plementing a new system. For this reason,
NSF will maintain the beneficial function-
alities contained in the current system in the
new system to the extent possible. Some of
the popular features contained in the cur-
rent reporting system include:

• Pre-population of NSF data;

• The ability to enter an awardee identi-
fication number for each NSF award;

• Sort and search abilities built into the
system; and

• The ability to request adjustments to
both open and closed awards.

While maintaining these important func-
tions is crucial, NSF also sees the transition
as an opportunity to improve system func-
tionality and administrative processes. The
new system will be built on the Re-
search.gov platform. Research.gov is the

next generation electronic solution for NSF and
will eventually replace all of the functions of
FastLane. Added benefits anticipated with the
new system include:

• Improved access to award data for both
NSF and awardee staff;

• The ability to request funds in the same
manner as the funds are booked on insti-
tution systems;

• Improved access to historical payment and
expenditure information through develop-
ment of new static and customizable re-
ports; and

• Improved institutional ability to make
timely changes or corrections to a previ-
ously requested amount.

SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER  2011  

Distribution of Grants among 
FFR Institutions

Number of Grants   Institution Count            Percent

1 680 37.44%
2-3 430 23.68%
4-5 157 8.65%
6-15 229 12.61%
16-30 92 5.07%
31-50 52 2.86%
51-100 53 2.92%
101-200 44 2.42%
201-300 26 1.43%
301-500 29 1.60%

501+ 24 1.32%
Grand Total 1816 100.00%

For purposes of the examples, small institutions are catego-
rized as having 5 or less active grants, or roughly 70% of the
total institutions, medium size institutions are categorized as
having between 6 and 50 active grants, or roughly 20% of the
total institutions, and large size institutions are categorized
as having 51 or more active grants, or roughly 10% of the
total institutions.                                     As of 01/01/2011

 Award Payments By Rick Noll and Justin W. Poll
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What about the
Administrative Burden?
NSF has heard frequent feedback, through dis-
cussions conducted with awardee institutions,
that the new payment system has the potential
to greatly increase the administrative burden on
awardee institutions, especially those with more
than 35 active awards. NSF shares this concern;
the potential for increased burden is contingent
upon how well the system is implemented. To
mitigate that risk, NSF plans on implementing
three input options to accommodate the needs
of institutions of all sizes:
• Manual Web Entry

NSF expects the manual web entry option
to be appropriate for smaller organizations
(70% of the user community). These or-
ganizations won’t have many active
awards at any given time, and won’t re-
quire system automation.

• MS Excel Spreadsheet 
Download/Upload Entry
The MS Excel file upload option has been
an existing option to all institutions for
completion of their quarterly FFR. This fea-
ture is primarily utilized by medium and
large institutions, (20 – 30% of the user
community), who want to avoid entering
their reports manually via the online web
form. This technology has proven to be
very useful in the past and NSF expects it
will continue to be a valuable solution in
the new payment system.

• Bulk XML Data File Upload
The bulk data file upload option will allow
institutions to develop a query in their sys-
tems to produce a data file which can be up-
loaded into NSF’s new payment system. In
order to accommodate the time needed for
institutions’ development of the new query,
NSF expects to define and make available a
data dictionary several months before the
new system is implemented.

In order to classify institutions by size and de-
termine who the users may be for the various
input options being considered, NSF utilized
the table displayed, which illustrates the distri-
bution of grants, as of 01/01/2011, among insti-
tutions that currently utilize the FFR and
electronic payment system.

Transition Options, Awardee
Preparation, and Outreach
NSF is currently in the planning stages of system
development. This means requirements are

being defined, the implementation timeline is
being developed, and stakeholder’ feedback is
being sought. As NSF progresses through this
process, it plans on working with the awardee
user community to develop a timeline which
minimizes interference with the awardee insti-
tutions’ activities and fiscal year end dates.  Sev-
eral options are being considered, but NSF
expects to transition to the new system during
Federal FY 2013.

Before a smooth system implementation can
occur, NSF recognizes a thorough reconciliation
must occur to ensure beginning balances in the
new system are accurate. The goal of the recon-
ciliation will be to align expenditures reported
with revenues received between awardee and
NSF records. Since expenditures will be recorded
at the time of payment in the new system, it will
be important to reach an artificial zero cash on
hand balance to guarantee awardees have re-
ceived payment for all previously reported ex-
penditures prior to enabling their use of the new
system. At this time, NSF is evaluating the rec-
onciliation options.

Additionally, the transition to the new system
will include a live pilot period where NSF will so-
licit 20-30 institutions to begin using the system
3-6 months prior to full implementation. NSF
will ask these volunteers to perform the recon-
ciliation prior to using the pilot system and pro-
vide necessary feedback on the effectiveness of
the option selected. With the pilot system and
reconciliation feedback received from the pilot
institutions, NSF hopes to achieve a smooth im-
plementation for all.

Awardees can be preparing now for the system
implementation by doing the following.

• First, ensure that they can reconcile the
Cash on Hand (COH) balance reported on
their quarterly FFR to the COH balance on
their financial records. Awardees should be
able to identify any reconciling items that
cause differences between the two num-
bers such as budget overages, at-risk
spending, and refunds made on canceled
appropriations.

• Second, awardees should make an effort
each quarter to submit their FFR on time.

•  Lastly, awardees can start bringing their
operating COH balances as close to zero as
possible.  This means an awardee should
be current on its payment requests to re-
duce negative balances and should not
delay refunding any positive balances.

NSF will continue to engage the awardee com-
munity and other stakeholders throughout the
entire process. NSF is currently conducting an-
nual outreach visits to institutions in various
states to discuss this issue and other topics in
order to collect user feedback. NSF is also work-
ing closely with professional organizations such
as the National Council of University Research
Administrators (NCURA), the Council on Gov-
ernmental Relations, (COGR), and the Federal
Demonstration Partnership (FDP). NSF has con-
ducted presentations at conferences associated
with these organizations and expects to conduct
additional sessions at future conferences.
Awardees can also expect to see future email
communications providing updates as well as
future webinar trainings as implementation
draws nearer.

Conclusion
As with any process change, there are concerns
related to the change. NSF is committed to help
alleviate these concerns by developing a high-
quality system while moderating the potential
increased administrative burden on the awardee
institutions. NSF will engage the stakeholders at
each phase of the process and values the feed-
back it receives. NSF is focused on providing a
smooth implementation for all users, which will
include a thorough reconciliation, effective and
open communications, and training opportuni-
ties when appropriate. NSF welcomes additional
feedback at any time.  Please feel free to contact
the Division of Financial Management, Cash
Management Branch at cmb@nsf.gov. N

Rick Noll, CGFM, is Chief of the Cash
Management Branch, Division of Finan-
cial Management, National Science Foun-
dation. Rick has over 20 years experience
in post award financial operations. He led
the NSF team which developed the Fast-

Lane Financial Functions currently being used by NSF
grantees and has participated in several federal grant fi-
nancial process and policy development committees
throughout his career. 

Justin W. Poll, CGFM, is a Senior
Grant and Contract Officer for Research
Operations at Arizona State University,
and is currently assigned to the National
Science Foundation, Division of Financial
Management under an Intergovernmental

Personnel Act (IPA) appointment. Justin’s experience is fo-
cused around post-award financial compliance, reporting,
and audit activities and has been working with NSF since
October 2009 on a variety of projects impacting the
awardee user community.
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As research administrators we function in a fast
pace work environment with emails, instant
messaging, texting, and voice mails.  It is so easy
to get caught up in the world of electronics, that
it becomes a challenge to work on our interper-
sonal skills.  For example, when was the last
time you thought about your own interpersonal
skills?  How long has it been since you stopped
by one of your colleague’s office just to say
“hello” or ask “how are you doing?”  In fact, I
have wondered myself when someone asks
“how you are doing?” do they really want to
know and do they really want to take the time to
listen – really listen? 

As students of the Leadership Development In-
stitute, we learned about Emotional Intelligence
(EI).  As a part of the LDI, we learned that lead-
ers who possess (EI) are generally distinguished
as those that are outstanding rather than just
being adequate.  These leaders have the techni-
cal and analytical skills that are required in a
leader, but they also possess the personal quali-
ties of a humanistic approach.  Emotional Intel-
ligence has to do with knowing when and how
to express emotion as well as how to control it.

Daniel Goleman was the first to bring the term
“Emotional Intelligence” to the world’s attention
in 1995 when he titled his book the same name.
Goleman found that traditional qualities such as
toughness, determination and vision are required
for success.  However, alone they may be insuf-
ficient to be a truly great leader.  Leaders that are
most effective distinguish themselves from the
rest because they possess a high level of (EI).  In
this article we will describe the various compo-
nents of (EI) and we will share ideas and tips on
how to boost your (EI) to strengthen your lead-
ership abilities.

Defining EI
So if the really effective leaders in society possess
a high degree of Emotional Intelligence, what are
the skills or attributes we are talking about?
Daniel Goleman does a great job of describing
what the skills are in his article for the Harvard

Business Review, entitled  “What Makes a
Leader?” and his book, “Emotional Intelligence”.
Goleman lays out what the five components of
Emotional Intelligence are at work.  First, one
must have a sense of Self-Awareness. This is
demonstrating the ability to recognize and un-
derstand your own moods and emotions and
what is important to you as well as how they af-
fect those around you.  People with this trait tend
to be self-confident and realistic about their ca-
pabilities and limitations.  Second, there must be
a degree of Self-Regulation.  Basically this is
“thinking before you leap”.  A person with self-
regulation has the ability to effectively control
their impulses or moods.  When this trait is pres-
ent, people tend to be seen as trustworthy and
honest and can accept change when it comes.
The third skill related to EI is Motivation. People,
who are motivated, love what they do for the
sheer joy of it and as a result, they tend to bring a
lot of energy and drive to the table.  Adjectives
that could be used to describe someone with mo-
tivation would be optimistic, driven to achieve,
and committed.  The fourth attribute of EI is Em-
pathy.  When one possesses empathy, they have
the ability to understand the emotional makeup
of those around them.  They tend to be success-
ful in building and retaining talent in an organi-
zation and satisfy their clients and customers
needs effectively.  The fifth component that Gole-
man attributes to Emotional Intelligence really
ties the first four together.  It is Social Skill.  When
people’s social skills are healthy and present, they
exhibit a proficiency in managing relationships
and building networks within an organization.
Building a rapport and finding common ground
amongst groups comes easily.   They are very per-
suasive and excel at leading change.  

It seems clear that Emotional Intelligence is very
much focused on the “people-side” of things.
That is, the more accepted qualities of leader-
ship such as intellect, determination, strength,
vision etc. are definitely important traits in suc-
cessful leaders.  However, when these traditional
qualities are partnered with the traits described
above that are associated with Emotional Intel-

ligence; the leaders’ success rate rises dramati-
cally.  Being able to understand and connect ef-
fectively with the people being managed and led
is critical.  The human aspect of an organization
is the heart of its success and the leader that ac-
knowledges that fact, understands that fact and
can tap into that vital resource as a result of a
high Emotional Intelligence factor will succeed
with outstanding results.

Tips to Boost EI 
to help prevent the
“amygdala hijack”:
You feel like you are a good leader, but you know
there is always room for improvement.  Tapping
into the EI components described above may be
the secret for you.  Where should you start?
What are the things to be considered?  Let’s start
by introducing one more concept that Goleman
developed – an “amygdala hijack”.  An amygdala
hijack was a term coined by Goleman.   The
amygdala is in the center of the brain, the “emo-
tional brain”.   It controls the proper emotional
reaction to triggers.  When the amygdala erupts
from an overheated limbic system, it has been hi-
jacked.   So the opposite of an amygdala hijack is
emotional intelligence.   If we agree that having
a high degree of EI enables one to become a bet-
ter leader, then preventing “amygdala hijacks”
would be beneficial.

Try these worthy strategies for boosting your EI
components and preventing the amygdala hijack
effect.  These might offer you some tips which
will help you improve you leadership skills and
ensure that you don’t “lose it” in work settings
which can be awkward and unproductive.   

Self-Awareness - Know who and what pushes
your buttons.  Keep a journal.  Knowing how
someone or something produces a negative re-
action is critical in developing the ability to take
control of the situation and maintaining your
composure and calming yourself down.  Seek
feedback from others.  This can be a real eye-
opener. How do your emotions and reactions af-

Exploring Emotional Intelligence 
By Michelle Vazin, Helena Moynahan and Robyn Remotigue
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fect other people?  Seek specific examples and
situations.  How you are perceived is great feed-
back for working on those emotions and reac-
tions that are impacting others negatively.  Watch
the ripple effect.  Even those seemingly on the
sidelines are impacted.  Get to know yourself
under stress.  Most people recognize the warning
signs.  Take the time to recognize the signals and
recharge your batteries.  

Self-Regulation - This component builds upon
self-awareness which is necessary for effective
self-regulation.  You need to be aware of your
emotions in order to manage them.  Take slow
deep breaths…The next time you find yourself in
a stressful or emotional situation, focus on taking
in more oxygen.  The short shallow breaths that
most people take are enough to run the neces-
sary basic functions of the body, but if you want
to remain focused and calm, try deep breathing.
Count to ten… this one our mothers reinforced
when we were young.  It works. Both the count-
ing and the breathing will help relax you and
keep you from making a rash decision or action
long enough to regain your composure and per-
haps gain a more rational perspective of the sit-
uation.  If you’re in a meeting, bring a drink.  You
may not want to count to ten but taking a drink
gives you the same amount of time to regroup
and it’s subtle.  How about sleeping on it?  Time
may help you to self-regulate.   Time helps you
gain control of emotions that might lead you
down the wrong path.  Wait for the dust to settle
before you act.   Try smiling and laughing more…
Our brains respond to the nerves and muscles in
our faces.  Customer service is a huge portion of
our jobs.  Put on that ‘pudding face’ when you’re
really not feeling up to it.  It will help counteract
that negative emotional state.   Don’t let your
bad mood paralyze your judgment.  Be aware of
your own self-talk.  Negative self-talk is unreal-
istic and can be self-defeating.  Stop beating
yourself up over every mistake and you’ll stop
making your problems and issues bigger than
what they are.  Make your self-talk factual not
judgmental.  This may take some practice.

Motivation - You need to like what you do in
order to stay motivated.  Be an optimist in ad-
verse situations.  Being around a negative person
is deflating.  Inspire service, effort and commit-
ment by your own actions.  Recognition- take the
time to acknowledge a job well done or that per-
son who shows initiative.  Make the extra time it
takes to recognize your staff because the rewards
are great.  Know the strengths of your people
and set goals that are attainable and well-de-
fined.  Make time for fun.

Empathy - Observing people will help in your
ability to recognize and understand the emotions
in others. Step into their shoes.  Try to gauge
what their reaction to a problem might be.  Be
curious about the other person. The more you
know the better you are at meeting and under-
standing their needs.  Don’t give mixed signals.
If you are telling someone they did a good job on
a project but your body language and voice are
not projecting this in a positive way, the person
will trust what they see over what they hear.
Match your tone with body language.  Be sincere.  

Social Skills - Greeting people by name is a
strategy to live by in all walks of your life.  Every-
one is important and addressing people by name
is extremely important. Try not taking so many
notes in a meeting.  Focus on the people to rec-
ognize and understand how they are feeling and
thinking.  By focusing on note taking, you might
miss the clues that shed light on how others are
feeling or what they are thinking.  Don’t interrupt
a conversation.  Wait until the person is com-
pletely finished.  You should be fully engaged in
what the other person is saying.  We’re in the dis-
cussion to learn not necessarily to make our own
points.  Practice listening.  Hear the speed and
volume of the voice.  When you are on a phone
call, don’t type an email.  When someone enters
your office, turn toward them and away from your
computer. Use ‘please’ and ‘thank you’ more.   In-
corporate these into your relationships.   Building
trust is a big one.  Consistency over time with our
words, actions and behavior will build trust.

Hopefully, some of the points made in this arti-
cle already resonant with you.  There is definitely
food for thought here in bringing more of the
human connection back into our professional in-
teractions.  The concept that “people matter” can
truly get lost in this age of technology. We can do
almost everything remotely.  Choose not to more
often.  Connect with the people around you. If
you want to see ‘eye to eye’ then you might need
to meet ‘face to face’.  Build and maintain your
relationships.  Tap into your EI attributes and
make a difference in your corner of the world.
You may be surprised by how effective you can
be as a leader once you attain a high degree of
Emotional Intelligence. N
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Over the years, many financial research administrators
have asked me how they can develop as professionals
in the field of financial research administration.  My re-
sponse is always that they need to take responsibility
for their own development and look at how they can
become more involved in the field.  While I have been
blessed to have been able to interact with and learn
from many experienced research administrators during
my career, much of the development I have experienced
has resulted from my own initiative.  Stealing a bit from
JFK, my highest recommendation is to look not at what
your profession, institution or department can do for
you, but rather, at what you can do for your profession,
institution or department.   

As many of us do, throughout my career, I have recog-
nized areas that have needed improvement within my
various departments/institutions.  Many of these areas
became developmental opportunities for me.  At times
when it was not included as part of my position re-
sponsibilities, I have built websites, designed/published
newsletters, drafted policies/procedures and participated
on various University improvement initiative commit-
tees.  Outside of my institution, I have volunteered for
several other organizations (including NCURA) by par-
ticipating on committees or boards, by providing train-
ing, and eventually, serving in regional and national
leadership positions. These situations provided me with
the opportunity to professionally develop and to be rec-
ognized in a variety of different areas.

Getting Involved 
at Your Institution
Notice what is happening or not happening in your de-
partment or institution.  If you see areas that are not
working well, think about what might be done to im-
prove the situation.  If you can identify a solution, think
about what you could do to contribute.  Talk to your su-
pervisor about your general proposal before taking ac-
tion.  Hopefully, your supervisor can provide some
further insight or guidance into the issue.  It is impor-
tant to understand that there may be details that you
are not aware of and/or reasons why management has
not addressed specific situations.  If your supervisor
does not feel the area that you identified is an area that
you should concentrate on, don’t be discouraged.  Ask
about what other areas you might be able to help in.
Even if it is an area that is not as attractive to you, take
it on.  It will provide you with the opportunity to de-
velop and show what you are capable of.  And you
might find it much more rewarding than you expected.   

• Possible areas to get involved in your depart-
ment/institution:

How to 
Get Involved
as a Financial 
Research 
Administrator

By Kerry Peluso
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• Draft a procedure or policy that is needed.  

• Develop and conduct a training session or
program for the research community.

• Develop and conduct a training session or
provide ad-hoc training for colleagues in
your own department.

• Volunteer for a University committee.

• Develop a newsletter or write an article for
an existing newsletter.

• Develop a new section of a departmental
website or agree to maintain a section.

• Design a new process to improve efficiency

• Volunteer to lead a specific committee (focus
can be on something such as developing an
internal procedure manual, revising a policy,
or even organizing a holiday party).

Suggestions:

• For anything outside your area of responsi-
bility, talk to your supervisor prior to taking
action.  Go to them with an organized out-
line or idea.  

• Identify any support or training you may
need to do what you are proposing.  For
example, if you are proposing creating a re-
search administration newsletter, bring the
cost of the software and any training you
may need to the meeting with your super-
visor.

• Be creative.  If you hear about something
that has been done at another institution
and has worked well, take action. Be a part
of the solution.

• Try new things.  Don’t always do what you
are already good at.  To develop, you need to
try things that are a bit beyond what you
have done before.  

Getting Involved 
Outside Your Institution
There are many community and professional or-
ganizations that offer opportunities for profes-
sional development.  My first try at developing
and publishing a newsletter was at my son’s el-
ementary school.  I volunteered to handle the
newsletter for that year.  I learned a great deal
about the process required to create a newslet-
ter including strategies for communicating to
contributors and how to use several types of soft-
ware.  My motivation was to contribute to my
son’s school but at the same time, I developed a

skill that I later used in my professional career.  I
developed and published research administra-
tion newsletters at University of Pennsylvania
and Emory University.  

There are a variety of professional organizations
that offer professional development opportuni-
ties for research administrators.  NCURA offers
many opportunities –many of which can be done
locally without travel.  My first volunteer role
with NCURA was participating on the FRA
Neighborhood Subcommittee.  Through this op-
portunity, I was able to contribute to a resource
that would provide many financial research ad-
ministrators with a valuable resource to assist
them in meeting the demands of their positions.
There are many other ways to become involved
with NCURA as a financial research administra-
tor.  These include:

• Assistance at a Conference – There are many
ways to assist at a regional or national con-
ference.  This can include greeting or regis-
tering people, hosting events and many
other functions.  It is a great way to meet
people and learn about other opportunities.  

• Present a Session at a Conference – This is a
great way to become involved and gain
presentation experience.  If you have not
presented at an NCURA or similar confer-
ence in the past, you can usually find some-
one more experienced to work with you on
an initial presentation.  For financial re-
search administrators, NCURA’s national
meeting in November, NCURA’s Financial
Research Administrator’s Conference in the
spring or an NCURA Regional meeting can
all be fantastic venues for this.

• NCURA Magazine – If you have Financial
Research Administration expertise that you
feel would be beneficial to others in the form
of an article in the NCURA Magazine, con-
tributing an article is an available opportu-
nity.  If interested, you should contact the
Contributing Editor for Financial Research
Administration to discuss your proposed
topic.  (For 2012, I am in this role and can be
contacted at kpeluso@emory.edu.)

• Workshop Evaluator – If you have achieved
a higher level of expertise in a particular
area, evaluating a workshop may be an in-
teresting way for you to be involved and per-
haps learn something in the process.
NCURA’s national meeting in November

and the Financial Research Administration
Conference in the spring both provide op-
portunities for this contribution.  Regional
and other conferences may also provide
these opportunities.

• Participate on a finance subcommittee at the
regional or national level.  

• Attend a Conference – Initially, one of the
best ways to become involved is to attend a
conference and attend the networking
events.  This is a great way to meet other re-
search administrators and learn about pos-
sible developmental opportunities.  

Getting involved with NCURA provides fantas-
tic opportunities for professional growth and de-
velopment and is a great way to connect with
colleagues who you can later reach out to when
facing a research administration challenge.  For
more information on the above volunteer op-
portunities and upcoming conferences, please
visit www.ncura.edu.

In Summary
Many people struggle when they primarily focus
on what promotion they want next or how long
they have been in their current position without
a promotion.  A much more productive approach
is focusing on what you can do in your current
role and how you can make the most of that role.
This focus allows you to develop and allows oth-
ers to see what you can offer.  Generally, these
will be the two most important contributors to
whether you get a promotion. More importantly,
they are what will best allow you to enjoy and
thrive in your current role. N
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a Contributing Editor to the NCURA Magazine.  
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At present, institutions of higher learning face
new demands to comply, not only with their own
existing standards of excellence in education, re-
search, and service, but also with external forces,
some that motivate priorities for institutional ad-
vancement and some which regulate these or-
ganizations. In the research arena, funding
shortages, technology challenges, infrastructure
needs, and an ever more complex set of compli-
ance issues, among other driving forces, increas-
ingly affect 21st century universities. If managing
these challenges is difficult for large research
universities, consider what a phenomenal task it
poses for non-research intensive, primarily un-
dergraduate institutions (PUIs).

How does a PUI develop institutional capacity to
support research in this current environment? In-
stitutions of higher education are increasingly
embracing research development—broadly
viewed as the infrastructure, human resources,
and strategic processes to compete for public
and private research resources—as an opera-
tional construct in conjunction with traditional
pre-award processes. The challenge we face,
however, lies in adopting strategic research de-
velopment activities that specifically address
our identified needs.

In 2009, the University of Puerto Rico-
Mayagüez (UPRM), one of eleven campuses in
the University of Puerto Rico system, undertook
a bold new mentored research development
initiative to establish and institutionalize a Pro-
posal Development Unit (PDU) to enhance in-
stitutional capacity in research administration.
Key elements in this initiative were to assess the
areas of specific need, to identify a mentor in-
stitution as a collaborator, and to outline a re-
search development model that could be
implemented within the PUI framework.

Funded by the National Institutes of Health
(NIH), the UPRM Research and Development
Center (R&DC) ultimately embarked on a pro-
gram of ‘office-to-office mentoring’ in cooperation
with the University of Kentucky (UK) Proposal
Development Office (PDO).

Evaluating PUI 
needs: the UPRM case
As a Hispanic-serving land-grant institution
with a student population of about 13,000 un-
dergraduates and 1,100 graduate students,
UPRM has been moving from a primarily teach-
ing institution to a teaching-research institution
with a science, technology, engineering, math
(STEM) dominant graduate instructional pro-
gram. In keeping with its land-grant mission,
UPRM supports a well-established agricultural
research base administered within Agricultural
Research Stations. Research in other disciplines
(arts and sciences, engineering, and business ad-
ministration) is centrally administered by the
R&DC, an administrative unit supporting post-
award grants management and a traditionally
small pre-award service. As a result of an align-
ment of university and R&DC strategic plans in
2008, two clear needs emerged: to expand
UPRM’s extramurally funded research base and
to strengthen pre-award services within the
R&DC. It was also clear that achieving these
goals would require a more strategic research de-
velopment focus and a greatly enhanced level of
direct faculty support.

Identifying a service 
model and a mentor
Three key factors drove selection of both a model
for service delivery and an institutional mentor:
1) the ability of the service model to fit the PUI

framework; 2) identification of a mentor with a
history of outreach in research administration;
and 3) logistical issues.

The service model. Recognizing the need to pro-
vide faculty with more targeted support, lead
R&DC administrators participated in a UK work-
shop for research administrators sponsored by
the National Institute for General Medical Sci-
ences (NIGMS)i and began exploring UK’s
model for direct proposal development assis-
tance to researchers. UK operates a well-estab-
lished “pre” pre-award research support unit,
i.e., one whose pre-award focus spans an array
of activities that support the actual development
of proposal content to facilitate submission of
competitive grant applications. The PDO service
set offers a spectrum of activities from which to
design a model suited for a PUI. Thus, we con-
ceived the UPRM PDU as a vehicle for direct fac-
ulty support in grant-seeking and modeled it
after UK’s PDO. To launch the PDU, we recruited
a faculty research development leader, Dr.
Marisol Vera (PI of the NIH-EARDA grant*), to
lead strategic planning, and a proposal specialist,
Ms. Arlene Heredia, whose previous STEM ex-
perience added specialized expertise for proposal
narrative review and consultation services. 

Mentor expertise. As a research institution with an
academic medical school, UK (student popula-
tion 28,000) maintains a robust biomedical re-
search enterprise. Moreover, UK has a
well-established record of outreach in research
administration. A long-standing memorandum
of agreement between the UPR System and UK
provided a platform of previous engagement of
research administrators with campuses in Puerto
Rico. Key extramurally funded initiatives span-
ning more than a decade also facilitated exten-
sive engagement of UK research administrators

Mentoring an Office? 

Beyond the 
Personal Mentee
By Marisol Vera, Kathleen Doyle Grzech, Arlene Heredia
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with minority-serving institutions.1,2 These ac-
tivities provided a level of understanding of
UPRM’s needs but also a mentor team with a
demonstrated willingness to share expertise.

Logistical considerations. The distance between
UK in Lexington, Kentucky and UPR in
Mayagüez, Puerto Rico meant that geographi-
cal/travel issues were also important in the men-
toring relationship. Funding for and willingness
to travel on both sides were essential since face-
to-face interaction was critical to building strong
relationships and transferring the service model.
The use of web-based meetings and other tech-
nologies to support interim communications and
share resources constituted other viable means
to maintain the relationship.

Role of the 
mentoring office
The ‘mentoring office’ was fundamental to this
ongoing initiative since it demonstrated a fully
functional service model which could be emu-
lated and/or adjusted to fit the PUI’s needs and
idiosyncrasies. Mentoring staff provided experi-
enced insight on service configurations that
work and assisted in defining the services to
offer and their delivery in a modified model. In
this regard, the UK PDO plays a unique role in
university research administration, with staff
working as consultants to faculty developing
proposal narratives, an uncommon feature of
the standard research administration infra-
structure. PDO staff offered guidance on daily
operations and service challenges, providing ex-
amples of office resources that enable or sup-
port service delivery and suggesting ways to
adapt these resources to our system; discussed
solutions to challenges; and trained new PDU
staff on service implementation. Mentoring staff
also provided model operating procedures,
demonstrated their web service suite and data-
bases, shared valuable training and outreach re-
sources, and recommended professional
development sources such as NCURA.

UPRM Proposal 
Development Unit 
Training of two PDU staff, including the newly
hired proposal specialist, started with a visit to
UK to attend a three-day intensive UK/NIGMS
Research Administrator Workshop, which pro-
vided in-depth training on pre- and post-award

grants administration for NIH-funded projects.
PDU staff followed up with a two-day stay to
visit PDO facilities, meet with PDO staff, and
learn about its day-to-day operation. Using
UPRM summary statements for unsuccessful ap-
plications being considered for resubmission,
PDO staff provided hands-on training in pro-
posal narrative review and development of NIH
resubmission applications. The PDO Associate
Director, Kathleen Grzech, consultant to the
EARDA project and UK PDO Mentor Liaison to
the UPRM PDU, provided guidance on daily op-
erations and service challenges, office resources,
and suggestions for their adaptation. Following
the visit, the PDU initiated services by mid-
March 2009 providing pre-submission proposal
review, resubmission consultation/support,
grant-related trainings/workshops, dissemina-
tion of funding opportunities, and custom fund-
ing searches, among other services. The PDU
website was designed to support online paper-
less service requests and assist in tracking/mon-
itoring requests.  The first PDU client services
supported the resubmission of an R01 applica-
tion. This application, awarded American Recov-
ery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) funds, is
UPRM’s first successful R01 and a direct benefi-
ciary of this office-to-office mentoring relationship. 

Securing the 
mentoring relationship 
In this endeavor, the key to securing a proper
office-to-office mentoring relationship was to seek
mutual benefit and establish long-term
collaborations.  We did so by 1) planning annual
visits of the UK PDO Mentor Liaison to UPRM
over five years; 2) communicating regularly by
email for staff training support on services and
advise on research-related administrative issues;
and 3) promoting collaborations between
UPRM and UK researchers and research training
directors. As a result, three UK researchers in
computer sciences and biosciences have visited
UPRM to promote undergraduate summer
research opportunities and to recruit graduate
students. In addition, four UPRM research
administrators and three faculty members have
attended workshops at UK focused on NIH
grants and grants management. At UPRM, this
mentoring relationship has strengthened not
only the pre-award research development area,
but also other critical areas, such as compliance.
In this regard, UK staff willingly shared their

expertise to assist UPRM in establishing a policy
to comply with new NSF training requirements
for responsible conduct of research.

Final comments
In summary, this foray into office-to-office mentor-
ing has improved UPRM’s sense of research ad-
ministration community, facilitating access to
knowledgeable contacts that provide otherwise
“unavailable” information on pertinent issues. The
mentoring has resulted in a fully functioning re-
search development unit that is increasingly rec-
ognized as a valued asset of the university, with a
rise inservice demand. The overall strengthening
of the research enterprise is a national priority.
Thus, collaboration among PUIs and research in-
stitutions is a must to provide a strong research
support infrastructure to meet current and future
demands of our challenging times. N

*The project described is supported by Award Number
G11HD060438 from the Eunice Kennedy

Shriver National Institute of Child Health & 
Human Development (NICHD).
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Not Just for Geeks and Techies…
(although there’s nothing wrong with that!)

By Sherie Donahue

What is the NCURA 
eRA Neighborhood?
The boundaries of the eRA Neighborhood
are not as clearly defined as the other neigh-
borhoods since by its nature eRA touches all
areas of research administration. Many of those
active in the eRA group are not IT staff or de-
velopers, and their primary duties are in other
areas such as pre-award or post-award. The
eRA Neighborhood committee has often ques-
tioned what projects to work on that would not
be covered by another Neighborhood. The
committee has worked under the premise of “if
it has to do with electronic research adminis-
tration, we will look at it.”

Why get involved?
Electronic research administration is an evolv-
ing field that seems to change almost daily. As
research administrators, many of us learn on
the job and from our interactions with each
other. Due to the fluidity of the field, involve-
ment in the eRA Neighborhood is not a truly
altruistic gesture since you will probably learn
as much as you instruct in your interactions
with other members.

How do you get involved?
1.  Become an active 
member of the listserv.

• Step 1: Join the listserv. Sign up by send-
ing a request stating which neighborhood
listserv(s) you would like to join to
info@ncura.edu. Please note: You can join
multiple NCURA neighborhood listservs.

• Step 2: If you have a question, post it on
the listserv (ncuraera@lists.ncura.edu). It
does not matter whether the topic is sim-
ple or complicated; chances are if you have
a question on a particular topic, someone
else does, too.

• Step 3: Respond to questions that others
post. Do not allow their queries to be lost in
the black hole of cyberspace. If no one re-
sponds to the questions posted on the list-
serv, its functionality is lost; and members
will quit posting and move on to other more
effective venues. If you do not comment im-
mediately on a post that you might be able
to answer, leave it in your inbox for a couple
of days to see if anyone else responds. If no
one responds, try to take the five minutes or
less needed to reply. 

Bottom line: The more people who are
active on the listserv, the more useful it
will be to everyone.

2.  Check out the eRA 
Neighborhood website
(http://www.ncura.edu/content/regions_
and_neighborhoods).

The home page (Overview) is updated monthly
by the eRA Neighborhood Committee with the
most recent news from the sponsors. The Com-
mittee has created spreadsheets for Communi-
cation Tools of Information Sources (useful blogs,
listservs, etc.) and an eRA System Matrix for reg-
istering and logging into sponsor systems [spon-
sor name, URL, site function(s), password rules,
what roles should register in the system, and
much more], along with compiling information

on S2S vendors. As with everything in the elec-
tronic world, these are works in progress; so
please feel free to contribute to them by follow-
ing the instructions on the website.

3.  Become a member of the 
eRA neighborhood committee

When I was first asked to be on the eRA Neigh-
borhood Committee (We are always looking for
new members, so please feel free to contact the
chair if you are interested in joining.), I was con-
cerned about what I could offer and the time
commitment. My concerns about what I had to
offer were based on the fact that although I had
worked in research administration for several
years, I had only been in an eRA role for a short
time. I should not have worried about either
issue, because I later discovered that everyone
has something to contribute to this group, and
the time commitment is only 1-2 hours a month.

4.  Volunteer to write an article for the
NCURA Magazine on a topic related to 
electronic research administration.

These are just some of the ways we can give back
to the research community. So, visit the eRA
Neighborhood website, stop by the Neighbor-
hood booths at the NCURA 53rd annual meet-
ing, send us an email, or post to the eRA listserv.
Do it live! Do it now! Get involved! N

Sherie Donahue has worked in re-
search administration for 10 years, and has
spent the last three years in the electronic
research specialist role at Loma Linda Uni-
versity. She is also a member of the
NCURA eRA Neighborhood Committee.

Whether our primary duties are in compliance, departmental administration, financial research, international issues, or pre-

award, each of us is involved in electronic research administration (eRA) on a daily basis. We all must use a variety of sys-

tems to complete our work, and that means that each of us has much experience to offer our colleagues in the realm of the

NCURA electronic Research Administration (eRA) Neighborhood, regardless of our technical expertise. The eRA Neigh-

borhood has the most subscribers of any community at NCURA, and getting more involved is simpler than you might think.

http://www.ncura.edu/content/regions_and_neighborhoods
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When NCURA began working with other or-
ganizations outside the U.S., international
collaboration among its membership was still
fairly unknown territory. At the time,
NCURA’s President and Board of Directors
saw the early signs of increasing interna-
tional collaboration among faculty and un-
derstood that avenues for communication
and knowledge sharing needed to be devel-
oped. As little as three years ago, sessions at
the Annual Meeting dealing with interna-
tional collaboration were sparsely attended
in direct contrast to last year’s meeting where
a number of sessions found meeting rooms
crowded.  Clearly, things have changed.  

The need for information on how and why to
collaborate with institutions outside of one’s
country has been steadily rising with more
individuals from outside the U.S. attending
NCURA national conferences and the An-
nual Meeting and, U.S. research administra-
tors leaving the country to attend the annual
conferences of the European Association of
Research Managers and Administrators, the
Canadian Association of University Research
Administrators, Australasian Research Man-
agement Society; South African Research
and Innovation Management Association,
International Network of Research Manage-
ment Societies and others.

NCURA’s participation in EARMA confer-
ences has enabled research administrators
and managers from the European Union to
learn how to collaborate with U.S. institu-
tions and has opened doors to allow them to
attend NCURA meetings where they have

shared and continue to share their knowl-
edge with NCURA’s members. In June of this
year, eight NCURA members were in atten-
dance at the 17th Annual Conference of
EARMA, which took place in Braganca, Por-
tugal.  President Judy Fredenberg, University
of Montana;  Vice President Dan Nordquist,
Washington State University; Immediate Past
President, Dave Richardson, Pennsylvania
State University; and NCURA Executive Di-
rector Kathleen Larmett, each presented ses-
sions at the conference in Braganca, Portugal.
Attending on behalf of their institution and
also presenting sessions were Jim Casey, The
University of Texas at San Antonio; John Car-
fora, Loyola Marymount University; Denise
Wallen, University of New Mexico; and Tom
Wilson, Rush University Medical Center.
While there, NCURA’s Vice President and
Chair of the 53rd Annual Meeting, Dan
Nordquist, had the opportunity to invite a
number of EU Research Administrators to
present sessions at this year’s Annual Meet-
ing. Among those agreeing to travel to Wash-
ington, DC, and present are EARMA
President, Jan Andersen, University of
Copenhagen, Denmark; EARMA Board
Members, David Lauder, York University,
England, and past EARMA-NCURA Fellow,
Patriq Fagerstedt, Karolinska Institute, Swe-
den; EARMA Treasurer, Susanne Rahner,
YGGDRASIL, Berlin, Germany;  Zygmunt
Krasinski, Polish Academy of Science, War-
saw, Poland; Annika Glauner and Agatha
Keller, University of Zurich; José Mario Leite,
Gulbenkian Institute, Portugal; John West-
ensee, Chair of INORMS 2012, Aarhus Uni-

versity, Denmark; and Tracy Swift, University
of South Australia.

With expanded participation and continual
information exchange, NCURA has realized
a growth in membership from outside the
U.S., leading the Board of Directors to add an
eighth region to the Council, earlier this year.
During the EARMA Conference, the newly-
formed NCURA International Region gained
a chairperson when President Judy Freden-
berg’s invitation was accepted by EARMA
past Treasurer, Jose Mario Leite. Jose will
travel to this year’s 53rd Annual Meeting and
will chair the first business meeting of the In-
ternational Region.  

Vice President/President-elect Dan Nordquist
will continue the expansion when he takes
NCURA’s Pre-award Administration Annual
Conference to Vancouver, British Columbia,
next year. Nordquist, who recently appointed
conference co-chairs Denise Wallen, Univer-
sity of New Mexico and Norman Hebert of
Brown University, both members of NCURA’s
Ambassador Corps, said he looked forward to
participation of NCURA members from
around the world at NCURA’s first interna-
tional conference, “As research administrators,
it important for us to understand and success-
fully function on the global playing field. Fa-
cilitating these international collaborations is
an important key to sig      nif icantly growing each
of our institutions reputation.  NCURA, and
its members, need to continue embracing our
colleagues around the world, which really is
becoming smaller and smaller.”  N
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I have known Jose Mario Leite for several years,
so I was particularly delighted to see him at the
recent Congress of the European Association of
Research Managers and Administrators
(EARMA), which convened in June at the Poly-
technic Institute of Bragança – in one of the old-
est cities and most beautiful regions in Portugal. 

With formal post-graduate study in informatics,
management, technology, accounting, econom-
ics and finance, Jose is Deputy Director at the
Gulbenkian Science Institute (Instituto Gul-
benkian de Ciência or IGC) where he is responsi-
ble for all non-scientific matters involving
finance, accounting, safety, infrastructure and
general management. Jose has been EARMA’s
Treasurer since 2008.

Can you tell us a little 
about IGC and the
Gulbenkian Foundation?
The IGC was founded and is supported by the
Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation (Fundação
Calouste Gulbenkian) to carry on biomedical re-
search and educational initiatives, and operates
as a “host institution” offering excellent facilities
and services to international and Portuguese re-
search groups or individual scientists. IGC is par-
ticularly attractive among post-doctoral fellows
who are expected to develop their projects and
form their groups with complete autonomy. 

The Institute’s scientific interests are focused
upon the genetic basis of development and evo-
lution of complex systems, with emphasis upon
organism-centered approaches and experimen-
tal models that include plants, yeast, insects,
mice, and the genetics of complex human dis-
eases. Along with a strong theoretical compo-
nent, IGC is also noted for its central
commitment to international exchange, gradu-
ate courses, and high-profile workshops and
symposia. IGC offers library and bio-computing
services, animal SPF (Specific Pathogen Free) fa-
cilities, a service for production of genetically
manipulated animals, high-speed cell sorting,
electron and confocal (multiphoton) microscopy,
automated DNA sequencing, genotyping and
GeneChipTM technology, along with monoclonal

antibody preparation and Biosafety Level-3 lab-
oratories (P3).

The Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation’s statutory
aims are in the fields of the arts, charitable giving,
education and science, and its head office and
museum are located in Lisbon, Portugal’s capital
city. In addition to those areas occupied by the
Foundation’s management and other depart-
ments, the premises include a large audito-
rium, space for temporary exhibitions, a
congress area with auditoriums and other
rooms, as well as a large building that houses
the Calouste Gulbenkian Museum and the Art
Library. The entire complex is set in the Gul-
benkian Park. In 1983, the Modern Art Centre,
consisting of a museum and an education cen-
tre, was opened at one end of the park. The
Gulbenkian Foundation also has a delegation
in the United Kingdom and the Calouste Gul-
benkian Cultural Centre Center in Paris. The
Foundation actively pursues its statutory aims
in Portugal and abroad through activities and
grants that support a range of timely projects
and programs.

Tell us about how this particular venue was
chosen since it is rurally located and not a
major European city where most interna-
tional conferences would likely convene?
Personally, I found the rural setting an at-
tractive alternative. Similarly, what were
some of the challenges of pulling together
such an impressive international congress?

I formally presented the application for the Bra-
gança conference at the EARMA meeting in
2008, when I was elected Treasurer. At that time
there were two other competing venues: Dublin
and Vienna. EARMA’s General Assembly de-
cided that Bragança should host the 2011 con-
ference, while Dublin and Vienna would
respectively host the 2012 and 2013 meetings.

My goal was to make Bragança an unforgettable
meeting, and do so at a very low cost for partici-
pants. Indeed, now that the conference has ended
I can say that all our goals were accomplished ac-
cording to the number of positive and congratu-
latory messages we received from attendees.
Indeed, the 2011 EARMA Conference attracted a

record number of attendees, and for the first time
drew participants from Australia, Brazil, China,
Qatar and South Korea.

In actual fact, planning the Bragança Conference
started five years earlier in 2006 during the
EARMA Conference in Paris. To effectively plan a

meeting in a regional city without an international
airport or train service naturally entails additional
travel costs, so we had to offer special transport
incentives to participants. At the same time, we
also needed to offer an interesting, timely and
meaningful conference – and again at an afford-
able price. That was precisely what I promised
EARMA members when the proposal was first
put forward (in fact, it was the only way to con-
vince them to approve it). To be sure this could be
possible, I need two things: (1) to enlist the sup-
port of dedicated volunteers; and (2) to involve
and develop a “special partner” for this task. 

Regarding the former, I managed to involve
some Lisbon-based colleagues who agreed to

International Insight: 
A Brief Interview With Jose Mario Leite
By John M. Carfora
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volunteer if they could attend the Congress for
free. The problem was transporting these col-
leagues the 750 km from Lisbon to Bragança
(that’s about 466 miles). I also convinced some
volunteer workers at the Instituto Politécnico in
Bragança with the same incentive: free partici-
pation at the conference. 

The natural “special partner” was Bragança’s
municipal government. That said, as we all know
small city governments have limited budgets and
their prime goal is to obtain resources and not
spend them. The Mayor of Bragança was easily
convinced on the positive impact this Congress
would have on the Region. Similarly, to lessen
the investment of the municipality I found a pro-
gram where 70% of the total municipal cost was
covered by non-municipal money. 

The success of the conference was also achieved
due to the sheer quality of the topical and the-
matic sessions, along with an attractive range of
workshops designed by Anna Groeninx van

Zoelen and the exceptional breadth of subject-
matter speakers invited by EARMA’s Conference
Committee. Similarly, a large part of the confer-
ence’s social and cultural success was based
upon the hospitality and traditions of the re-
markable people who make northeastern Portu-
gal so popular with visitors from around the

World. Last but not least, I am also
confident that one major metric of
success was the comprehensive
communication plan we devel-
oped, whereby advertising started
six months before the congress
with particular emphasis on an
early-bird promotional period.
After that, all relevant milestones
were regularly announced to po-
tential attendees, and we did so on
a monthly basis and in a highly
personalized way. From January to
June, more than 6,000 direct e-
mails were exchanged; the feed-
back was superb and the congress
a genuine success.

From your point of view, what are
the more important challenges in
research administration?

Perhaps the most important chal-
lenge for international research ad-
ministration and management is
developing a sufficient critical mass
of stakeholders to lobby major sci-

ence agencies and funders around
the World. This is precisely why the activity and
cooperation of national and international re-
search associations (like EARMA, NCURA, SRA,
INORMS, etc) are so important. I am confident
that recent changes made by the European Com-
mission are largely due, for example, to value
propositions put forward by international re-
search associations and organizations.  

Science has become a truly globalized activity, so
it is important for researchers and research man-
agers to share information, skills and knowledge.
I am always surprised to discover that most of
the problems faced by European research man-
agers are quite similar to those faced by Ameri-

can and Canadian colleagues. Based upon my
experience, so-called “best practices” are gener-
ally applicable on both sides of the Atlantic, as
well as in Africa, Asia and Australia. This is one
reason why the EARMA/NCURA fellowship
program should be extended to include other as-
sociations around the World.

We have duty to help change the world based
upon our experiences and skills. We need to
train, instruct, prepare and share knowledge, and
effectively advocate and help funders see that we
belong to a transparent community with regard
to applying and being accountable for expendi-
tures of public and private funds. 

Share with us your thinking about future di-
rections for professional research associa-
tions in Europe?

In Europe, national research associations were
founded and strengthened over the past two
decades, and the next step is to promote and ex-
tend cooperation between European and other re-
search associations around the world. For
example, the new Lusophone Association (ALIA)
opens the door to countries in the developed
world (like Brazil), along with countries in devel-
opment with promising scholarship and research
opportunities (like Angola), and other nations
mainly in Africa (like Mozambique, Cape Verde,
Guinea, Sao Tome and Principe) and Asia (Timor). 

Looking forward, as research managers and ad-
ministrators we need to promote and extend co-
operation with other countries, and work more
collaboratively with developing countries. We
also need to promote and encourage the ex-
change of ideas, best practices and shared expe-
riences with all international partners. The future
certainly looks exciting for international research
collaborations. N
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Dr. John M. Carfora is Associate
Vice President for Research Advance-
ment and Compliance at Loyola Mary-
mount University in Los Angeles, and
co-author of The Art of Funding and Im-
plementing Ideas: A Guide to Proposal

Development and Project Management (Sage, 2011).
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The woman in front of me at the NCURA sales
table was asking simple enough questions:
“What do you think? Does this color look good
on me?” Little did she know that if there were
adult Garanimals (that wonderful system where
children use embroidered animals on their cloth-
ing as cues for coordinating as they get dressed all
by themselves!), I would be using them. I, who
asks my significant other if my clothes match al-
most every morning. I, who in my single days had
a friend come over and make a chart of what went
with what and taped it next to my closet. I am not
kidding. What the heck. “Hmmm,” say I, not a
trace of irony in my voice, “I like that yellow very
much, but the red is also quite attractive against
your skin tone.” A sale! The woman leaves smil-
ing, her new NCURA polo shirt in hand.

Thus began my career as a volunteer with
NCURA. Back in the day, the merchandise for sale
at the national meeting was simply laid out on ta-
bles directly across from the registration desk. I
had wandered by in a sea of noon lunchers and
mumbled to a lovely, smiling woman standing
next to me, “It’s too bad the table isn’t open with
all of these people going by.” This woman turned
out to be Cindy White, who grinned at me and
said, “Let’s open it!” My jaw fell to the floor, and
to my great astonishment, she grabbed the money
box from behind the registration desk and said,

“Come on! This will be great fun.” And it was.
Here was a senior (to me) NCURA member, a
person of many badge ribbons and obviously even
more friends, talking and laughing with me.  And
I, who in twelve years attending the national
meeting had probably said a total of 15 words, was
suddenly struck with the realization that I could
do this! I could talk to people! They talked back! 

If I could do this, I could do anything. I tell this
story to anyone who will listen, and Cindy has be-
come one of my dearest friends. As I have moved
up into the long-in-the-tooth category, I am con-
stantly reminded that there are many NCURA
members like me at that time, people who want to
take their NCURA experience to the next level but
have no idea how to go about it. Sure, you hear
the word “volunteer” again and again, but how?

Like our number one phrase in research admin-
istration, the answer is “it depends.” There is no
right and perfect way, but there are things that
will help. A few people have a volunteer “plan”
with a course laid out in their minds. Most of us
fall into our volunteering, just as we fell into our
research administration careers. To our surprise,
we find ourselves in a profession and an organ-
ization that we love. We want to make a differ-
ence in both.

First, let’s dispel some myths:

You have to be a presenter first in order to be
noticed. Nope. Nada. It is true that you often
see presenters who are also volunteering in
many ways, but only because their faces are
more familiar. Presenting is a great thing if
you enjoy it and are good at it. Emphasis on
enjoy. One of my little quirks is that I love to
present to any size group, whether I know
anything about the topic or not, but put me in
the hospitality suite and I slink into a corner,
a smile frozen in place. I instantly become a
human bobble head, nodding and nodding
and not having the faintest idea what the per-
son next to me is saying over the racket.

People with a lot of badge ribbons are way “up
there” and wouldn’t want puny little you to be
talking to or helping alongside any of them. I
can understand this because I felt the same
way. They were, and are, busy talking to each
other. That’s not because they don’t want to
talk to you. It’s because you will find that your
NCURA friends may become your closest
friends, and you don’t get a chance to see
them often. NCURA people are friendly peo-
ple, and most of us love to talk. Ask a ques-
tion! Then you will have a new friend, too. 

You have to be outgoing to volunteer. Not
true! There are opportunities that aren’t so
“out there.” I spent an entire afternoon at
the national meeting several years ago in a
back closet putting together table decora-
tions for the big banquet. How did this hap-
pen? I simply walked up to the registration
desk and asked if there was anything I could
do. (I sincerely wished someone else had
walked up that day, too. There were over
1000 of them, I am sure.) Despite that, I ask
what I can do whenever there is an opportu-
nity. It sometimes happens that an evaluator
can’t make a session or someone needs help
finding a room. Even if there is nothing I can
do to help, the staff has seen my face enough
that they know who I am and that I am will-
ing to put 1000 table decorations together.
That recognition leads to other ways to help. 

There are lots of volunteers, so you are not
needed. Nothing could be further from the
truth. NCURA now has 7000 members, but

Pathways and Pipelines:
First Steps for Getting Involved with NCURA
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the pool of active volunteers is about 700
Total. Across all regions. Shocking, isn’t it?

Now for some helpful 
hints to getting started:

1. The drinking glass goes on the right (and the
bread plate on the left), I think. I have discov-
ered that asking which glass is mine at those
crowded round lunch tables often sets off an
entire conversation on etiquette and how no-
body has a clue what the rules are. Pass the
butter, please. Pretty soon you are comfortable
enough to host a table at your regional meeting
or even a newcomer breakfast at one of the na-
tional meetings.

2. If you aren’t able to chat with your region’s
volunteer coordinator at a meeting, call or
email and ask what you can help with.  Be
persistent. Names occasionally get lost, but
there is a place for anyone who has the desire.
If you have a particular strength, say so. If you
see a need that isn’t being filled, suggest it. Be
persistent, not pesky….persistent.

3. The registration desk is a great way to meet
people. They are all happy to see you, and you
have a legitimate reason for asking their names. 

4. There are always things that are happening in
the background at any meeting, and your re-
gional meeting is a good place (but not the
only place!) to start. Maybe it is nothing more
than greeting people as they file in for a
luncheon, or helping stuff packets, or helping
in the hospitality suite, or being a mentor to a
newbie who has nobody else from the home
institution with him/her. Work not only with
your volunteer coordinator, but ask at the
meeting if the chair-elect needs somebody to
do a task.

Wonderful, you say, but how do I move
beyond these things? How do I become
an officer or serve on a committee? 

This is where we all take different paths, but, in
general, many people serve first on a regional
committee, such as the communications commit-
tee or awards committee, after having established
their credentials as a volunteer. These types of
committees allow you to get your feet wet and
begin to understand the workings of the region
and the organization as a whole. From there,
many move to chairing one of these committees
and eventually decide to run for a regional office.
That is not the only way, however, and it isn’t the
way I did it. I was first on a national committee,
and, while that was a wonderful experience, I am

glad I later worked on several regional commit-
tees, eventually becoming a regional chair. That
gave me a solid foundation of knowledge from
which to build my ongoing NCURA volun-
teerism. There is nothing quite like being a re-
gional chair-elect and running a regional
meeting. That’s how I know that there are lots of
little tasks that come up at the last moment and
sometimes not enough people to do them.

Once you have put some time in, you may wish
to consider the new Executive Leadership Pro-
gram. The members chosen for this program are
recommended by their regional leadership or, in
some cases, the national leadership. Unlike its
precursor, the Leadership Development Institute,
this program is for those that have been in the
field and the organization long enough to make
it clear that the investment in these people will
clearly lead to developing NCURA leaders.

But how do you get nominated to the Executive
Leadership Program? How can you be success-
ful when you self-nominate for committees?
How can you become a “go-to” person? To put it
bluntly, it is the history and reputation you build
by doing things like those mentioned above.
Some observations on my part:

1. Follow-through on your commitments,
whether it be putting together 1000 center-
pieces or writing an article for the NCURA
magazine. Go above and beyond what is ex-
pected, and do it consistently and cheerfully.
Give 110%. This is not effort reporting, people.
Go for it with gusto and always be dependable.
This may seem obvious, but I am surprised at
those people who give lip service about how
they will contribute in a certain way but ac-
complish nothing, and then ask why they
haven’t been chosen for greater levels of re-
sponsibility…duh.  Don’t make someone else
have to scramble to cover your commitment.
Instead, be ready to cover somebody else who
has failed to live up to their commitment.
There are no entitlements in a volunteer or-
ganization, and your word means something.

2. Find a mentor or two or three. Ask for guid-
ance on how to accomplish your NCURA
goals, or simply ask about the journeys of these
mentors. I had good advice along the way, and
I still ask for and get good advice. I would be
nowhere without the advice of my mentors.

3. Be realistic about your time commitments. We
are all incredibly busy people, but there are
times in our lives that are better or worse than

others. Think seriously about your ability to
accomplish what needs to be done before you
make a commitment. 

4. It is wonderful if you are able to take advan-
tage of programs like the ELP, but very few of
us can. Don’t let that discourage you. The ELP
is only one pathway out of many.

5. It isn’t essential to attend meetings at all.
There are many other ways to help: write ar-
ticles for the regional newsletter or NCURA
Magazine, offer to communicate with new
members via email or phone, become a men-
tor yourself in whatever capacity you can,
work on the regional website, etc.

6. Join one of the NCURA neighborhoods and
be an active participant.  These communities
are a wonderful way of connecting with peo-
ple in your same areas of interest. You may
soon find yourself chairing a neighborhood,
or becoming one of those people that other
people depend upon for your expertise.

7. Be secure in the fact that NCURA needs you.
It may take awhile to find your own pathway,
but if you want to volunteer, be one of those
700. Don’t be dissuaded. The time will come.

In a recent NCURA Magazine issue, our presi-
dent, Judy Fredenberg, commented that the
pathway to NCURA leadership was more like
being on a merry-go-round than a ladder, and
she is right. There are lots of places to jump on.
However, there is a ladder and it’s one that you
will build yourself, rung by rung, and the
strength of it is of your own making. N

Go sell a polo shirt. 
I found it to be a terrific first rung.
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Annual Meeting. Perhaps most notably, she was the insti-
gator and facilitator of the Introverts 101 discussion group
at the national meeting, now a recurring program feature.  
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Attracting and hiring excellent staff is the goal of any manager faced with a va-
cancy; however, filling a specialized role quickly can be very challenging. Our
institution has a relatively small number of staff with large portfolios and distinct
expertise. A staff member leaving has a significant impact so we have developed
a multi-faceted plan to address such transitions. Advertising, selecting and in-
terviewing candidates as well as presenting the employment offer are all impor-
tant steps of the process that require informed decision making and efficiency.
Laying the groundwork now will help alleviate a potential crisis when one of
your strongest performers vacates a key role.

Treat Your Current Staff Fairly
It is commonly known that it is more economical to retain a good employee than
to seek, recruit and train another.  Treating your current employees well not only
increases your institution’s chance of retaining them but also significantly im-
proves your odds of good recruitment for 4 reasons:

1. When employees leave they will have a sense of loyalty to the institution and
are more likely to help find their replacements and ease the transition.  They
may be willing to help write the job posting, advertise the position to their
contacts, draft interview questions, suggest candidates, review resumes, give a
longer notice period to help train a new hire or agree to be available to answer
questions or e-mentor the new incumbent. 

2. Employees are the best advertising for your skills as a manager.  Experienced
applicants will consider them a source of information about what it is really
like to work in your office. High achievers are well-known in their fields and
will get “off-the-record” calls and emails inquiring about the job posting.
Being well thought of by staff will bear fruit for your organization as a result
of conversations that take place prior to anyone even applying for the role.   

Recruiting Excellent Research Administration
Staff - Best Practices from Hamilton 
Health Sciences
By Sarah Lampson and Katie Porter
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3. Even before you have vacancies, you and your
staff are projecting a memorable image to ex-
ternal parties.  How you treat staff, coworkers
within your hospital or university or peers ex-
ternally, your behaviour at conferences, even
how you work as a team on conference calls
or managing routine tasks can leave a lasting
impression.  Intelligent, ambitious and happy
staff will attract like-minded individuals to
your organization in the future.  

4. Staff will remember the experiences of former
coworkers who have previously left the re-
search administration office.  If the manager
was respectful and formally acknowledged
their time, service and achievements to the en-
tire team, it creates a sense of dignity which in-
fluences employees now planning their move.
A consistent practice of exit interviews, good-
bye parties, cards or other recognition reflects
well on the manager’s competence and pro-
fessionalism.  

Additionally when a staff member delivers her
resignation, managers use that opportunity to
chat informally about what appealed to her
about the new opportunity. Gathering this infor-
mation provides insight to the manager about
how the role could be modified to retain the staff
member or the next employee. People are more

inclined to be completely honest when they have
another job offer and the risk of candid discus-
sion is minimal.  

Advertise Appropriately
1. A detailed job description, including the pay

range, will appeal to a wider audience.  Some
employers make the incorrect assumption that
they have all the power and candidates would
be privileged to apply.  Busy professionals are
not likely to have time to research pay ranges
at your institution or spend a considerable
amount of time pouring over your advertise-
ment looking for basic information about ex-
pectations, hours, etc. or interpret what your
posted position compares to at their current
institution. Vague statements about “pay com-
mensurate with experience” should be made
more precise, and therefore more appealing,
with the inclusion of at least the starting pay
point.  Add value to the job description by pro-
viding some metrics about workload to add
context to the pay scale and hours.  If the role
normally involves the negotiation of 650
agreements per year the potential applicant
can weigh all factors and save you interviewing
someone who would not be interested in a job
with that workload.

2. Think beyond the traditional approach of
simply posting the job on your institution’s
HR page.  For little or no cost you could:

(i) Provide a link to the position from your
research administration page where people
in the field most frequently visit.  

(ii) Add a tag line to your office email signatures
saying we are now hiring and provide 
the link.

(iii) Use social networking sites like LinkedIn to
post the position to your network of
professional contacts.

(iv) Let your researchers and affiliated offices
know about the opportunity and ask them
to pass it on.  

(v) Ask your current staff to let their
counterparts at other institutions and in
industry know. 

(vi) Check with professional associations about
advertising opportunities.  The Canadian
Association of University Research
Administrators and the National Council of
University Research Administrators
advertise job postings on their members’
website and members can email the entire
membership about the vacancy.  

(vii) Call people you would love to hire and see
if they’d be interested.  Even if they are out
of town and not likely to relocate, they may
be able to suggest some potential
candidates and forward the job posting to
their contacts. 

(viii) Consider internal staff that have
transferable skills like a strong work ethic,
good attitude, and dedication to customer
service and see if they’d like to train in a
new role.

Reviewing the Applicants
If you are fortunate enough to get a few
candidates who seem to be a perfect match for
the position, don’t neglect your research prior to
requesting interviews.  

(1) Check basic facts such as degrees and
professional designations.  

(2) Do an internet search of the person’s name
to make sure nothing conflicts with
information on the resume. 

(3) Call a respected colleague that knows the
candidate to identify any warning signs
regarding work ethics. Colleagues can also
provide endorsements that enhance an
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applicant in cases where an applicant might
be underselling himself or herself in the
cover letter.  

(4) Review the work history on the CV.  Some
candidates are deliberately vague because
they are hiding a significant weakness.  For
example, vague dates of employment to hide
the fact that the professional voluntarily
changed jobs a total of 7 times in one year as
no workplace ever suited him or her.

(5) Look for evidence in the CV to support
claims.  For example, “a strong
communicator” could be supported by
examples of speeches given, workshops led,
articles written or meetings chaired.
“Excellent organizational skills” could be
illustrated by a high volume of work
managed in tight timelines.  Descriptors
like “ambitious” and “committed to
growth” should be illuminated with
examples of courses taken, especially if one
has worked at a university where tuition
waiver is a staff benefit. 

(6) Look beyond the person’s current role for
transferable skills your team could use.
Multi media aptitude, leadership skills
garnered from volunteer work on a
community board, experience in public
relations, communications or project
management are all valuable in research
administration.

The Interview
Judging people in interviews is very challenging
but the application and references help round
out the picture. Nervousness or confidence on
the part of the candidate can contribute to an in-
accurate perception by interviewers.  

(1) Design questions to draw out metrics and
evidence that will help give you a baseline
to compare candidates.  

(2) Help candidates with examples to illustrate
what you are looking for.  If you ask about
an improvement they have made to their
role, you could suggest a process to ensure
accuracy such as a checklist.

(3) Do not be afraid to ask!  Addressing
potentially uncomfortable topics such as
why a candidate frequently changed,
provides the candidates a chance to present
themselves in the best light and satisfy any
concerns you may have.

(4) Ask “outside the box” questions.  For
example:  “When was the last time you were
truly impressed?”  When asked a question

not specifically about their work history and
accomplishments, the applicant can open up
and speak more freely.  An interview panel
can learn much about a candidate’s
personality and demeanour by allowing the
opportunity for a less formal exchange.

(5) Answer the applicant’s questions honestly.
Dismissing or sidestepping  obvious
questions, even in a joking manner, could be
discouraging for the job seeker.  The more
information you provide up front the more
interest and confidence you will inspire.

The Reference Checks
Some people interview very well but make sure
you continue your research to see past the daz-
zle.  Check at least 3 references.  If a candidate
doesn’t want to provide his current supervisor,
suggest others who are familiar with his work:

(1) researchers 

(2) peers

(3) external customers like sponsor 
representatives

(4) staff from other internal offices

(5) former supervisors

(6) people with whom he or she worked to pre-
pare for a conference, write a policy, etc.

The Offer
If you are able to offer more than the minimum
pay then do.  An excellent employee is priceless.
Can you offer a one-time signing bonus to make
the offer more appealing? If you are restricted by
a tight budget, learn what other compensation
you can offer from other funds.  For example, does
your institution provide a professional develop-
ment allowance to higher level staff that would be
appealing to your candidate? Can you commit to
funding for annual conference attendance out of
another budget? Could you commit to shorter
hours for the same pay or a flexible work arrange-
ment? Are there personal days as well as vacation
days?  Can you offer on-site parking?

An important factor to keep in mind is offering
things to the new hire that your current staff has
an opportunity to earn too.  Hiring someone
with a skill set similar to existing staff and pro-
viding extraordinary benefits or a much higher
pay level often leads to resentment.

Upon Acceptance 
Once the offer is accepted, be sure to formally
welcome the new employee to your organiza-

tion. Offer as much flexibility as is reasonable re-
garding  a start date.  Remember, as a supervisor
you appreciate fair notice from staff member
moving on to a new opportunity.  Allow this new
hire the same courtesy in providing notice to his
or her employer.

Prior to their start date, forward the employee
some practical  information about your organi-
zation.  Information including maps, parking in-
formation, employee benefit plans and on-site
amenities are helpful to a new employee.  Re-
ceiving this type of information before starting a
new position is a pleasant way for a new hire to
become oriented to their new place of work.

In Conclusion
Hiring the right employee can be a challenging
process for any supervisor.  The risks of hiring an
unsuitable candidate are notable, but the rewards
in finding the perfect fit in terms of position and
candidate are enormous.  By following the best
practices outlined above, Hamilton Health Sci-
ences has built an impressive research adminis-
tration team. Our strength is our people, and we
are proud of the investment we’ve made in de-
veloping best practices for recruiting excellent re-
search administration staff. N

Sarah Lampson BA (Hons) is the
Clinical Research Agreements, Contracts
and Grants Specialist, Cancer Research at
Hamilton Health Sciences Corporation.
She has more than ten years progressive ex-
perience in research administration. Sarah

chairs a mentoring program through a national research net-
work, and has published articles on research administration
including a recent paper on training and retaining research
administration staff in NCURA (National Council of Uni-
versity Research Administrators) magazine.

Katie Porter, MA, B.Ed is the Clinical
Research Agrements and Contracts Spe-
cialist at Hamilton Health Sciences Corpo-
ration in Ontario, Canada. Katie is a
regular guest lecturer at McMaster Uni-
versity speaking on topics ranging from

broad research legal issues to specific contract negotiation
skills.  A recent speaker on intellectual property contract
terms at the MAGI (Model Agreements Guidelines Inter-
national) 2011 Conference, Katie has co-authored an arti-
cle with Sarah Lampson for NCURA (National Council of
University Research Administrators) magazine on train-
ing and retaining research administration staff.

The authors have significant experience in hiring and man-
aging staff.  Sarah and Katie have written a book on career
management and advancement in research administration
entitled, Steer Your Career: A Research Administrators’
Manual to Mapping Success due to be released in 2011. 



NCURA is pleased to announce its newest DVD Workshop. 

Objectivity in Research
• Regulatory Environment
• Disclosing Conflicts
• Faculty Consultant vs.

University Investigator

Intellectual Property
• Ownership vs. Exclusivity
• Royalties vs. Publications

Facilities Use
• Use of Facilities
• Cost Recovery
• Risk/Insurance
• Use of Institutional 

Employees

Conflict of 
Commitment
• Multiple Demands on

Time
• Release Time
• Supporting Students
• Effort Reporting

PROGRAM

Name ___________________________________________________________

Title ____________________________________________________________

Institution _______________________________________________________

Address _________________________________________________________

City____________________________________State _______Zip __________

Phone _____________________________Fax __________________________

Email ___________________________________________________________

Total Amount Due: $775.00

PAYMENT INFORMATION  A check must accompany
this order form. Orders received without payment will
not be processed.  Make check payable in US currency
to NCURA and send payment and form to:

NCURA
1225 19th St., NW, Suite 850, Washington, DC 20036

NCURA Tax ID: 52-1721115

Credit Cards Accepted Exclusively Online
Credit Card payments will not be accepted via fax or
mail. If you would like to pay by credit card, you must
do it by using the following Online Order option:
http://www.ncura.edu/Bookstore 

The program is broken in four brief modules:

Presenters: David Richardson, Associate Vice President for Research, Pennsylvania State University; 
Jilda Garton, Associate Vice Provost for Research and General Manager, GTRC/GTARC, Georgia Institute of
Technology; Denise McCartney, Associate Vice Chancellor for Research Administration, Washington
University; Lillie Ryans-Culclager, Director of Contracts, SRI International 

The workshop was developed to help you and your faculty comply with 
the newly released financial conflict of interest regulations. The workshop 
is targeted to:

✔ Faculty
✔ Post-doctoral researchers and later stage graduate students
✔ Deans, School Chairs and Conflict of Interest Officers
✔ University technology transfer professionals and those involved in 

the commercialization of inventions and new company formation
✔ University business development officers, incubator professionals, 

and corporate relations staff

The ninety-five minute DVD includes a workshop guide with supplemental resources. The program is an excellent addition
to the educational resources supporting your institution’s research mission. Institutions are granted an exclusive license to
use this workshop for on campus education including posting the modules to your secure website.
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When I stumbled into the world of research ad-
ministration, I had no idea that one day I would
be inspired to test for national certification. I
have had many other careers so in the begin-
ning I thought this too would just be another
chapter in my career book. First it was intrigu-
ing and then slowly I began to really find joy
and passion in the challenges. I cannot leave
out the daily humor that flows endlessly in the
journey of “interpreting” federal statues and
guidelines and then the added task of “explain-
ing” them to the research faculty. So the need to
add nationally recognized professional credibil-
ity to the endless hours of reading contract
terms and conditions, NOGA, OMB circulars
and FAR clauses, becomes a no brainer for
those of us who recognize that we have to study
and understand all this stuff anyway. Why not
add the support of validation without having to
justify qualifications in our daily interactions or
occasional job interview?

The Research Administrators Certification Coun-
cil (RACC) provides nationally recognized certi-
fications for research administrators called the
CRA (Certified Research Administrator) and the
CPRA (Certified Pre-Award Research Adminis-
trator). CRA ® is registered with the U.S. Patent
and Trademark Office. Having the CRA denotes
that the individual has successfully completed
the course requirements and has obtained the
knowledge necessary to be a professional spon-
sored program administrator. The certification
provides documentation from an independent
professional organization that the individual has
taken time and effort beyond work experience to
study the research Body of Knowledge and has
demonstrated a commitment to the profession.

Getting Started
Setting up a CRA exam study group is no easy
task. Where do I start? Anyone who has casually
browsed the RACC Body of Knowledge page
knows exactly how overwhelming that can be.
The site is filled with valuable information that
provides an outline of seemingly endless links
of content that lead to more pages of more links
from infinite resources. The task of deciphering
this Body of Knowledge is left to each individual

to figure out how they will manage it. For those
of you who have pioneered this quest and lived
to tell the tale, the rest of us are in awe of you.
RACC does offer review sessions of the Body of
Knowledge, but if you are not near one or can-
not fly to the closest one, then you are left on
your own. In my case, I could not do either but
did not want to go on the study journey alone. I
called upon my co-workers to see who might
also be interested. I found quite a few interested
people. I brought this to the attention of my su-
pervisor and found quite a bit of support-even
more than I had anticipated. In response to the
idea she sent out an internal email to see if there
were others across campus who would be ex-
cited about the opportunity. We received such
strong feedback that my supervisor turned to
our IT professionals and requested a listserv.
There are many campuses out there that have
chosen to have classroom settings for their study
groups. For instance, Virginia Tech provides a
four week study group that meets for 10 two
hour sessions and is limited to 20 participants.
Duke University also provides a study session
limited to 20 participants.  The University of
Texas at San Antonio provides a 10 week Re-
search Administration Training course that is de-
signed to prepare 25 participants for the CRA
exam. Employees who qualify for the exam are
encouraged to pursue the RACC certification.
Face-to-face groups are great for smaller groups
and for those who can set time and space for
those meetings. It also requires a great deal of
structure which is obviously a better way to go
but may not be attainable to all campuses. The
idea of the online listserv was perfect to me be-
cause a listserv creates an archival system in
which all participants can view past and present
activities. Through the listserv, everyone is part
of the conversation and can participate when-
ever their personal time allows. 

Certified Mentors
Listening to those CRA mentors is a must! Since
I am one who does not like to re-invent already
working models, I have no problem looking and
asking others for guidance. The CRA mentors are
not only knowledgeable but the advice I received
was filled with platinum content. The best part

was the level of eagerness each mentor con-
tributed to the request for information. It was re-
freshing to communicate with others who share
the passion and who were so encouraging of the
journey. I found a great deal of inspiration in my
communication with CRA mentors. Any doubts
I had about being able to do this were washed
away by the stream of emails from CRA mentors
with a wide variety of realistic options for taming
the Body of Knowledge. Having the listserv also
allowed me to share the mentor’s advice with all
in the group. Essentially each mentor was not
only speaking to me but to each member and
also those who will join in the future. Many of
the suggestions included which books to read,
the OMB circulars to focus on, study guides and
sample test questions and topics.  

Getting the Group Together
Defining your group parameters helps in
knowing where you are going. The main point is
you cannot have a group if you are the only
person you know interested in taking the test.
How do you get others involved? How do you
find enough people who can provide feedback
and share your interest in exploring the
possibilities? As research administrators, it is
hard enough to find time to study and then add
finding people to study with in which you all find
the same time together. We started this process
with the intent to set up brown bag lunch
meetings once a month. That idea washed away
as I found myself re-inventing the parameters of
the group. The life changing advice I received
from the mentors was the suggestion to join the
RESADM-L@hrinet.org listserv. I saw right off
that there were individuals asking for study
groups they could access nearby. One was from
Texas so I invited her to join our University of
Houston group. This conversation created
interest from others out of state and it only made
sense to me that location should not be an issue
in today’s world of electronic communication.
So, one by one the group grew and I knew that I
would need to be organized and on point. 

The Syllabus
Creating a syllabus requires organization and
understanding of time constraints. Even with the

Setting Up a CRA Study Group
By Denise Hall

http://lists.healthresearch.org/cgi-bin/wa?INDEX
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Body of Knowledge outline it is worthwhile to
create for your group a syllabus that all can fol-
low. Depending on the time you have prior to
the exam, you need to allocate the amount of
time needed to study each section. This process
will depend on the strengths of the group. If the
group is made up of mostly department admin-
istrators, pre-award administrator or directors,
the focus will likely vary for each group. In our
case the group was large and diverse. I knew the
level of experience and understanding varied a
great deal and that many members would have
had more of both than me. So my task was to
focus the syllabus on time for each section. As a
post award administrator, I had the help of our
director, a pre-award administrator and a de-
partment administrator. This made our insight
and overview complete. We worked together to
form a syllabus of the Body of Knowledge that
covered a 40 week period for the group. It all
worked out well but as the group progressed
there was evolution and development of what
worked better and better. We were interactive
and co-created the success of the group.  

The Material
Choosing what to read outside the Body of
Knowledge is hard if you have never taken the
test. I received all kinds of suggestions from the
CRA mentors regarding what to read. Unfortu-
nately, there are no CRA textbooks. We reviewed
a few textbooks and suggested to our group the
OMB circulars A-21, A-110, A-122, and A-87 and
the corresponding links in the BOK. Fortunately,
NCURA offers all kinds of books and guides for
how to be a good research administrator. The
best advice from CRA mentors, I think, was start-
ing with Managing Federal Grants. This guide is
very expensive so we could hardly recommend
that anyone purchase it on their own. The saving
grace is that most, if not all sponsored program
offices, have access to the guide for their admin-
istrative staff. If you are not at an institution
which has access to this guide, then the NIH and
NSF policy guides are a good fallback. NCURA’s
Regulations and Compliance and Sponsored Re-
search Administration are also great guides to add
into this process.    

Interactivity
Group interaction makes it more fun. In our
study group, it was left up to the individuals to
do the outside reading on their own. My original
purpose was to create an environment whereby
we would all be able to interact daily or weekly
on each topic and question each other on what
we read. It didn’t work out that way. More and
more I became the facilitator of information. This
wasn’t a bad place to be since I too was studying
for the exam and it did help a great deal for me
to always be involved in the questions as they
came in and out. On some occasions I felt like I
was talking to myself. The real fun was had when
others got involved in the conversation. I espe-
cially enjoyed when there were questions or
challenges on subject or content. This way I knew
what others were thinking and absorbing the in-
formation to integrate into our knowledge pool.
Anyone who leads training or seminars knows
that getting audience participation can be chal-
lenging. It becomes more so when you can’t see
your audience. I spent a lot of time sending out
definitions and links. This process may have been
helpful to the group but it did not draw much in-
teraction. In this arena the best way to elicit that
interaction is with questions.  

Testing
Assessment testing of the group provides lots of
questions. Now this is where the real work
comes in. The process of creating and finding
questions that provides challenges and stimula-
tion to more learning is a huge endeavor. The
questions have to be a mix of categories that rep-
resent the variety in the level of understanding.
We want to encourage with the easy ones while
offering a gauntlet of topics to conquer. This area
should be fun and serious. Since this is a study
group there is no grading. This area is really
meant to offer practice without pressure. It is very
time consuming creating practice questions. I
asked our mentors to send in questions they
thought would be useful and of course searched
the web for examples to use. While the question
may not be exactly like those on the exam the
practice helps a great deal to help get the group
into the testing state of mind.

The Results
Did I Pass? When I took the test I was not com-
pletely sure how to respond to it. For the most
part I think I was very well prepared. The ques-
tions were a mix of very easy to moderate uncer-
tainty between answers and there were a few I
had no idea about and knew I wouldn’t be able
to make an educated guess. I have to say there
were 2-3 of the latter for me. So I went in very
calm and at peace with whatever the outcome.  

In our study group we covered a lot of material
but there were things I have to say that without
actual research administration experience and
understanding, I don’t feel I would have an-
swered correctly. All those hours of reviewing
contracts and interpreting statues and guiding
faculty will pay off come exam time. The infor-
mation in the Body of Knowledge provides the
balance needed to reach the goal. When studying
the information, you should be able to connect
everything you study into what you do every day.

As far as the overall success of the group, we are
still at the early stages. We are always evolving
and recently our institution has created a black-
board class for campus employees to have access
to the materials. The listserv group remains sep-
arate and we currently have 85 members across
the country. Three members are mentors who
started with us to help provide direction. There
are ten new CRAs who remain members for sup-
port. We have strong positive feedback regard-
ing the material and the guidance we provide.
Not everyone on the listserv takes the exam at
the same time and not everyone on the listserv
has the intention of taking the exam. Many have
joined solely to be part of the gaining of CRA
knowledge. Eventually, I believe some who
started as voyeurs may in time feel comfortable
enough to take a shot. N
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Denise Hall is a Senior Research Ad-
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Introduction
What do the university research community,
startups, and “global grand challenges,” as de-
fined by the U.S. Department of State and the
U.S. Agency for International Development
(USAID), have in common? They are all pieces
of a puzzle that complete the picture of how to
more directly apply the leading edge capability
of U.S. universities, startups and small/medium
enterprises (SMEs) to the global challenges of
clean water, clean energy, maternal/child health,
and food security.

These four “Grand Challenges” are the focal
points to U.S. diplomacy and development pro-
grams, and they underlay the State Department’s
recently released Quadrennial Diplomacy and
Development Review (QDDR).1 The QDDR
states that “science, engineering, technology and
innovation are the engines of modern society
and a dominant force in globalization and inter-
national economic development.” Moreover,
completing this puzzle addresses the Millennium

Development Goals (MDGs) and its aim to im-
prove economies and standards of living in most
countries around the world. We know the figures
well: 1 billion people without access to clean
water,2 1.5 billion people without access to elec-
tricity,3 3 billion people cooking on fireplaces in-
stead of using cleaner alternatives,4 and 1 in 3
women and children with no access to prena-
tal/postnatal care. 

These programs have a “WIFU,” or “What’s In
It for the U.S.?”perception problem. The issues
raised revolve around deployment/support costs
and the difficulties of accessing immature mar-
kets. The author discusses how to view the situ-
ation differently, suggesting there is instead an
opportunity, and a large one.

Background
Led by the semiconductor industry and related
research, many products and services have re-
cently ridden the cost curve in an aggressive
downward direction. This includes many solu-

tions to MDG and other development chal-
lenges. These challenges typically are not ad-
dressed effectively due to perceived cost and
margin problems and because businesses located
in developed countries have not traditionally de-
signed for “the other 90% of the world.” This
issue is worth addressing, as the challenges of
developing countries are attached to very large
potential markets. It is a tough problem, but re-
cent approaches have promise and should be
promoted, replicated, and explicitly supported as
a strategy for U.S. diplomacy and development
policies, U.S. economic growth and job creation. 

As is so often the case, we are shown the way by
our innovative universities. They are creating stu-
dent-led teams that are designing for the “other
90%,” those whose income is less than the top
10% of earners for a given country. 

One stellar example of this approach is a product
called “Embrace,” a simple solution to the prob-
lem of low birthweight babies whose mothers
are far from a hospital with incubators. Often,
these babies die during the multi-day walks their
mothers take, themselves in a weakened state, to
get to these facilities.

Designed by a university student-led engineer-
ing team, Embrace replaces the incubator, its de-
pendence on electricity and its high cost, with a
simple blanket and a pouch containing a non-
toxic reusable material that is heated by boiling it
in water. The infant is wrapped in the blanket
along with the pouch, helping to keep the in-
fant’s body temperature regulated during the
first few days of life. It can be used while trans-
porting the baby, or in some cases can eliminate
the need for the incubator altogether.

A second example, the Berkeley-Darfur Stove,
links research and commercialization to address
a profound need in a developing economy -
cook stove technology. The stove was developed
by an engineering team of scientists from a U.S.
national lab, a team of engineering students,
and volunteers from Engineers Without Bor-
ders. This project was the result of a design
course integrating engineering, entrepreneur-
ship, and a dictum that any product designed
needed to be inexpensive and aimed at devel-
oping nations.

1 http://www.state.gov/qddr
2 http://www.unicef.org/wash/
3 http://www.worldenergyoutlook.org/electricity.asp; http://esa.un.org/un-energy/
4 U.S. Department of State’s Global Alliance for Clean Cookstoves.
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Startups, SMEs,
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The stove replaces the traditional three-stone fire
used in Darfur and many other developing na-
tions. A three-stone fire requires large amounts
of inefficient fuels such as firewood, charcoal,
and crop residues, which women must walk
hours every day to retrieve. Apart from exposing
women to potential assault outside of their
homes, these fires also produce toxic fumes that
lead to nearly 2 million premature deaths a
year.  The stove has much higher efficiencies of
combustion and is designed to withstand windy
conditions, requiring less frequent trips to re-
trieve fuel. The stoves are easily assembled locally
through the use of simple hand tools, which en-
able multiple options for deployment.

A Blueprint for Action 
So, the question before us is: How to properly

connect these sorts of solutions very rapidly with
those economies that need them? How to get
the very energetic people responsible for foreign
policy and assistance rapidly connected to these
and other small companies, without the
serendipity of a trade show or a random meet-
ing in Washington? This paper describes a po-
tential approach for consideration by readers,
and the author welcomes feedback at the con-
tact information below.

The premise of this approach is there are two par-
allel universes that need to come in contact with
one another when appropriate, to directly con-
nect solutions to the problems that need them.

Universe #1 is that of the U.S. university re-
search team and/or SME and startup compa-
nies. They have the solutions, and are often
looking for large opportunities to prove the
value of their work.

Universe #2 is that of the U.S. embassy, USAID
mission, and Washington-based regional bureaus
of both organizations. The men and women
staffing these organizations have very deep
knowledge about the specific nature of a particu-
lar country’s challenges, and an on-the-ground
understanding of how best to solve them. 

Very rarely do these two universes come into con-
tact with one another. When they do, it is usually
due to the determination of either an embassy of-
ficer to search out an answer (very difficult due to
budget and time constraints), or to a startup
team’s decision to target a specific country via
trade show or other personal contacts (also very
difficult due to budget and time constraints).

Connecting these two universes in a lightweight,
easy-to-approach manner is the challenge and
opportunity before us. Making these connections
could result in faster commercialization for uni-
versity research, faster growth for the companies
formed to commercialize university research,
more robust SME/startup partnerships across
borders, increased U.S. employment and manu-
facturing opportunities, and quicker responses to
U.S. diplomacy and development priorities.

Current Activities
There are two approaches currently under inves-
tigation at the Office of the Science and Technol-
ogy Adviser to the Secretary of State (STAS). One
involves open challenge competitions leveraging
the power of the Internet, the other a matching
tool accessible to universities, startups, and
SMEs, as well as officers located at U.S. em-
bassies and missions around the world.

The open challenge competition approach has
been used successfully at NASA and the Defense
Department to rapidly find answers to problems
that have escaped resolution using other means.
These are under evaluation as to their fit for the
purpose of rapidly connecting the Two Universes.

Matching tool approaches are being tried in mul-
tiple government agencies, including OPIC,
ExIm Bank, the Federal Laboratories Consor-
tium, the Department of Defense, and the Com-
merce Department. All of these are under
evaluation as models for what might work in the
environment described above.

An initial look at a lightweight matching tool has
been done in the STAS office, and a workshop
on open challenge technologies was held in July
2011. Continuous feedback is currently being in-
corporated into the matching tool’s description
via numerous discussions between the STAS of-
fice, other U.S. agencies, and various embassies.
It is currently known by the moniker “SME
Gateway,” though names will change as the in-
vestigation continues.

The current discussions revolve around how
such an approach might best fit into the operat-
ing practices and infrastructure at the embassies.
Once that discussion has progressed further, a
decision will be taken as to how best to proceed.

An interesting outcome of this effort may well
be in fostering earlier and more robust partner-
ships between U.S. small businesses and small

enterprises in a given country. This effort has,
and will continue to focus on how best to facil-
itate more and faster partnering opportunities
for small enterprises within the country of inter-
est. Almost immediately from the moment a
U.S. SME finds a customer in another country,
it is going to need local representation and dis-
tribution. Often for an SME, another SME is the
right way to proceed. The SME Gateway is a
stimulant to accelerate the rate of partnering and
tangible results that address issues of import to
the US and its partners.

What are the implications for U.S. universities? If
a mechanism such as SME Gateway takes hold,
there will be more opportunities for university
research to enter the commercialization pipeline
and be tested meaningfully in large applications
affecting very large populations around the
world. Much work remains between now and re-
alizing this scenario.

Question for the 
University, Start Up, 
and SME Communities
These two approaches may prove appropriate for
the Department of State and USAID as one piece
of the puzzle. But what would make sense for the
university, startup and SME communities? What
does a “lightweight” matching mechanism look
like? This is the question the author of this paper
wishes to put forward to the reader. In particular,
we would like to receive feedback on what ap-
proaches have previously been tried to bring
promising research to bear on the Grand Chal-
lenges as defined by the Department of State
and USAID, via more rapid commercialization.
The author may be reached at the contact infor-
mation below. N
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The Emperor of All Maladies: A Biography of
Cancer by Siddhartha Mukherjee is an expansive
book, but it never feels tedious.  Mukherjee’s
prose is accessible to the general reader, and his
thoroughness, compassion, and humor show
through in the writing.  As narrator, he presents
many scientific concepts, but he comfortably
conveys the complex ideas in uncluttered lan-
guage.  In six chapters (Parts) and 470 pages, he
manages to distill a vast amount of disparate in-
formation into an engaging mystery story. The
mystery – What is cancer?

Though his primary focus is the last 100 years,
Mukherjee introduces characters and weaves in
anecdotes spanning the past 4000 years.
Among them are Atossa, an ancient Queen of
Persia, whose story is believed to include one the
earliest written accounts of breast cancer.
Mukherjee’s narrative follows the hunt for clues
to solve the riddle of uncontrolled growth, can-
cer’s defining feature.   It demonstrates scientific
progress and human understanding as the result
of countless incremental advances and nearly
equally-many false starts.  

In the Prologue, Mukherjee introduces Carla
Reed, a young mother and kindergarten teacher.
Recently diagnosed with leukemia, she is about
to begin treatment at Brigham and Women’s
Hospital in Boston.  At the time, Mukherjee is in
the middle of a Clinical Oncology Fellowship at
the hospital.  In this first encounter, he carefully
explains the course of her treatment and reas-
sures Carla that her cancer is curable (30%
chance).  With that, the two begin a journey to-
gether that spans the rest of the book.    

In Part One, Mukherjee looks back on the his-
tory of leukemia.  Until the 1940s, it was a well-
described condition (“white blood”; an
overabundance of white blood cells), with no
cure.  Sidney Farber’s discovery of anti-folate and
his measurement of therapeutic response were
turning points.  (Farber is one of two key indi-
viduals that Mukherjee returns to repeatedly
throughout the book.)  This is the first instance of
scientific observation and deduction being used
to develop a drug based on cancer biology and
to measure therapeutic effect.  

A pathologist by training, Farber compulsively
observes cells, and finds that he can count them
to determine progression of leukemia (and its re-
sponse to therapy).  Studying earlier work on
anemia, Farber finds a compound, Folic Acid or
folate, that stimulates regeneration of red blood
cells.  He reasons that folate should restore the
balance of red blood cells in leukemia patients,

and he quickly tests it on several patients.  (This
is the era prior to Institutional Review Boards, the
Nuremburg Code, and the Belmont Report.)
However, he finds it has the opposite effect, ac-
celerating the progress of the disease.  Un-
daunted, he turns his attention to finding an
“anti-folate” that would slow disease progres-
sion.  After testing several compounds, Farber fi-
nally achieves remissions with the antifolate
aminopterin.  His approach marks the beginning
of cancer medicine as a scientific discipline. 

In Part Two, Mukherjee tells the story of Mary
Lasker (his second touchstone).   Lasker is a New
York socialite who takes up the cause of cancer ad-
vocacy.  Based on her childhood experience with
illness, she brings a religious zeal for patient care
and combines it with the tools of advertising to rev-
olutionize disease fundraising.  In the waning days
of World War II, she founds the modern American
Cancer Society from a moribund medical society
and shifts its focus squarely onto patients (instead
of doctors).   She also adopts the imagery of war.
She envisions a “Manhattan Project” for cancer re-
search, and the “War on Cancer” is born.

When Lasker and Farber meet, each recognizes
their complement in the other.  By this time, Far-
ber has devoted himself to scientific research as
the driver of new cancer therapies.  His aims
meld perfectly with Lasker’s, as she cajoles the
public and politicians to fund research in the
hope of a cure.  The two have a profound effect
on the organization and funding of cancer re-
search.  Their combined efforts result in billions
of dollars directed to cancer research, establish
patient/disease advocacy as a driver for national
research policy, and culminate in the passage of
the National Cancer Act of 1971 (NCA).

In the next three parts, Mukherjee describes sig-
nificant shifts in the medical landscape for cancer.

When Sidney Farber dies in 1973, just two years
after NCA, clinical trials have become a central
focus in the cancer drug development.   Treat-
ment strategies change as radical surgery is
proven no more effective that simple surgery
plus radiation, as chemotherapy is pushed to ex-
tremes in the form of bone marrow transplant,
and as the first non-toxic drug therapy (hormone
treatment for prostate cancer) is introduced.
Treatment philosophy also changes as palliative
care becomes recognized as a legitimate branch
of medicine (and a dignified option for patients)
and compassionate use (demanded by activists)
opens experimental therapies to terminal pa-
tients.  Lastly, after years of research into exter-
nal causes, cancer biology shifts its focus inward

to the cancer cell and its genes (oncogenes).

In the last chapter, Part Six, Mukherjee takes
stock.  At the time of Mary Lasker’s death, stud-
ies show declines in mortality in every major
form of cancer, but there has been no silver bul-
let.  Prevention and early detection have con-
tributed as much to the reductions as drug
therapies and surgical techniques.   A critical
mass of basic scientific results has been built, and
it is leading to new discoveries.  Newly -identi-
fied vulnerabilities in the cancer cell are now the
focus of attention.  Targeted therapy (identify an
oncogene, link it to a disease, and find a drug tar-
geted to it) has become a reality, and drugs such
as Herceptin and Gleevec are its signature suc-
cesses.  Oncogenes are implicated in all key bio-
logical questions.

In the Epilogue, Mukherjee returns to Atossa.  For
each era of cancer medicine, he re-imagines her
fate had she received a diagnosis during that time.
It is a thought experiment that neatly illustrates
the progress that has been made.  Cancer can be
durably cured in some cases and reduced to a
manageable chronic condition in others.  How-
ever, for some diagnoses, medical science can only
offer palliatives.  The exercise also more subtly de-
scribes the evolution in society’s view of cancer,
from something foreign (to be excised, burned, or
poisoned away) to something that is innately part
of our biology.  Mukherjee ends with Carla Reed.
She returns for a check-up, hopeful that her re-
mission remains intact.  

On balance, Mukherjee has produced an ad-
mirable work.  Its one noticeable weakness is
that the overlapping chronologies among chap-
ters may confuse readers.  One could come away
with the impression that certain events were
contemporaneous, when they were actually sep-
arated by decades.  However, this shortcoming
could be easily addressed by the inclusion of a
chart gathering all the major events of the book
on a single timeline.  Such a chart would fit nicely
among the excellent references and notes already
provided.  Nevertheless, this book fills a void by
pulling together the many disparate stories of
cancer into a cogent and cohesive whole.  The
reader will be left with sense of finishing an epic
novel, and they will be left with a greater under-
standing of cancer. N
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NCURA’s first Executive Leadership Program class met in June for a four-day retreat, which was the culmination of the six month program.  The inno-
vative ELP was designed by a Leadership Team made up of Vivian Holmes, Broad of MIT and Harvard; Pam Whitlock, UNC Wilmington, Retired; Jerry
Fife, Vanderbilt University; Garry Sanders, Research Foundation of SUNY; Kathleen Larmett and Tara Bishop of NCURA.  The class of 2011 was com-
prised of Nancy Daneau, Research Foundation, State University of New York at Stony Brook; Winnie Ennenga, Northern Arizona University; Mary
Louise Healy, Towson University; Joseph McNicholas, Loyola Marymount University; Dennis Paffrath, University of Maryland, Baltimore; Cathy Sny-
der, Vanderbilt University

A
At the 2001 NCURA Annual Meeting, 1340 members gathered together as a commu-
nity to comfort each other, celebrate their reunion, and to show the world that they
were not afraid to fly to Washington, DC, and carry on with life.  They also decided to
help others, by collecting money to help victims of 9/11. And so began the tradition
of “NCURA Gives Back.”  Over the course of three days $3,000.00 was collected.
With the amount matched by the Washington Hilton, a check for $6,000.00 was sent
to the Families of Freedom Scholarship Fund.  The fund, founded six days after the
events of September 11 was built to support the educational dreams of the financially
dependent children of those who were tragically killed.  Originally chaired by Bill
Clinton and Bob Dole, it has distributed $67.7 million to 1,695 students.  The fund will continue to help students until the year 2030 when the last of the
remaining 5,000 children apply for scholarship assistance.  On September 7, 2011, Kathleen Larmett, NCURA’s Executive Director and Joelle
Niemaszyk, Washington Hilton Hotel’s Director of Association Sales, were invited to New York City for an evening of remembrance where they had the
opportunity to meet with some of the families and hear stories from the children who have attended college because of scholarships from the Fund.
NCURA’s 53rd Annual Meeting has chosen “Families of Freedom Foundation” as this year’s NCURA Gives Back charity.  Watch for the final Annual Meeting pro-
gram and learn how you can get involved and help the final 5,000 go to college.

First Row, L-R: Ennenga; Whitlock; Daneau; Healy. Second Row, L-R: Paffrath; Holmes; Larmett; Snyder; McNicholas, 
Back Row, L-R: Sanders; Bishop; Fife

NCURA Gives Back:
Families of Freedom Foundation

Executive Leadership Program

L-R: Joelle Niemaszyk; Rhianna Quinn Roddy, Executive Director
of the Families of Freedom Foundation; Kathleen Larmett
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Peggy Lowry, Oregon State
University, Emeritus, is the 2011
recipient of the NCURA Out-
standing Achievement in Re-
search Administration Award.
This award recognizes a current
or past NCURA member who
has made 1) noteworthy contri-
butions to NCURA, and 2) significant con-
tributions to the profession of Research
Administration.  First awarded in 1994, this
award is NCURA’s highest honor.

Peggy, an NCURA member for 35 years,
most recently served as Director, Office of
Sponsored Programs and Research Com-
pliance, Oregon State University, prior to
her retirement in 2007. Post-Retirement,
Peggy continued to serve Oregon State
University as the Compliance Administra-
tor, 2007-2009, and as Interim Director,
Office of Research Integrity, 2009-2011.
Among her many accomplishments
throughout the research community,
Peggy’s contributions to NCURA are nu-
merous, including her outstanding leader-
ship as Chair of NCURA’s first live satellite
TV program during a PUI conference in
1998.  She was also part of the volunteer
team that designed and built NCURA’s
successful Peer Review program.

Diane Barrett, University of Wisconsin-
Madison, speaks to Peggy’s knowledge
and commitment to adult learning styles
in presentations when she writes, “Peggy
has been at the forefront of moving
NCURA towards this kind of teaching.
Early on, she was gently helping people
understand what it means and why it is
important whenever she could.” Diane
also offers, “Peggy’s resume, as well as
other supporting letters, address Peggy’s

commitment to her institution
and to NCURA in ways that I
have not mentioned. What mat-
ters more to me are those per-
sonality traits that exemplify the
best NCURA has to offer. Peggy
has been, and continues to be,
one of my most treasured men-

tors. She is always there for me, just as
she is there for many others.” 

Stephan Hansen, Southern Illinois Uni-
versity Edwardsville, Emeritus, shared,
“In addition to being a teacher, Peggy
has had a significant impact upon re-
search administration through her par-
ticipation on NCURA’s committees and
boards. While serving on those commit-
tees, Peggy worked to implement
NCURA’s strategic plan which re-
shaped the organization, helping to
make it into the premier professional de-
velopment organization. Beyond these
significant contributions, Peggy has had
an impact upon the profession in a more
subtle and intangible way. She has
helped us articulate our professional val-
ues and standards through her unwa-
vering integrity, fairness, and civility.
These qualities are what make us want
to learn from her, and what makes her
achievements in research administration
not only significant, but outstanding.”

Patricia Hawk, on behalf of Oregon State
University, wrote about Peggy’s accom-
plishments within the Offices of Spon-
sored Programs and Research
Compliance and Research Integrity, and
added, “But it is Peggy’s contributions to
NCURA that I believe truly showcase her
knowledge of research administration
and professional development.

Beth Seaton, Western Illinois University,
offers, “A quick review of Peggy’s CV will
convince anyone how active Peggy has
been with the organization over the
course of her 35+ years in research ad-
ministration. Peggy is a constant presen-
ter, facilitator, and workshop coordinator
for the organization [NCURA]. She has
served as traveling faculty for at least two
different NCURA traveling workshops
and we have already seen fit to recognize
her for her distinguished service when the
organization presented her with the Dis-
tinguished Service Award in 2006”.

In addition, Robert Andresen, University
of Wisconsin-Madison, shares about
Peggy, “Throughout her career, she’s
been an active member of NCURA.
She’s been a presenter, an editor, a
workshop faculty member, a Board
member, and served on countless com-
mittees at the national and regional
level. Peggy is a true colleague; always
willing to listen, share her expertise, and
advise her peers. She’s been an amazing
resource to her universities, her col-
leagues, and NCURA.”

On her award, Peggy shares, “It has al-
ways been a privilege to be a member of
a profession where colleagues have so
much passion and heart for what they do
and are willing to so openly share their
expertise and advice.  I am honored to be
part of this profession and am humbled
to receive this award.”

Peggy Lowry will receive the Award for Out-
standing Achievement in Research Adminis-
tration on Monday, November 7, 2011, at the
53rd Annual Meeting Keynote Address. 

SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER  2011  
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2011 Outstanding Achievement in Research Administration Award
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This year the NCURA Nomi-
nating and Leadership Deve-
lopment Committee sel ect  ed
five veteran NCURA mem-
bers to receive the Distinguished Service Award.
This award recognizes members who have made
sustained and distinctive contributions to the orga-
nization.

Each recipient has contributed to NCURA’s suc-
cess in numerous ways and for many years. The
following summaries provide a snapshot of their
service and contributions in addition to the many
presentations they’ve each made at regional and
national meetings and conferences over the years.

The 2011 Award recipients are:

Patrick Green, Associate Director, Division of
Sponsored Research, Vanderbilt University. Pat’s
service over the years has included member of
the NCURA Board of Directors, LDI Advisor, the
NCURA 50th Anniversary Task Force and the Fi-
nancial Management Committee. In addition, he
has served on Annual Meeting and Conference
Program Committees and also is known for his
service as a member of the Sole Source Band!
Pat’s service to Region III includes Chair
Elect/Chair of the region, 2004-2005, Secretary-
Treasurer and service on regional committees. Pat
is the recipient of the Region III 2008 Senior
Service Award. 

F. Edward Herran, Director, Grants and
Contracts Financial Administration, Purchase
College, SUNY. Ed has served as NCURA Treas-

urer Elect and Treasurer, 2004-2006 and has
served as a member and the Chair of the Finan-
cial Management Committee. In addition, he has
served on the Nominating and Leadership Com-
mittee, Board of Directors, and on the PRA 4
Program Committee. Ed served as Region IV
Chair Elect/Chair, 1998-1999, and Treasurer in
1997. His Region IV service also includes regional
Board member, and service on many regional
committees. Ed is the recipient of the Region IV
Distinguished Service Award in 2003.

Heather Offhaus, Director, Medical School
Grant Review & Analysis, University of Michi-
gan-Ann Arbor. Heather currently serves on the
NCURA Board of Directors and is a member of
this year’s Annual Meeting Program Committee
and is a member of the NCURA Traveling Work-
shop Faculty. Heather also has served on the
PRA 4 Conference Program Committee and was
Co-Chair of the Board-appointed Regions Best
Practices Task Force. Heather has served as Chair
Elect/Chair of Region IV, 2005-2006. In addition,
she has served on the Region IV Board of Direc-
tors and many regional committees. Heather is
the recipient of the Region IV 2008 Distinguished
Service Award and the 1998 Kevin Reed Out-
standing New Professional Award.

Kerry Peluso, Associate Vice President for Re-
search Administration, Emory University. Kerry is
currently the FRA Contributing Editor for the

NCURA Magazine and
also is a member of 
the NCURA Traveling
Work shop Faculty. She

served as NCURA Treasurer in 2007-2008 and has
served on the Board of Directors, Financial Ma-
nagement Committee, FRA 5 Program Commit-
tee and on the Select Committee on Peer Review.
Kerry’s service also includes Subcommittee and
Task Force participation as well as LDI Advisor
and Chair of the FRA Neighborhood. Kerry ser-
ved as Region II Treasurer, 2004-2005, and has
served on many regional committees as well.

Beth Seaton, Director of Sponsored Projects,
Western Illinois University. Beth’s current serv-
ice includes this year’s Annual Meeting Program
Committee, NCURA Traveling Workshop Faculty
member and NCURA Peer Reviewer. Beth also
was selected, last year, to be an NCURA Interna-
tional Fellow and was hosted by the Gulbenkian
Institute in Portugal. Her previous service in-
cludes NCURA Magazine Contributing Editor,
Professional Development Committee, PDC
Evaluation Subcommittee, On Campus Inter-
view and FRA and PRA Program Committees. In
addition, Beth has served on the Region IV Board
of Directors, as Newsletter Editor, and on many
regional committees. Beth is the 2009 recipient
of the Region IV Distinguished Service Award.

The Distinguished Service Award recipients will be rec-
ognized at the 53rd Annual Meeting during the lunch-
eon on Monday, November 7, 2011.Please join us in
thanking them for their service and their contributions!

AWARDS|AWARDS|AWARDS|A

2011 Distinguished Service Awardees

Patrick Green                   F. Edward Herran              Heather Offhaus               Kerry Peluso                    Beth Seaton
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Basic research – budgets, program policy and
OSD leadership for the university research in-
strumentation program that Military Department
research offices jointly execute. 

Universities – DoD and Government-wide is-
sues such as cost sharing and indirect costs.

Grants and other assistance instruments –
DoD and Government-wide policy. In this area,
Mark is a member of the CFO Council’s Grants
Policy Committee and also serves as co-chair of
the task force currently reviewing university cost
principles in OMB Circular A-21.

On his contributions to research and the re-
search community, Jane Youngers, Assistant Vice
President for Research at the University of Texas
Health Science Center at San Antonio and
Gunta Liders, Associate Vice President for Re-
search Administration at the University of
Rochester cite three examples:

“As a representative for all federal agencies, Mark:

• Serves on the Research Business Models Sub-
committee, and specifically on the working
group on Common Practices among Agencies.
The goals of this working group are to review
policies and procedures among agencies,
streamline and unify grants administration
practices, and review the impact of regulation
and administrative requirements and the vari-
ation in agency treatment of indirect costs.

• Assisted with the implementation of Public
Law 106-107, that started the paradigm shift
from numerous agency specific paper applica-
tion forms to a single electronic format

• Was an advocate and proponent to establishing
2 CFR, a “one stop shop” for federal circulars
related to award administration, common laws
and funding agency implementations.

• Played an important role in the implementation
of the FFATA requirements as they pertain to
grants reporting; specifically, he was responsi-
ble for the grants implementation not requiring
purchasing information as is required in the
contract part of the FFATA implementation.”

Julie Norris, Massachusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy, Emeritus, offers the following as additional
examples of Mark’s “understanding of the is-
sues and his ability to address those issues in a

special and effective way.” First is his involve-
ment in “the OMB clarification memo in the
early 1990’s concerning graduate student com-
pensation and voluntary uncommitted cost
sharing” and second is “his role in reversing the
35% IDC limitation which had been imposed in
the mid-2000’s for research funded by the De-
partment of Defense.”

Carol Blum, Director of Research Compliance
and Administration, Council on Governmental
Relations, agrees and adds “As a member of the
executive committee of the Research Business
Models (RBM) Subcommittee of the Office of
Science and Technology’s Committee on Science,
Dr. Herbst has helped craft policy recommenda-
tions that have quite literally changed the way
we do business, most notably the establishment
of standard research award terms and conditions,
an outgrowth of the work of [the] Federal
Demonstration Partnership.”

On his award, Mark offers, “NCURA’s high
standard of professionalism and expertise in re-
search administration is what makes this award
special for me.  I have learned and grown from
many associations with NCURA members and
have the utmost respect for all that you do for
the research community.”

As recipient of the 2011 Joseph F. Carrabino Award,
Mark will be recognized at the 53rd Annual Meeting
during the luncheon on Monday, November 7, 2011.

Joseph F. Carrabino Award

SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER  2011  
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The Joseph F. Carrabino Award, established in 2003 by the NCURA Board of Directors, is named after the late Joe Carra-
bino, NSF Grants Officer. This award recognizes a current or former Federal partner who has made a significant contri-
bution to research administration, either by a single project, activity, or innovation, or by a lifetime of service. The NCURA
Nominating and Leadership Development Committee selected Mark Herbst, Department of Defense, as the recipient
of the 2011 Joseph F. Carrabino Award.

Mark Herbst received his Ph.D. degree from the University of California at Los Angeles and currently serves as DOD Staff
Specialist for Research and Grants where, under the Director for Basic Research in the Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense for Research and Engineering, Dr. Herbst develops and recommends policy and works on issues related to:
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With summer in full swing we are looking back on an
outstanding Spring Meeting.  We had over 300 atten-
dees at the meeting.  On behalf of the leadership of the

region and all of the attendees I would like to thank Pat Fitzgerald, Chair-
Elect and Program Chair, his co-chairs Nancy Kendrick and Estelle Lang
and the entire program committee for putting together such a successful
event.  I would also like to extend our thanks to all of the speakers that
made the time to put together the sessions offered at the meeting.  From
the Keynote Address to the final session we witnessed record attendance
in the sessions.

We also recognized our travel and service award recipients.  Danielle
Chamberlain from Brigham and Women’s Hospital, Judit Totth from
Howard Hughes Medical Institute, and Linda Wang from Harvard Univer-
sity were recipients of the Travel Award.  Franc Lemire from Worcester Poly-
technic Institute was recognized as our Distinguished Service Award
recipient for his years of commitment to the Region.  Tom Egan from Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology received the Merit Award.  Kris Mona-
han from Providence College, Chair of the Volunteerism and Membership
Committee was presented with the Outstanding Volunteer Award.  And
Nuala McGowan from Harvard University, Chair of the Sponsorship Com-
mittee, received the Outstanding New Professional Award.  Please join us
in thanking these members for their efforts on behalf of Region I.

Region I would also like to congratulate Denise Lentini from Harvard Uni-
versity.  Denise was the first recipient of the Travel Award to the NCURA
Pre-Award Conference held in Chicago in July.  Nominations are currently
being accepted for travel awards to the National Meeting in November.
Please visit the Region I website at www.ncuraregion1.org to learn more
about the application process.

If you are interested in volunteering for any of the committees, or if you
have suggestions, please visit the Region I website.  I look forward to see-
ing you at the National Meeting in November.

Bethanne Giehl is Chair of Region I and serves as the Manager, Research Systems
at the University of Massachusetts Medical School.

A year ago when I penned the first of my Regional
Corner articles, I was sitting exactly where I am
today on the swing on my side porch enjoying a
beautiful summer day while thinking about Wash-

ington in November and New York in May, about the Region’s leadership
and what my goals would be as Chair for the next 17-months, and about
how hard it was to write one of these articles.  As I look back at that article
and what’s happened in 12 months, things have gone pretty well. We had
a lot of fun at the Tailgate and hundreds of us have “I ♥ Region II” t-shirts,
we packed more sessions into, and then had a huge turnout for, the Spring
Meeting in Brooklyn, our committees are full of volunteers, Region II has
a Facebook page, the Region II ad hoc Strategic Planning Committee has
just delivered its report to the Steering Committee, and I’ve accomplished
two of my three New Year’s resolutions. And yet these articles are still hard
to write. 

The question I began that first article with is the same this year:  Is it ever
too early to start talking about the next Spring Meeting?  Never!  

The Program Committee, Chaired by Jill Frankenfield and Co-Chaired by
Mary Louise Healy is hard at work and by the time this article is printed you
will have already received information on our plans for Gettysburg, PA.
Along with a longer format (we’ve added a day) and continuing to offer ses-
sions of varying lengths, we are increasing the number of discussion-ori-
ented sessions, refined our focus on the different tracks and have added a
medical/clinical track.  These changes also continue to provide increased op-
portunities for members to present a session.  If you haven’t presented at a
Spring Meeting, please feel free to contact the Program Chair or Co-Chair
to talk about your idea and how it might be developed into a session.  A
link to the session abstract submission site is on the Region II homepage.
Spring Meeting 2012 

Dates: April 22 to 25, 2012
Location: Eisenhower Hotel and Conference Center, 

Gettysburg, PA
Schedule:

April 22: Workshops, 1 to 4:30 pm
April 23: Plenary, Concurrent Sessions, 

Business Meeting, 7:30 am to 5:00 pm
April 24: Breakfast Discussion Roundtables, 

Concurrent Sessions, 7:30 am to 5:00 pm
April 25: Concurrent Sessions, 

7:30 am to 12:30 pm

REGION I
New England
www.ncuraregion1.org

REGION II
Mid-Atlantic
www.ncuraregionii.org

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Ncura-Region-1/147298255332317 https://www.facebook.com/groups/ncuraregionii
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A final note on the 2012 Spring Meeting: If you are attending NCURA’s 53rd

Annual Meeting in November, be sure to stop by the Region II Hospitality
Suite to pick-up your special “bling” to help us spread the word and pro-
mote our trip to Gettysburg.

Speaking of NCURA’s 53rd Annual Meeting (November 6 to 9, 2011, “Do
It Live, Do It Now, Get Involved”) if you didn’t read anything else in this
issue of NCURA Magazine, plan to take advantage of the social time built
into the program to meet and get to know your peers from across the Re-
gion and across the nation.

Strategic Planning: Four ideas developed by the ad hoc Strategic Plan-
ning Committee have already been approved by the Steering Committee.
Two of these have already been announced: our Facebook Page
(http://www.facebook.com) then friend NCURA Region II) and the longer
Spring Meeting.  The other two include the creation of a Professional De-
velopment Committee and the creation of a Regional Workshop Series,
which will be created and managed by the Region II PDC and its chair,
Brian Squilla.  Regional Workshops will be day-long professional develop-
ment opportunities offered in different geographic areas of the Region. The
other ideas presented are concerned with welcoming and involving the Re-
gional membership, communication, and the Region’s administrative struc-
ture.  Please watch for an Eblast announcement on the first set of
workshops and a presentation at the Business Meeting in Washington on
the other ideas under consideration.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank the other members of the ad
hoc Strategic Planning Committee for their service and hard work, com-
mitment to six months of bi-weekly meetings, and, most of all, for their
creativity and vision.  The members of the committee were: Alex McKe-
own (Johns Hopkins University), Anna Welland Dement (New York Uni-
versity School of Medicine), Brenda Kavanaugh (University of Rochester),
Brian Squilla (Thomas Jefferson University), David Schultz (Stevens Insti-
tute of Technology), Dennis Paffrath (University of Maryland, Baltimore),
Erin Bailey (University at Buffalo, SUNY), Greg Slack (Clarkson Univer-
sity), Jared Littman (St. John’s University), Jeanne Galvin-Clarke (Univer-
sity of Maryland, Baltimore), and Mary Holleran (West Virginia University).

Region II Current Officers and Steering Committee:  Chair: Martin B.
Williams (William Paterson University, williamsm@wpunj.edu); Chair-Elect,
Jared Littman (St. John’s University, littmanj@stjohns.edu); Secretary, Anne
E. Albinak (Johns Hopkins University, aalbinak@jhu.edu); Treasurer, Mary
Holleran (West Virginia University, mary.holleran@mail.wvu.edu); Treas-
urer-Elect, Erin Bailey (University at Buffalo, SUNY eedb@buffalo.edu);  Past
Chair, Alexandra A. McKeown (Johns Hopkins University, amckeown
@jhsph.edu) Past Treasurer, Holly Benze (Johns Hopkins University,
hab@Jhu.edu), Regionally Elected Member of the Board of Trustees, Toni
Lawson (University of Maryland, College Park); At large members: Cheryl
Williams (University of Rochester), Brian Squilla (Thomas Jefferson Univer-
sity); Pam Wheat (Lehigh University), Christine Katsapis (Gallaudet Univer-
sity), and Denise Moody (Princeton University). 

Spring Meeting 2011: Chair, Jill Frankenfield (jfranken@umd.edu), Co-
Chair, Mary Louise Healy (mhealy@towson.edu).   

Martin Williams is Chair of Region II and serves as Director of the Office of Spon-
sored Programs at William Paterson University.

Region III members are encouraged to
plan to attend the 53rd Annual Meet-
ing, which will be held from Novem-
ber 6-9. It is not too late to register for
this informative and fun meeting ti-

tled “Do It Live! Do It Together! Get Involved!” This year’s Annual Meet-
ing will focus on the expanding role of the research administrator. As
Program Co-Chair Bruce Morgan, Assistant Vice-Chancellor for Research
Administration for University of California explains, “We don’t have a clue
how to do it, but we answer, ‘Sure, I’ll make it happen!’ We ‘Do It Live’ be-
cause we know it needs to be done and it needs to be done NOW.” The
preliminary program, registration, and hotel information are now available
online. There are many Region III members conducting workshops, pre-
senting sessions, and leading discussion groups. Check those out in the
Program page. We appreciate your efforts!

One of the many advantages of the NCURA organization is the opportu-
nity to network with colleagues, and what better atmosphere to do just that
than the Region III Hospitality Suite!  Jill Griffith (Medical University of
South Carolina), chair of the hospitality committee, invites everyone to stop
by the hospitality suite to relax, play games, and socialize.  This is also a
great atmosphere for welcoming new members and encouraging them to
get involved in their region.  The suite will be open Sunday night, Monday
night, and Tuesday night. Volunteers are needed for each night, so if you
are interested, please email Robyn Remotigue, volunteer coordinator, at
robyn@spa.msstate.edu.  And don’t forget your cameras, because you never
know what might happen.

Speaking of volunteering, Robyn wants to thank all those who answered
the region’s call to volunteer.  We had an enthusiastic response from Region
III members wanting to get further involved in the region.  A list has been
created and the names have been shared with all the Region III commit-
tee chairs. If you are interested in joining their ranks, contact Robyn
(robyn@spa.msstate.edu). There are plenty of opportunities that involve
only a small time commitment. The Annual Meeting couldn’t happen with-
out everyone contributing a little bit of their time and energy!

We will announce our Region III Travel Awards at the upcoming Annual
Meeting. The Membership and Awards Committee have been hard at
work on nominations, so when you see the winners at the Annual Meet-
ing, be sure to congratulate them and welcome them to the party! We
will also announce the winners of the upcoming Region III elections. We
looked for good nominees and we think we found them! Thanks to every-
one who submitted nominations. Voting should begin near the end of
September and continue through the first week of October. Good luck
to all the candidates!

REGION III 
Southeast
www.ncuraregioniii.com

https://www.facebook.com/groups/192985687430137

mailto:amckeown@jhsph.edu
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Three cheers for flamingos Jennifer Shambrook, Ph.D. (St. Jude Children’s
Research Hospital), the newly installed Editor and Brigette Pfister, MHRA
(Clemson University), Editorial Assistant of the Research Management Re-
view (RMR)! Readers of NCURA’s scholarly journal may look forward to
the new publication format, which is more useful and friendly. Region III
authors contributed significantly to the current volume, which has ex-
ceeded 100 pages for the first time since its inception.  Authors include Jo
Ann Smith, Ph.D. and Laurianne Torres (University of Central Florida), Dr.
Shambrook, Thomas Roberts, Ed.D. (Florida Gulf Coast University),
Dhanonjoy C. Saha, Ph.D. (Carolinas HealthCare System), Linnea Min-
nema and Miriam Campo (University of Tennessee, Knoxville), Tim Atkin-
son, Ed.D. and Tom Pilgreen, Ph.D. (University of Central Arkansas), and
Robert Porter, Ph.D. (University of Tennessee). Congratulations to these
authors for their contributions. Please look for even more RMR articles and
news on the horizon from flamingo writers. 

Save the Dates: Region III is already excitedly preparing for our return to
beautiful Panama City Beach, Florida, for our 2012 Spring Meeting.  We will
again enjoy the Bay Point Marriott Golf Resort & Spa’s relaxed atmosphere
and comfortable meeting spaces along with its location near a wide vari-
ety of activities and attractions.  Save the date, watch for more information
to come, and join us May 6-9, 2012 for another excellent regional oppor-
tunity for professional development and networking! 

We anticipate a program replete with educational workshops, strong pre-
sentations, sponsor representatives, and plenty of subject matter experts
covering every level of experience and topic in research administration. Be
sure to block off some extra days for some fun at the beach to help pre-
serve our reputation as “One Beachin’ Region!”  This is one meeting you
won’t want to miss! 

Region III Chair-Elect Cindy Hope (University of Alabama) and the Pro-
gram Committee are already hard at work developing an agenda that will
make this a meeting to remember. Thanks to Site Selection Committee for
taking us back to this fantastic venue for our next meeting. We look forward
to seeing you there!

Sam Gannon and Laura Letbetter serve as Region III’s newsletter contributors.
Sam is Education and Training Manager for the Office of Grants and Contracts at Van-
derbilt University Medical Center. Laura is Director of Proposal Development for the
Office of Grants and Contracts at Kennesaw State University.

Summer weather is in full swing
for many of us in Region IV.  While
the year has absolutely flown by, I
wanted to take time away from the
sweltering, humid Midwest heat, to

reflect upon our spring.  The Regional Meeting in Cleveland, “Research
Rocks” was held on April 16-20, 2011.  It was a great 4 days and all the
evaluations have backed up that claim.  I have also heard many positive
comments from our membership and, in my humble opinion; the meeting
was a great success.  We had over 225 registrants and also tripled our orig-
inal expected profit!  Especially, given the economic hardships that many
of our institutions are facing, this large profit is great news.  The region is
doing well after this meeting.  

A special thank you goes out to the Program Co-Chairs (Robert Aull &
Elena Cruse), as well as to the Program Committee.  Together, they put on
a fantastic program.  Each and every person on the program committee de-
serves the credit for a successful meeting.  We had great planning and great
willingness to adjust on site.  I’m amazed at Region IV’s willingness and
ability to throw your hand in the pile to contribute.  That is what makes
NCURA and Research Administrators what they are.  That volunteer spirit
and providing service are things that we’ll continue to keep in mind as we
forge ahead.  

I also wanted to say a special thank you to all the great workshop faculty
and concurrent session presenters, who did a fantastic job at the Regional
Meeting!  These folks offer a wealth of knowledge and can be added to
your NCURA network.  All our presentations for the concurrent sessions
are posted on the Region IV website under Session Handouts (http://ncu-
raregioniv.com/meetings/Spring%20Meeting%202011%20Presentations.html).
We also had many, many conference volunteers – all of whom were in-
strumental in putting such a great conference together for the Region IV
membership.  A sincere thank you to each of you!

As we move into the fall, Region IV will continue to work on offering a va-
riety of professional development opportunities that occur in a nurturing
setting, where we will be able to share day to day research administration
challenges and learn best practices.  Some items on my to-do list are:

• Continuing the initiative and work of the Mentoring Program Task
Force.  Recommendations have been given for the Region to pro-
vide 3 areas of mentoring:  guiding/navigation, mentoring for lead-
ership and mentoring for the workplace.

• Continuing the initiative and work of the Website Task Force.  Rec-
ommendations have been given for the Region to re-design the
website.  

• Working to define volunteer roles in the Region to better assist
with volunteer recruitment.

• Working to streamline sponsorship and advertising in the Regional
newsletter and at the Regional meeting

REGION IV
Mid-America
www.ncuraregioniv.com

https://www.facebook.com/pages/
Ncura-Region-IV/134667746605561

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Ncura-Region-IV/134667746605561
http://ncuraregioniv.com/meetings/Spring%20Meeting%202011%20Presentations.html
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If anyone is looking for the Region to provide anything specific in terms of
professional development, please don’t hesitate to contact me or any of the
Region IV Board members.

For me, the Regional Meeting reminded me that this research administra-
tion “gig” is not just a job.  There are many people who are working on
their craft.  They are working on their profession!   It’s often at the Regional
Meeting where professional relationships are established that help some-
one, like me, develop within the profession.  We do have some committee
positions to help us in the coming year.  They are:  

• Awards Committee Chair:  Elena Cruse, University of Kansas
Medical Center

• Communications Chair:  Sue Kelch, University of Michigan

• Membership Committee Chair:  Sheila Lischwe, Saint Louis
University

• Nominations Committee Chair:  Christa Johnson, Johnson,
Southern Illinois University Edwardsville

• Regionally Elected Member to the National Board of Directors:
Dave Lynch, Mayo Clinic

• Site Selection Chair:  Michelle Ginavan-Hayes, University of
Kansas Center for Research

• Site Selection Member:  Natalie Goodwin-Frank, Washington
University

• Volunteer Coordinator:  Debbie Meltzer, University of Wiscon-
sin-Madison

If anyone is looking to get involved, please don’t hesitate to contact me or
contacting any of the folks listed above.  

Another exciting event in the fall is AM53 (November 6, 2011 – November
9, 2011) in Washington, D.C.  We are beginning to plan and will be looking
for exciting ways to give back to our membership.  In the past, we have of-
fered things like the DC After Dark Bus tours, dinner groups, etc…

At AM53, we will be holding a joint hospitality suite with Region V.  That
suite will be room #5101 at the conference hotel, the Washington Hilton.
I’m excited about getting to know Region V’s membership.  Our goal is to
provide an attractive setting that will offer networking and social opportu-
nities for all the members of Region IV and V.  

The joint hospitality suite will help lead us into the winter and spring of
2012.  Mark your calendars:  Next year’s spring meeting in St. Louis (April
14, 2012 – April 17, 2012).  The St. Louis Ballpark Hilton is the conference
hotel.  This is a great venue and I know Jeff Ritchie (Program Committee
Chair, Region Chair-Elect) is putting together a great program.  He’s joined
by two great Program Co-Chairs:   Greg Luttrell (Notre Dame University)
and Kirsten Yehl (Northwestern University).  Anyone who wishes to help
with the Spring Meeting can contact Jeff at: jeffrey.ritchie@aurora.org. 

Last, but not least, a special congratulations goes to Beth Seaton (Western
Illinois University) on her recent appointment to the Nominating and
Leadership Development Committee beginning January 1, 2012.  

David Ngo is the Chair of Region IV and serves as the Effort Administrator/ECRT
Manager at the University of Wisconsin-Madison.  

It’s HOT, HOT, HOT in the Southwest!  Literally and figuratively we are
breaking records.  

The spring 2011 meeting in Houston was a record breaking success.  With
over 260 people in attendance, we had over 100 more (62% increase) peo-
ple than the previous record attendance for a single meeting.  We had to
shutoff registration early due to hotel capacity and although the first day
started a little tight, the Magnolia hotel was very accommodating in mak-
ing numerous adjustments.  We had a great program and thank all of the
presenters, volunteers, Houston area universities, our university hosts,
sponsors and most of all our members – both new and seasoned for mak-
ing the meeting a smashing success.  

A special thanks to Sarah Fella, UT Austin, for filling in the last minute as
Volunteer Coordinator; Sheila Allen, UT Arlington for being the first ever
Evaluation Coordinator and Sarah Panepinto, UT Arlington for managing
the hotel arrangements.  

New Officers:  At the Spring meeting Region V announced the election of
Kathleen Harris, Texas Tech University, as Chair-Elect; Hollie Schreiber,
Oklahoma State University, as Secretary; Carolyn Ivey, University of Hous-
ton and Matt Berry, University of Oklahoma as ad hoc members of the re-
gional Executive Committee, and Marianne Woods, UT San Antonio as the
Region V Member of the National Board of Directors.  Jeremy Forsberg took
office as the Regional Chair at the close of the meeting.  

National and Spring Meeting: This year we will have a joint spring
meeting with Region IV.  The Spring meeting will be held in St. Louis
(Save the date) April 14-17.  To help us get acquainted with Region IV,
we will share the hospitality suite at the National Meeting.  Get involved;
please contact Kathleen Harris Kathleen.harris@ttu.edu or Sarah Fella
Sarah.Fella @austin.utexas.edu for volunteer opportunities at the Na-
tional or Spring Meetings.

Professional Development Committee:  As announced at the Spring
Meeting this past April, we have chartered a Professional Development
Committee for our Region.   James Casey, UT San Antonio, has agreed to
Chair this committee.  The Professional Development Committee is
charged to investigate, review, analyze and recommend the implementa-
tion or creation of programs, events or materials to serve the professional
development needs of NCURA Region V members.  With the continued
growth in membership for our Region, we will look to expand and deliver
more opportunities to the membership for their professional development.   

Congratulations:  Govind Narasimhan, M.D. Anderson Cancer Center,
has been selected to serve on the 2012 Nominating and Leadership De-
velopment Committee.  Rhonda Williams, M.D. Anderson Cancer Center,
was awarded the 2011 Catherine Core Minority Travel Award for the Na-
tional meeting.  

REGION V
Southwestern
www.ncuraregionv.com

https://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=78596532079&v=wall
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In Remembrance:  Region V membership were saddened to learn of the
passing of Joan Howeth, a longtime member of NCURA.  Joan was a past
Chair of Region V and the recipient of Region V’s Distinguished Service
Award.  She was not only a highly respected colleague; an active, outgoing
volunteer to NCURA; and a valued mentor, but a dear friend to many
within the region and nationally.  May all of our thoughts and prayers be
with her family during this unexpected loss.  

In recognition of Joan’s commitment, The Region V Executive Committee
has approved the re-naming of the National Travel Award in her honor to
now be the Joan Howeth National Travel Award.

Jeremy Forsberg is Chair of Region V and serves as the Assistant Vice President of
Research at The University of Texas at Arlington.

Fall is the time to channel the vibrant
energy of summer into something of
form and substance – finish up those
final projects and set some new chal-
lenges for yourself.   One way to chan-

nel your energy is to Do it Live, Do it Now – Get Involved by attending
and actively participating in the upcoming NCURA 53rd Annual Meeting in
Washington, DC from Sunday, November 6, 20011 – Wednesday, Novem-
ber 9, 2011. The array of workshops and concurrent sessions and network-
ing activities will benefit all aspects of your professional development. This
meeting is one of the best ways to keep abreast of changes and trends in
the never-a-dull-moment profession of research administration.   

While at the meeting, don’t forget to attend the Region VI Business Meet-
ing on Tuesday, November 8th from 2:45-3:45 pm for a chance to hear
what’s going on in the region, learn about volunteer opportunities, and
maybe win a raffle prize!  Another great way to network and get to know
your colleagues is by visiting the infamous hospitality suites. This year,
the International Region will be joining the festivities in our hospitality
suite.   Please take the time to welcome and integrate the newest region
and its membership.  

The Call for Applications for the Annual Meeting Travel Awards has been
sent and the Awards Committee is hard at work reviewing applications.
The winners of the Awards will be announced at the Business Meeting.
Thank you to the Awards Committee—Kevin Stewart, University of Cali-
fornia, Santa Barbara; Ann Pollack, University of California, Los Angeles;
Csilla Csaplar, Stanford University; Maren Boyack, University of Alaska –
Fairbanks; and Kimberlee Eudy, University of San Diego — for your dili-
gence in reviewing applications and selecting this year’s travel winners to
the Spring Meeting, PRA, and Annual Meeting.  

The LeadMeProgram continues to be a successful mentoring program and
a wonderful opportunity for new research administrators, thanks to the ef-

forts of Linda Patton, Chair of the Education and Professional Develop-
ment Committee, and her excellent committee. This program provides an
opportunity for new research administrators to “partner” for the year with
more experienced research administrators and to grow in the profession.
Thanks to the mentors who stepped forward to be matched with the newer
research administrators in our region.

Finally, the arrangements for the 2012 Spring Meeting on the Big Island
have been finalized – information can be found at http://www.ogrd.
wsu.edu/r6ncura/meetings.aspx. Our meeting will be held April 15th-18th,
2012 at the Hilton Waikoloa. Volunteers are needed to ensure the meeting
is a success — interested persons should contact our 2012 Spring Meeting
Co-Chairs Rosemary Madnick or Vicki Krell.

Jeri Muniz is Chair of Region VI and serves as Executive Director for the Depart-
ment of Contracts and Grants at the University of Southern California.

Greetings from Montana.  After a long winter of
snow and a spring of rain we are finally having a
beautiful summer.  I know all of you are busy mak-
ing plans for the national meeting in Washington,

DC, November 6 – 9 2011, in our home away from home at the Hilton.
Early Bird registration should be completed by October 3, 2011.   Be sure to
join your entire NCURA family at the joint region VI/VII hospitality suite.
It will be great to see everyone again.

As you may or may not know region VII lost its host site at the University
of New Mexico for our webpage.  Thanks goes out to Brian Christian for all
of his years of service as the web master.  Arizona State University, Deb
Murphy, Candace Lindsay, and Vicki Krell, have stepped up to the plate
and have done a great job of recreating the site at its new location.  Check
it out at http://ncuraregionvii.asu.edu/.

Thanks goes out to our co-chairs of the region VII travel award committee,
Candyce Lindsay and Kimberly Page.  They put in a lot of hard work this
summer.  I look forward to introducing our two winners at the national
meeting.  Also, make sure to introduce yourself to our awardees and show
them what NCURA has to offer.

I also want to thank Winnie Ennenga and Deb Murphy our wonderful
co-chairs of the nominating and elections committee.  As you read this we
are seeking nominations for Chair Elect, Secretary/Treasurer, and one
Member-at-Large.  Elections will follow.  Please be sure to vote.  Your vote
does count.  We will announce the results at the business meeting in
Washington, DC.  

NCURA’s Board of Directors early this year approved the creation of an
International Region.  Following that it was recently recommended that
the international region share a hospitality suite with an existing region.

REGION VI
Western
www.ogrd.wsu.edu/r6ncura REGION VII

Rocky Mountain
ncuraregionvii.asu.edu

http://www.ogrd.wsu.edu/r6ncura/meetings.aspx
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Jeri Muniz, chair of region VI, and I were approached and asked if we would
consider inviting the international region to partner with our hospitality
suite.  We agreed.  So, I ask all of you to welcome our international mem-
bers into our hospitality suite.  

Be sure to mark your calendars for the 2012 joint regional meeting to be
held at the Hilton Waikoloa Village on the Big Island of Hawaii, April 15 –
18, 2012.    Vicki Krell, Arizona State University and Rosemary Madnick,
Los Angles Biomedical Research Institute will be co-chairing the meeting.
Please think about volunteering and getting involved.  You will get so much
more out of it than you ever put in.

I look forward to seeing all of you in Washington, DC. Please feel free to
pass along any suggestions or ideas tim.edwards@mso.umt.edu or
406.243.4700.

Tim Edwards is Chair of Region VII and serves as the Accountant for the College of
Health Professions and Biomedical Sciences at the University of Montana.

http://www.attain.com/
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Compliance Neighborhood Watch

New FDA Conflict of Interest Guidance
Following a critical report from the Office of the Inspector General in 2009,
the Food and Drug Administration has issued new guidance for the re-
porting of Financial Conflict of Interest on FDA-approved clinical trials.

The comment period for new FDA guidance closed at the end of July, and it
appears that the language may be adopted later this year. The initiative marks
a change in tone by the FDA with regard to reporting conflict of interest.

In the past, investigators were required to self-disclose their existing or po-
tential conflicts. According to the new guidance, investigators will have to
disclose all financial interests, and the sponsor and the FDA will determine
where a conflict exists and how it will be resolved.

Another key change is a broader definition of “clinical investigators.”
Under the old guidance, most sponsors limited the definition to only the
Principal Investigator, but the new guidance makes it clear that it includes
any “investigator or sub-investigator who is directly involved in the treat-
ment or evaluation of research subjects.”

The revised guidance also includes the spouse and dependent children of in-
vestigators. Specifically exempt from the disclosure requires are healthcare
workers who “do not make direct and significant contribution to the data.”

The new FDA guidance comes nearly a year after the Department of Health
and Human Services released revised guidance of its own. In many cases,
the DHHS guidance is more stringent than the FDA version. The DHHS
guidance, for example, requires disclosure of any equity interest in a pri-
vately held entity – not just an equity interest in the sponsor.

The guidance from the FDA also refines its definition of “due diligence” to
be conducted by the sponsor and the “mitigating” factors that it would con-
sider if a researcher on a clinical study is found to have a conflict of interest.

FDA reviewers would compare the results from a potential compromised
study against other studies that have no known conflicts. The FDA would
also evaluate information obtained from on-site inspections and review the
methods, design and endpoints of the study.

The effort by the FDA improve its conflict of interest reporting came after
an OIG report in 2009 that showed nearly a third of all marketing applica-
tions to the FDA were not properly screened for financial conflict of inter-
est, and of those report a conflict, 20% were allowed to go forward with
any action being taken to minimize potential bias.

With two potential sets of guidance on conflict of interest, it is likely that
a combination of FDA and DHHS guidance will emerge at some point in
the future.

Jeffrey Ritchie is a member of the Compliance Neighborhood Committee and serves
as Grants Management Analyst at Aurora Health Care.

Departmental Administration 
Neighborhood Watch

Social Networking for Departmental
Administrators: Is it Worth the Investment?
Social media has come a long way in such a short period of time. For ex-
ample, Facebook which was created in 2004, was initially developed as a
spin-off from the website, “Hot or Not”; a site that allowed users to rate the
attractiveness of other members According to the latest figures provided by
Facebook (2011), the website has approximately “750 million active users”
and has established itself as the most frequented social media website for
users of all ages. Similarly, Twitter has approximately 200 million users world
wide and has changed the media, business, and politics (Picard, 2011).

As the field of research administration continues to flourish, individuals
who work within the profession are constantly challenged to keep abreast
of the many rules and regulations which govern the profession. Given the
voluminous amounts of information a research administrator retains, what
is the most effective way to efficiently impart knowledge to and between
our colleagues? Many research administrators utilize social networking as
a way to attain a greater reach when corresponding with various sponsors,
research administrators, faculty and staff.  Recently, subscribers to the
NCURA Departmental Research Administration (DRA) listserve were
asked, “how are you using social media like Facebook, Twitter, blogging,
tweeting?”  According to the calculated results 83 people responded and
52% of respondents were using social media for professional purposes e.g.,
to post job descriptions, exchange experiences with particular sponsors,
funding information, or highlighting the benefits of acquiring a graduate
degree within our profession. Ironically the popularity of social media is
not enough to cause the remaining percent of people to succumb to this
revolutionized way of communicating with one another. As a DRA, how is
the equipoise and propriety of social media use determined? 

The most advantageous function of social media allows an individual the
opportunity to showcase his/her message, while demonstrating a personal
desire as a DRA to make a contribution to some of social media’s most fre-
quented sites such as: Facebook, Twitter, Wikipedia, or a Blog. Social media
not only allows an individual to propel his or herself into the limelight, it
is also a great tool to utilize when seeking to disseminate information to all
affiliates within the profession of research administration. 

Virtual Communities of Professional Interest
http://www.ncura.edu/content/regions_and_neighborhoods/neighborhoods/index.php 
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Although there are some advantages to using social media, there are also
some detrimental aspects when using social media as well. For example,
does the routine updating of a social networking site fall within the purview
of one specific individual’s day-to-day responsibilities?  Achieving results
from social networking involves more than just an assembly of subscribers
on one particular site at a particular point in time.   One of the biggest rea-
sons companies fail at social networking is that they are not prepared for
the long conversation between the customer and product provider
(Owyang, 2011).  It is important to evaluate the need and see if it the in-
vestment in time and upkeep is worth taking.  Is a dialog being created
that will drive people back to your social site?  With the right support sys-
tem, it can be the right platform to obtain and disseminate information;
the challenge is getting such a diverse group of individuals to take part and
sustain the momentum.

If your institution is invested in social media (and it may not be, the low cost
of entry allows employees like DRA’s to be in a medium before their em-
ployers) (Owyang, 2011) suggests to make sure you use the social media
that can offer resources that can provide information to your target audi-
ence.  There are times when the most popular social networking site may
not be the right site for a certain individual.   In a recent article published
within The Chronicle of Higher Education,Young (2011) stated, “Many pro-
fessors have decided to reserve Facebook for personal communications
rather than use it for teaching and research.” Even if you’ve spent hours on
your Facebook page, you could find people reading it but not commenting
or requesting friendships.  Ultimately, you and your institution have to de-
cide what organizational advantages may be ascertained when using social
media, and if your prepared for the long conversation you’re about to begin. 

At the time this article was being written, Google+ emerged as the newest
venture within social networking and seems very promising. According to
an article published within USA Today by Scott Martin (2011), “Early re-
views of Google+ are mostly favorable. Many say Google’s concept of let-
ting people group those they interact with into different social circles is a
key differentiator from Facebook.” So far, users who have participated in
the Google Plus experience have identified some interesting attributes of
the program. For example, one female user finds the program to be pre-
dominantly used by men. However, Desmond-Harris (2011) comments
that the program is “easy enough, multiple personality friendly, stalker
friendly, and not overwhelming”.  Although the program is still in the de-
velopment stage, it will be interesting to see if Google+ will be just as ad-
dicting (if not more) to the current social networks for which research
administrators rely in order to disseminate information. 

Which sites should I use and why?  

1. To establish website presence – Facebook and MySpace are easy to use
for sharing simple materials and information regarding research admin-
istration. It is good for attracting people who are interested in social net-
working.

2. Promoting specific actions – Good for asking a question and getting a re-
sponse

3. Consolidate existing unofficial social network sites related to your insti-
tution. It is better to have one official site then several informal sites.

4. Informal outreach that can blend personal with professional – immedi-
ate way to say in touch with a group of people who are departmental
administrators. Allows individuals to stay in touch and continue their in-
volvement in an organization. 

5.  Great way to disseminate information such as new funding regulations,
compliance information, articles, etc. 
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Predominantly Undergraduate 
Institutions Neighborhood Watch

Mentors Matter
The PUI neighborhood recently hosted a podcast focused on mentoring at
PUIs moderated by Katie Plum, Director, Office of Sponsored Projects,
College of Graduate Studies, Angelo State University. The panelists: Kris
Monahan, Director of Sponsored Research and Programs, Providence Col-
lege; Pamela Napier, Associate Director of Sponsored Programs, Western
Kentucky University; Joseph McNicholas, Director of Research and Spon-
sored Projects, Loyola Marymount University discuss the importance of
mentoring of research administrators at PUIs. 

The institutional contexts of PUIs offer tremendous opportunities as well
as limitations of resources and specific nuances of working within a small

http://www.altimetergroup.com/2011/02/report-how-corporations-should-prioritize-social-business-budgets.html
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/technology/digital-culture/social-networking/article1949299.ece
http://chronicle.com/blogs/wiredcampus/professors-consider-classroom-uses-for-google-plus/32131
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school. Establishing connections with those who do similar work in simi-
lar institutions is one important part of career development and job satis-
faction. The podcast highlights mentoring in general and the newly
established PUI mentoring program specifically. This, and other NCURA
podcasts, may be found at http://www.ncura.edu/content/regions_and_
neighborhoods/neighborhoods/podcasts.php 

Hope you enjoy the podcast! Please continue to use the PUI listserv to post
your question, raise discussion items, or provide ideas and suggestions for
future activities of the PUI Neighborhood Committee. 

Kris A. Monahan is a member of the PUI Neighborhood Committee and serves as
Director of Sponsored Research & Programs at Providence College.

Pre-Award Administration 
Neighborhood Watch

As we all know, the world of research administration can often get crazy.
During those peak times of proposal processing, it seems we find our-
selves putting off the things that don’t have a deadline and can simply
“wait until tomorrow.”

As we are approaching the start of a new academic and/or fiscal year and
most year-end closeouts, the proposal world gets quiet.  The Pre-Award
Neighborhood Committee brainstormed to develop a top 10 list of things
to do to prepare for the new academic and/or fiscal year:

• File those stacks of paper that have been accumulating for the last
nine months

• Clean up your computer files and folders, including archived e-mail
files that may be taking up server space

• Catch up on all of the recent policy updates 

• Organize your in-box

• Work on finalizing any new forms and procedures

• Catch up on reading your NCURA Magazine

• Rearrange your office to give yourself a “fresh” start on the upcom-
ing year

• Shred!  It’s a great way to relieve frustration

• Have a lunch date with the staff, we’re pretty sure you missed a few
due to proposal deadlines throughout the year

• Finally, VOLUNTEER…  NCURA offers a variety of opportunities
for those wanting to become involved.  It’s a great way to share
your expertise with others and formulate lasting associations with
your colleagues.

We wish you all the best with the new academic year and look forward to
seeing you at the Annual Meeting in November.

Shelly Berry is a member of the Pre-Award Neighborhood Committee and serves as
Senior Proposal Administrator II a Texas A&M Research Foundation.

International 
Neighborhood Watch

The call for Fellowships has been released and applications will be reviewed
for NCURA Fellows to visit EARMA institutions. The review committee
will be comprised of reviewers from the Neighborhood and the Ambassa-
dor Corps as well as from the beta fellowship program. The US host insti-
tutions have been identified as have the EARMA host institutions. These
significant steps will further deepen our international ties and enrich our
member professional development opportunities.

The International Neighborhood welcomes two new members:  Jose
Mario Leite , Instituto Gulbenkian de Ciência Fundação Calouste Gul-
benkian, Portugal and Dr. Susanne Rahner, President, YGGDRASIL —
Geologie-Projektmanagement-Trainings, Berlin, Germany.  Our new
members will bring their EU research administration expertise and
knowledge to the committee. 

As we go to press, the Neighborhood is finalizing its upcoming podcast,
“Large Scale International Projects: Post-Award Issues” which will be
moderated by Tom Wilson, Assistant Vice President, Rush University
Medical Center.

Denise Wallen is the chair of the International Neighborhood Committee and
serves as a Senior Fellow of the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation Center for Health
Policy at the University of New Mexico

Financial Research Administration 
Neighborhood Watch 

The Research Business Models (RBM) Working Group (c/rbm.nih.gov/) as
a chartered committee of the National Science and Technology Commit-
tee (NSTC) (http://www.whitehouse.gov/administration/eop/ ostp/nstc) re-
leased a request for information NOT-OD-11-091
(http://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-11-091.html) on be-
half of the A-21 Task Force.  They collected feedback on potential revi-
sions to A-21 to help reduce administrative burden and costs.
Comments were collected through 7/28/11.  A summary of those com-
ments and proceedings should be available in September 2011, so keep
an eye out for updates.

Take a look at the FRA Neighborhood Town Hall pages for recent On-Cam-
pus interviews posted for Cindy Hope, Assistant Vice President for Re-
search and Director for the Office of Sponsored Programs, University of
Alabama, and Jeffrey Silber, Senior Director Sponsored Financial Services,
Cornell University.

http://www.ncura.edu/content/regions_and_neighborhoods/neighborhoods/
financial_research/town_hall.php

If there are “Hot Topics” that you would like the FRA Neighborhood Com-
mittee to discuss or research please send inquiries to any of the Neighbor-

http://www.ncura.edu/ams/login.php?url=content/regions_and_neighborhoods/neighborhoods/podcasts.php
http://www.ncura.edu/content/regions_and_neighborhoods/neighborhoods/financial_research/town_hall.php
http://rbm.nih.gov/
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hood members listed in the Town Hall section of the FRA neighborhood
website or through the FRA listserv. (http://www.ncura.edu/content/
regions_and_neighborhoods/neighborhoods/financial_research/town_hall.php)

Brian J. Sevier is the chair of the FRA Neighborhood Committee and serves as an
Associate Director for Contracts and Grants at the University of Florida

eRA 
Neighborhood Watch

The Electronic Research Administration Neighborhood Committee has
been busy keeping up with all the electronic systems and their updates.
We discuss and post these updates regularly on the ERA Neighborhood
page.  Come check it out: http://www.ncura.edu/content/regions_and_ 
neighborhoods/neighborhoods/electronic_research/index.php.  

A few of the most recent updates have included the National Institutes of
Health forms update.  The NIH is phasing in some updated electronic ap-

plication forms packages known as Adobe forms B2.  The new forms were
rolled out on July 22 and the current parent R01, R03, and R21 FOAs will
expire on January 8, 2012.  The NIH will also be requiring grantees to use
the No-Cost Extension feature in the eRA Commons.  Beginning October
1, 2011 the NIH will no longer accept these notifications via other com-
munication channels.  There have also been four new podcasts posted by
the NIH.  Please see the eRA Neighborhood page for all the information
and links to these updates.

Another project the eRA Neighborhood Committee has been working
on is our ERA Matrix Tool.  This matrix lists all the electronic agency sys-
tems, site functions, login rules, and other site nuances.  You will find the
ERA Matrix Tool as well other links and updates on the eRA Neighbor-
hood page.

Cara Egan-Williams is a member of the Electronic Research Administration (eRA)
Neighborhood Committee and serves as a Sponsored Projects Officer in the Office of Re-
search at the University of California, Santa Barbara. 

http://www.ncura.edu/ams/login.php?url=content/regions_and_neighborhoods/neighborhoods/electronic_research/index.php
http://www.bakertilly.com/Higher-Education
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Olga Carr, previously with the New York Academy of Medicine, is now the Director of Grant and
Contract Services at Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution.

Denise J. Clark has been named Associate Vice President for Administration in the Division of
Research at the University of Maryland College Park.

Michele Codd, previously at Vanderbilt University, is now the Associate Director of Sponsored Projects
Administration at George Washington University

Scott Davis has accepted the position of Associate Director for the Clinical Trials team at the University
of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center.

LaJauna Ellis has accepted the position of Executive Assistant to the Dean of the College of
Engineering at Georgia Institute of Technology.

Anna Grove, previously with George Washington University, is now Manager of Sponsored Programs
at Baylor College of Medicine.

Kris Monahan is now the Director of Sponsored Research & Programs at Providence College.

Christine Pacheco is now a Sr. Clinical Contracts Specialist with the University of New Mexico
Medical Group, Office of Clinical Contract Services.

Anne Pascucci is now the Director of Sponsored Programs at Christopher Newport University.

Bill Ploog, formerly of Dartmouth College, has become the first Director of Sponsored Programs and
Research at Saint Anselm College.

Maria Thompson, is now the Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs at the State University
of New York, College at Oneonta.

Tony Ventimiglia has been promoted to Associate Director for Education and Communication, Office
of Sponsored Programs at Auburn University.

Samantha Westcott, formerly at the University of California, Irvine, is now the Manager of the
Sponsored Research Team, Children’s Hospital, Los Angeles, The Saban Research Institute.

Bob E. Wolfson, previously at the Public Health Institute in Oakland and Old Dominion University,
is now Executive Director of San Diego State University Research Foundation.



http://www.gpp.emmanuel.edu/
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NCURA’s fifth annual conference on pre-award research administration brought together al-
most 400 participants to learn, collaborate, connect and create a solid foundation for research
success.  The conference, July 24-26, at Chicago’s historic Palmer House Hotel, began with pre-
conference workshop program that offered more choices than ever before.   After a day of learn-
ing, participants were able to connect with the friends and colleagues at the opening reception
and then move on to one of Chicago’s many fine restaurants.  Monday morning’s Keynote Ad-
dress by Dr. Michael Turner, Director and Rauner Distinguished Service Professor, Kavil Institute
for Cosmological Physics, The University of Chicago, was both informative and humorous and

left the audience wanting more!  It was the beginning of two days of exceptional learning opportunities along with
ample time to gather for important networking and group discussions; all designed to provide attendees with a
solid understanding of the pre-award process.  

NCURA thanks Conference Co-Chairs, Dianne Horrocks, Idaho State University and Glenda Bullock, Washington
University in St. Louis, along with their committee for the outstanding program they presented. 

5th Annual Pre-Award Research Administration 
NCURA’s 2011 Board of Directors

met in Chicago, just prior 
to the conference. Front row (l-r):

Georgette Sakumoto, 
Dan Nordquist, Jill Tincher, 

Judy Fredenberg, Betty Farbman,
Mario Medina 

Middle row (l-r): Heather Offhaus,
Csilla Csaplar, Josie Jimenez, 

Barbara Gray, Kathleen Larmett, 
Deborah Newton 

Back row (l-r):
Antoinette Lawson, 

David Richardson, 
Anthony Ventimiglia, 

Craig Reynolds, 
Samantha Westcott, 

Ralph Brown, Steve Smartt. 
Not pictured: Tom Egan.
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 Conference Creates Solid Foundation

L-R: Judy Fredenberg (NCURA President), University of Montana; 
Glenda Bullock (Co-Chair), Washington University; Michael Turner 
(Keynote Speaker), University of Chicago; Dianne Horrocks (Co-Chair), 
Idaho State University; Kathleen Larmett, NCURA
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For further details and updates visit our events calendar at www.ncura.edu

ONLINE TUTORIALS

A Primer on Clinical Trials - 7 week program
A Primer on Federal Contracting - 8 week program
A Primer on Subawards - 7 week program

ONLY two more enrollment periods this year!

NATIONAL TRAVELING WORKSHOPS

FINANCIAL RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION WORKSHOP
December 5-7, 2011 ........................................................................Houston, TX

FUNDAMENTALS OF SPONSORED PROJECT ADMINISTRATION WORKSHOP
December 5-7, 2011 ........................................................................Houston, TX

SPONSORED PROJECT ADMINISTRATION LEVEL II WORKSHOP
December 5-7, 2011 ........................................................................Houston, TX

NCURATV 2011 DVD WORKSHOPS
ABC’s of The Federal Cost Principles...........................Available February 15, 2011
Managing Interactions and Potential Conflicts with 
University Spin-Offs and Other Small Businesses...............Available April 18, 2011
The Fiscal Aspects of Human Subjects Compliance .............Available July 11, 2011
International Collaborations: Negotiations 
and Compliance..........................................................Available October 11, 2011

NATIONAL CONFERENCES

53RD ANNUAL MEETING
Do It LIVE, Do It NOW - Get Involved!
Washington Hilton Hotel, Washington, DC ............................November 6-9, 2011

13TH ANNUAL FINANCIAL RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION 
(FRA) CONFERENCE

Walt Disney World Swan and Dolphin Resort, Orlando, FL .......March 26-28, 2012

6TH ANNUAL PRE-AWARD RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION 
(PRA) CONFERENCE

Vancouver, British Columbia .......................................................July 18-20, 2012

DEADLINES FOR DECEMBER 2011 ISSUE:

Submission of Articles to Contributing Editors .........................October 7, 2011

Submission of Articles to Co-editors......................................October 14, 2011

Submission of Advertisements ..............................................October 14, 2011

Additional information for authors can be found at:
www.ncura.edu/content/news/newsletter/author_instructions.php


